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TENDENCIES OF MARKETING DIGITALISATION  
WITHIN THE INFORMATIONAL SOCIETY 

 
 

Valentina	Zaharia		
Mihaela	Eleonora	Constantinescu		

 
Abstract 

Within the  informational society, the global scale  implementation of the  information 
and  communication  technologies  generates  a  phenomenon  of  economic  activities’ 
digitalisation, whose extension and dynamics has a visible ascendant tendency, which 
determines  changes  both  at  concept  and  management  levels.  A  new  marketing 
paradigm  is formulated, made both from the management perspective, by switching 
to  the  strategic marketing,  and  also  from  alterations of  the  e‐marketing  and  cyber 
marketing specific communication mechanisms. 

 
Keywords 

globalisation, informational society, information and communication technology, data. 

 
The informational society allows the global level extension of the 

information and communication technologies, generating, by deep 
restructuration all over the human activity areas, structural and institutional 
mutations at the level of the economic activity. In a knowledge based society, 
we may speak about knowledge as a fundamental resource and about the 
information and communication technologies as representing both a result of 
the use of new types of resources and an infrastructure allowing the 
dissemination at global level of the new pieces of knowledge. The challenges 
of the informational society determined critical paradigm changes and 
reconceptualisations of the terms of knowledge, information and data. The 
informational society accepts the possibility of valid knowledge existence 
outside the cognitive faculties of the human being, introducing in the 
epistemic equation the intelligent artefacts capable of knowledge, which 
change fundamentally the classic theory of knowledge. The artificial 
intelligence becomes co-substantial both to the theme and to the subject matter 
of knowledge. 
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According to THE GLOBAL INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
REPORT 20141 presented within the World Economic Forum 2014, each 
day, there are created more than 2.5 quintillion bytes of data, and 90% of the 
data stored at global level are made during the last three years. In the report 
abovementioned, it is also predicted that the total volume of the digital data 
will be in 2020, at global level, of 40 trillion of gigabytes, that is 30 times 
higher than the one existing in 2005, that is of more than 5,200 gigabytes for 
each citizen of the planet. In Cisco’s Visual Networking Index2 it is predicted 
that from 2012 to 2017, the data volume that will circulate between the IPs 
connected in different digital networks will have an annual increase ratio of 
23%. From this point of view, we may say that digital economy has the 
fundamental item and unit of measure named data. 

Neelie Kroes, vice-president of the European Commission for the Digital 
Agenda, used to say that “Data is a precious thing ...” and “... that’s why I’ve 
called data the new oil. Because it’s a fuel for innovation, powering and 
energising our economy.3” 

There are authors according to whom4, within the digital economy, data is 
comparable to oil or gold of the industrial economy. “Data have always had 
strategic value, but with the magnitude of data available today-and our 
capability to process them – they have become a new form of asset class. In a 
very real sense, data are now the equivalent of oil or gold. And today we are 
seeing a data boom rivalling the Texas oil boom of the 20th century and the 
San Francisco gold rush of the 1800s”5. 

Since we faced, during the recent years, at global level, the effects of an 
economic and financial crisis, the authors of the report identify in what I call 
big data a solution of economic increase, of creation of jobs and of new 
business opportunities, as well as for the increase of the people’s standard of 
living, both in the economically developed countries and in those currently 
developing or with emergent economies. For them, big data represent an 
essential support of global level innovation. 

In digital economy, data have a strategic value and is defined by three 
fundamental characteristics: volume, dynamics and variety. Data have also a 
particularly valuable feature: they are measurable and allow the 

                                                            
1 http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalInformationTechnology_Report_2014.pdf 
2 Ibidem. 
3 Ibidem. 
4 Ibidem. 
5 Ibidem. 
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commensurability of economic and financial activities. From this point of 
view, there are authors who see in data a new ideology6: “Indeed, we are now 
living in a world where anything and everything can be measured. “Data” 
could become a new ideology. We are just at the beginning of a long journey 
where, with the proper principles and guidelines, we should be able to collect, 
to measure and to analyse more and more information about everyone and 
everything in order to make better decisions, individually and collectively.” 

If at macroeconomic level, big data generate institutional restructurations, 
at organisational level, the high level, the speed of gathering data and their 
large variety determine new action tendencies. Consequently, at the 
organisational management level, it is acted for the use of data sources which 
have not been used before, there are new automatic data management system 
appearing and new calculation and transaction methods. These tendencies 
generate new challenges that the organisational management must face: it is 
imposed the improvement of the human resources to manage the new patterns 
and tools of data storage and processing and it is introduced the issue of 
creating and implementing new systems insuring data safety. “However, 
organizations confront vast differences in their ability to utilize big data to 
good effect, as seen in their stages of big data maturity. These differences 
range from adopting big data practices for operational improvement in 
selected functional areas or building or revamping an organization’s value 
proposition to completely transforming their business model based on big data. 
At the more advanced stages, organizations learn to monetize big data far 
beyond simply getting better at what they are currently doing; learning this 
lesson is an accomplishment that can mean a fundamental shift for them. 
Environment readiness plays a pivotal role in enabling such success, because 
its effect is far greater than the evolution of individual organizations’ internal 
capabilities and usage levels of big data”7 

The dynamics of data management systems brings forward a lot both the 
creation of data safety systems and the provisions contained by the law 
relating to this area. With this purpose, both the governments and the private 
organisations are recommended to separately store the data, according to their 
content, to create distinct departments, specialised in data safety, to use data 
management systems with no connexion, so that, if a system is corrupted/ 
attacked/virus-infected, the other not to be “contaminated”, the data exchange 
between systems should only be made by complying with rules insuring the 

                                                            
6 Ibidem. 
7 Ibidem. 
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data safety, the application of mechanisms confirming the identity of data 
users (e.g. biometric signature). The law must also be improved particularly to 
insure the ownership right of natural entities and organisations over the data. 

Consequently, in digital economy, data are not only the gold and oil of 
the new economy, but also the generator of a new ideology and of a 
revolutionary management philosophy. According to The Economist 
Intelligence Unit8, more than two thirds of executives consider that big data 
help them to identify new business opportunities and to make better 
management decisions, almost half of the executives approached considering 
that the big data management helps increasing the competitiveness of their 
company, and a third of them believing that the big data have a role in the 
increase of financial performances. 

At the same time, we shall not ignore a cautious approach of the database 
management. Jaron Lanier9 encourages the prudency when we must believe in 
the results created by what he calls “Wisdom of the crowd” and the citizens’ 
concern of keeping the private character of individual life must increase. Thus, 
the creation of large databases determines two issues concerning the 
fundamental human rights: they themselves can be invasive and may suppress 
certain human freedoms (e.g. the right to private life) and, in turn, these digital 
system present vulnerabilities. 

Humanity creates a digital universe, virtual realities whose functioning 
rules are dynamic and are now being elaborated. Nevertheless, the new digital 
ecosystems are imposing, indisputably, as factors of economic increase and 
competitiveness: “First described by Clive Humby as the “new oil,” this data 
growth is fuelling knowledge economies, sparking innovation, and unleashing 
waves of creative destruction. But most of these data are unstructured and 
underutilized, flowing at a volume and velocity that is often too large and too 
fast to analyze. If data do, in fact, comprise the new raw material of business, 
on par with economic inputs such as capital and labour, then deriving insight 
and added value from this new input will require targeted transmission, 
processing, and analysis”.10 

At the organisation level, the information and communication 
technologies allow the management of more and more complex databases, 
which generates changes both in the production/services system and in all their 
functional and management mechanisms, including the marketing activities. 

                                                            
8 Ibidem. 
9 Ibidem. 
10 Ibidem. 
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Michael Mandel introduces a fundamental conceptual distinction11, 
signalling the fact that until now, the economists divided the results of the 
economic activity in goods and services, but the data are none of them. 
Consequently, the date may be both the resource and the result of the activity 
of a company and imposes a new paradigm of the economic thinking. 

The entire activity of the enterprise is restructured in digital economy, 
including relating to the marketing tools and strategies. One may say that, due 
to the information and communication technologies, it is produced a change of 
the marketing mixture components and of their way of interacting: the product 
contains more and more a digital technology and may be constituted itself as 
an intangible, digitalised good, the prices are fixed according to new structures 
of costs, and the payments are made more and more by digitalised tools and 
procedures, the distribution is restructured according to the digital technology 
(when the products are of digital nature, their distribution is made 
instantaneously and with no costs by digital channels), and the promotion 
methods and tools are altered by the use of digital technologies. 

In fact, the new technologic evolutions are projected in paradigm 
exchanges and in the apparition of new terms, such as the e-marketing 
(concerning the marketing activities made by means of the Internet) and the 
cyber marketing (referring to the marketing activities taking place with the 
support of the communication and information technologies). 

Until now, the following e-marketing forms have been identified: 
SEM (Search Engine Marketing) – the marketing of the search engines – 

a form of digital marketing looking for the increase of websites and web 
pages’ visibility on search engines, by means of displaying certain information 
in paid zones. 

SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) – is looking for optimising the search 
engines – it is made by applying a series of specific techniques and methods 
looking for the increase of a website or of a webpage visibility within the 
search engines, without using paid spaces or announces. 

PPC (Pay Per Click) – branch of SEM looking for attracting the attention 
of possible customers and guiding them to a web property (generally a 
website), in exchange of money for each click / each visit of the said website. 

Social Media Marketing – the company enters the virtual social media of 
real and potential customers, in order to interfere with the interests and 
passions of the users, as well as to know their perception on the company’s 

                                                            
11 Ibidem. 
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products and services, in order to enhance their image in the online or offline 
environment. 

Email Marketing – it is generally associated with the company’s 
Newsletter, but it represents one of the transmission channels of customised 
offers. Due to a very precise targeting and to the communication 
customisation, it represents one of the most efficient forms of direct 
marketing. 

Display advertising – also named “advertising by banners” is advertising 
– multiple sides marketing form, due to the existence of multiple possibilities 
of presenting the message (text, image, animation, video), as well as to a large 
variety of targeting the possible customers (from displaying the messages on 
niche websites to very large interest areas). 

Consequently, it is noticed a movement of the marketing activities 
budgets to the online promotion channels. In the E-consultancy and Responsys 
Report12, it was predicted for 2013 that about 71% of the marketing enterprises 
would increase the budgets for the promotion of digital channels. 

It was also predicted13 that the budgets intended to the e-marketing 
promotion will increase in 2013 with about 28% on the average, that 70% of 
the respondent companies had media content budgets in 2013. 

In 2012, the mobile publicity registered revenues of about US $ 20 billion 
(out of which 42% were mobile phone messages companies) and it is 
predicted that 4 billion of persons displayed more than 350 billion of 
advertisings. Nevertheless, the promotion on social networks has a remarkable 
dynamics and appears as the main e-marketing form preferred by the 
companies. 

                                                            
12 http://marketingportal.manager.ro/articole/ultima-ora-74/pag-3/ 
13 Ibidem. 
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Conclusion 
In the informational society, the economic environment becomes more 

and more intelligent and manifests as an incontestable tendency of 
digitalisation of the company’s activity, with a strong impact on the marketing 
tools and strategies. The intelligent and efficient management of databases will 
represent an essential condition of competitiveness at the company and 
macroeconomic level. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL 
ENVIRONMENT FOR THE INTERNATIONAL 

MARKETING 
 

Adina	Mușetescu	
Irina	Nicolau	

 
Abstract 

The geographical environment is important for the history of economy, but also it has 
powerful connection with the actual tendency for people to travel or even integrate in 
other  countries.  The  key  element  is  represented  by  location,  because  choosing  for 
instance the companies headqarter means solving a strategic issue. Another example 
could be that the development of Singapore is mostly due to its geographical position. 
It  is  important  to acknoledge  the  interaction between  the natural environment and 
the human  intervention. The present  interational mobility of  the workforce  implies 
that  in building an education everyone has  to  try  to be prepared  to not only  travel 
abroad, but also to either work in its country for a multinational company or even in 
another country. 

 
Keywords 

location, hydrology, climate, international mobility. 

 
JEL: M 39. 

 
Introduction 
The globalization phenomenon made geography a vital element for 

studding international marketing. 
The geographical environment is trying to provide answers to question 

related to the company's distribution strategy. This is underlining the 
importance of certain locations for activities of the company as well as 
strategic choosing the headquarters of the company and the close position 
regarding the customers. 

The geographical environment has powerful connection with traditions. 
Annual a large sum of money is spent by tourist to explore the beautiful 
Greece, objectives from Arab countries and other vacation locations. 
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Content 
The geographical environment is divided into the following thematically 

areas: location, human characteristics, interactions, population mobility. 
1) Location represents the essential element. It is referring to dividing the 

land into areas of certain importance. There is a saying: „Location, location, 
location”, emphasizing its strategic importance. The real-estate businesses are 
such an example. 

The continuous desire to look for places with great potential regarding the 
resources has constitute the driving of numerous expedition throughout 
history. The exploration of the Mediterranean Sea by the Phoenicians, the 
legendary journey of Marco Polo in China and then the expeditions of 
Christopher Columbus, Vasco da Gama, James Cook, have contribute to the 
increase of the international business opportunities. 

An example of excellent location is the Singapore city that has always been 
considered a meeting point between naval routes that are linking the Indian Ocean 
and the South Chinas Sea. For about 150 years, Singapore was a very important 
commercial center for the British Empire. After obtaining the independence, in 
the year 1965, the Singapore authorities have developed numerous factories and 
diversified goods productions that are exported all over the world. 

The managers of any company have to analyze carefully the location 
considering the closeness towards the suppliers, the other subsidiaries of the 
company and also the clients. 

Each location possesses certain specific characteristics. Although we meet 
the same characteristics in different area, each of these is unique. 

Natural characteristics are the attributes of the respective area. 
 

Table no. 1: The area of the most powerful states of the world 
The most powerful states (regions) 
of the world 

Area1 
(square meters) 

1. Australia 7.741.220 
2. China 9.596.961 
3. India 3.287.263 
4. Japan 377.915 
5. Russia 17.098.242 
6. U.S.A. 9.826.675 
7. European Union 4.381.376 
8. The World 514.453.376 

                                                            
1 www.ciafactbook.com, 2014 (estimative informations for the year 2013). 
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The largest are is possessed by Russia with 17.098.242 square meters. 
From the geological point of view we can talk about the presence of 

certain important natural deposits. For example, South Africa is well known 
for the gold and diamantes deposits, which determined that, this country to be 
the richest of the African continent. Brazil is the biggest iron exporter due to 
the huge deposits from the south of the Amazon. Chile is one of the biggest 
cooper exporters. Saudi Arabia is very well known for the oil deposits, Russia 
for coal deposits and others. 

Regarding the land, usually the peoples have created their establishments 
in the plain that is favorable to agriculture. The mountain areas are the list 
populated. 

In the feudal period, the owners of certain plain fields required a tax to 
those that are crossing their propriety. In our days it is important that every 
business is situated near strategic locations (for example opening a store in 
highly populated area, not in areas with low number of habitants). 

Also, for tourism it is very important the presence of certain 
characteristics that are attractive for the tourists (such as Niagara waterfall, 
Great Canyon, Salzburg region for thermal waters and others). 

Another important aspect is the hydrology. Rivers, lakes and other areas 
that are filled with water are influencing the economy of the respective zone. 
The water is a vital element for agriculture, as well as for industry. Excessive 
water can be a problem, such as Bangladesh's case, where there are frequently 
floods that have negative impact on the production and commerce. Waterfalls 
can be used to produce electricity at low costs. 

There is lots of tourist that are enjoying in visiting lakes sites, such as 
lakes of Scotland, and others. Also the cruises tourism is world wide spread 
and has an enormous success. 

The climate has a very special impact on business. Areas such as French 
Riviera, Florida, that are enjoying very nice and warm climate, are frequent 
destination for tourists. The climate is also influencing the specific production 
of each country. In the tropical areas, goods such bananas are cultivated, 
meanwhile in colder areas potatoes, wheat and others. 

In the United States, aeronautical industry is located in a worm and dry 
area, appropriate for construction and testing spaceships. The first missile send 
into the space was launch by the European Space Agency, not in Europe, but 
in Guinea (French Guiana). 

The changing climates of some areas are determining the seasonal aspect 
of the production. For example, there are states in which the construction 
industry has a developing activity only a couple months a year. 
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Also, there are fertile regions that are adequate for cultivating cereals or 
grapes, from where it appears the difference in the wine tastes according to 
their provenience. 

There is a link between the statistical indexes regarding the population 
and the main preoccupation of the inhabitants. 

The population of a certain region can be traditionally specialized in 
production of some specific goods. For example, East Asia population is 
custom to harvest rise. In mine zones, the population is occupied in this type 
of activity. Switzerland has a worldwide recognition for clock industry and 
banks expertise. Some countries, due to the low expenses, become attractive 
for large companies that are relocating their production in these types of areas 
in order to reduce labor costs (countries like Taiwan, South Korea and others). 

A significant importance for marketing is represented by the dates 
regarding the population and especially the number of inhabitance of each 
country, the medium age of the population, the urbanization rate, the growth of 
the population rate, age structure of the population and others. 

 
Table no. 2: Compares between the largest economic  

world powers regarding population2 (dates are contain  
estimative information for the year 2013) 

States or group of states 
 

Population 
(inhabitance) 

1. Australia 21.766.711 
2. China 1.336.718.015 
3. India 1.189.172.906 
4. Japan 126.475.664 
5. Russia 138.739.892 
6. U.S.A. 313.232.044 
7. European Union 496.857.878 
8. The world 6.928.198.253 

 
The largest world population is in China, meaning 1.336.718.015 

inhabitance. 
It is very important for any company on the market to have as much 

information as possible about the target segment of population that its products 
are destined for. For this reason the following demographic indexes are very 
important: 

                                                            
2 www.ciafactbook.com, 2014. 
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Table no. 3: Demographic indexes3 for the  
European Union's countries 

European Union's 
member states 

The population 
medium age 

(years) 

Urban population 
(%) 

Growth 
population rate 

(%) 
1. Austria 44,3 68 0,01 
2. Belgium 43,1 97 0,05 
3. Bulgaria 42,6 73,1 - 0,83 
4. Cyprus 35,7 70,5 1,48 
5. Croatia 42,1 58 - 0,12 
6. Czech Republic 40,9 73,4 0,17 
7. Denmark 41,6 86,9 0,22 
8. Estonia 41,2 69,5 - 0,68 
9. Finland 43,2 85 0,05 
10. France 40,9 85 0,45 
11. Germany 46,1 74 - 0,18 
12. Greece 43,5 61 0,01 
13. Hungary 41,1 69,5 - 0,21 
14. Ireland 35,7 62 1,2 
15. Italy 44,5 68 0,3 
16. Latvia 41,4 68 - 0,62 
17. Lithuania 41,2 67 - 0,29 
18. Luxemburg 39,6 85 1,12 
19. Malta 40,9 95 0,33 
20. Netherlands 42,1 83 0,42 
21. Poland 39,5 60,9 - 0,11 
22. Portugal 41,1 61 0,12 
23. Romania 39,8 52,8 - 0,29 
24. Slovakia 39,2 54,7 0,03 
25. Slovenia 43,5 50 - 0,23 
26. Spain 41,6 77 0,81 
27. Sweden 41,2 85 0,79 
28. United Kingdom 40,4 80 0,54 

 
Regarding the medium population age, the highest value is in Germany 

and the lowest is in Ireland. 
Regarding the population growth rate, the lowest value of this index is 

registered in Cyprus, and the lowest in Bulgaria. For the index of age structure 
of the population, the highest rate for the age group 0 - 14 year is in Ireland 
and the highest value for the age group 15 - 64 years is registered in Cyprus 
and for the age group over 65 years old is Italy. 

 
                                                            
3 www.ciafactbook.com, 2014. 
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3) Interactions between the natural environment and the human 
intervention 

Being successful in international business can be translated into 
interactions between the natural environment and the human intervention. 

The richest zone as economic activity is the cities that have developed a 
great deal during the years. 

Population, considering the actual level of technology even in the 
everyday life, can influence the characteristics of a certain natural zone. For 
example, storage dams are building to prevent floods; irrigation systems are 
also constructed and other. Unfortunately there are cases in which the human 
intervention has a powerful negative impact on a certain areas, such as the oil 
leaks from the Chernobyl reactors in 1986 or the explosions of the atomic 
central from Japan in 2011, as a result of a tsunami wave. 

There is larger preoccupation then before in terms of protecting the 
environment. Through great efforts has been stopped the destruction of the 
forest surrounding the Amazon, by these measure has been achieved also the 
conservation of a lot of species in danger and the special vegetation of these 
area. Also specialist is confronted with the challenge of finding alternative for 
oil consumption. 

The present technologies come with a lot of benefits for a better life. For 
instance, air conditioning systems are allowing the persons that are heat 
sensitive's to enjoy a vacation in hot regions. Hotel owners in ski resorts can 
now produce artificial snow, provided for clients during the entire year. A 
special development has known the cities that are situated at the intersection of 
many important routes, such as New York or Hong Kong. 

Due to the human contribution the perception on the distances has 
changed. Jules Verne's has written its novel that speaks about a trip around the 
world in 80 days, but in the present we can surround the world by plane in 
about 80 hours. 

The communication technology has advanced from about 150 years when 
the telegraph was discovered until the present internet facilities. The 
communication has become instantaneous. 

Also, the progresses in the banking systems are facilitating the 
international commerce. 

 
4) International mobility 
The main existence of the international marketing is conditioned by the 

movement of persons and goods. 
The quality, quantity and structure of the available workforce has a 

determine importance for the employers, especially when they are trying to be 
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as efficient, competitive and profitable as possible. There is however state 
owned companies that have as main objective providing people with a 
workplace, profitability being considered a secondary one. 

The quality of the workforce refers to the attitude, education and the skills 
of the available persons. 

The quantity of the workforce refers to the number of available persons 
that have the necessary abilities to satisfy employer’s needs. 

There are situations on the market in which there are too many available 
workers that can be considered both a positive and a negative aspect for 
business. If there are too many qualified persons compared to company’s 
necessities for hiring, then the companies have the possibility to choose the 
very best employees possible and to pay them low salaries. On the other hand, 
a high unemployment rate can cause social and political turbulences that have 
a very bad impact on the business. 

The general work conditions are determined usually by social, cultural, 
religious and legal forces. 

Another important aspect of the workforce is its mobility. Work is 
perfectly mobile, overcoming political and economic obstacles, but it is harder 
to realize than the good or capital transfer. Over 60 million workers4 left 
Europe in order to find jobs outside their own country in the period of the 
years 1850 - 1970. Also, between the end of the World War II and 1970, over 
30 million workers have left the south of Europe and the U.S.A. in order to 
work in the North of Europe (due to the massive rise of the economies from 
this area). Also, there are more than 11 million Mexicans that are working in 
the United States, mostly illegal. An estimative figure of the migration is 42 
million workers (for the year 2000) all over the world that are migrating, but it 
is very hard to have a precise number. 

The causes of the workforce migration are the following: 
 economic issues in the origin country; 
 political problems in the provenience country; 
 the perceived existence of an opportunity in the destination country. 
A special population segment is the economical or political refugees. 

Along history there was a lot of majored population migration due to the 
authoritative political regimes. During the years 1960 and 1970, millions of 
persons have left East Germany and moved to West Germany, went from 
China to Hong Kong, from North Vietnam to South Vietnam. An important 
population movement took place in 1980 in Cuba, also for political reasons. 
Population migration from Mexico to United States of America or from 
                                                            
4 Czinkota, M., Ronkainen, I. – International Marketing, Harcourt College Publishers, 2001; 
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Southern Europe to North Europe happened due economical reasons. Still as a 
paradox, the poor countries register the highest population growth number. 

In the year 2010 there were around 8,8 million5 refugees all over the 
world. It is estimated that there are almost 1,5 millions Iranians that went 
mostly in countries of the Middle East. 

The refugees are not wanted by developed countries. Also there are 
countries that have specific regulations about the maximum allowed number 
of refugees. 

Countries with high birthrate have a surplus of available workforce. 
Therefore, countries with low birthrate (for example France, Germany and 
others) have a workforce deficit, that they are trying to cover it by creating 
temporary jobs in areas such as service, in factories or in construction 
industry. That kind of employees is named guest workers. 

The guest workers are the persons that are going legally in a foreign 
country in order to get employed. These are the workers that are wanted for an 
economy when the respective state has an economic growth, but when the 
economy is registration a decline, the home land workers would want not lose 
jobs in favor of foreign people that are willing to go to work for less wages. 

To solve these conflicts, some states are willing to pay the foreign 
workers to leave their state. The large number of workers from a certain 
country can raise negative reactions from the domestic population. Frequently, 
the emigrants are taking over an entire street, because it is more likely for a 
large group of people to search for work rather than a single person. This 
aspect is surely affecting the natives. 

Italy, France, Germany are countries that are trying to keep the emigrants 
level in control. 

In U.S.A. the immigrants are composing mostly of Cubans and Mexicans. 
There are some differences regarding the workforce migration in Europe 

and in the U.S.A. In Europe are admitted only people that have a certain 
qualification for an activity and in most cases they are not accompanied by 
their families, bringing immediate benefits to the economy. In the U.S.A. the 
immigrants are lacking any qualification and in most cases are accompanied 
by their families, which are leading to social imbalances. 

 
Conclusions: 
In the present, the geographical environment has the following 

tendencies: 

                                                            
5 www.cia.org – The Worldfactbook, 2014. 
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1) There is a general tendency to allocate more time and money for 
vacations; the marketing specialist is already exploiting it. 

2) The European countries, also very divergent at first from the cultural 
point of view, have the tendency to homogenous cultural values, as much as 
the people are changing more easily their jobs and residency within the 
European Union. For example, in Great Britain have registered after 2004 a 
large number of polish citizen6, which led the marketing specialist to focus on 
these consumer segment. 

3) The role of women in the society is rising. There is a general tendency 
to balance the time spend in the family and the work place equally by men and 
women. Superior education of women has become a rule, rather than the 
exception. 

4) The rise of the life expectancy as much as the peoples are more and 
more preoccupied of maintain a healthy life (which includes sport and an 
adequate alimentation). 

5) Also, we are witnessing a rising preoccupation in protecting the 
environment. 

6) It is registered a diminishing time spend by women in the kitchen and a 
higher participation of men in the domestic activities. 

7) There is a large availability for people to change their homes and move 
to a different country. 
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THE INCREASING ROLE OF MODERN WOMEN  
IN BUSINESS 
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Abstract 

Women that are working has become a general tendency. As both men and women 
have jobs, women have no more exclusivity regarding the work developed in a house. 
Especially advertising campaings do not have to make the mistake of adressing only to 
these segment of population regarding detergent commercial for example. One type 
of  segementation  is made  considering  the  age  of women,  other  is  based  on  their 
activities, another one can be build taking into consideration the origin of them. The 
present  economic  crise  forced more  women  to  involve  in  getting  jobs.  It  is  very 
important for marketing to gather more information about women, in order to create 
a business environment that is women friendly. 
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Introduction: 
In our days, the social and the cultural environment has registries a few 

new tendencies: 
1) The general stream is to allocate more time and money for holidays, 

and the tourism agencies are already handling this marketing opportunities. 
2) The European countries very strongly divergent at the beginning of the 

European Union, have begin to minimize their differences, as the people are 
changing more often their workplace in foreign states. For instance, after 
2004, the population from Poland has increased a lot, making some companies 
to focus on these particular segment of customers. 

3) The role of women in the society is increasing. A working mother is 
the rule, not the exception any more. They have access to education equally as 
the men. 

4) Another general tendency is a greater life expectancy, as the people are 
becoming more preoccupied for sport and healthy nutrition. 

5) Also we can see a general preoccupation for the environment. 
                                                            
 Senior Lecturer PhD., Christian University „Dimitrie Cantemir”, adinamusetescu@gmail.com 
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6) There is a tendency for women to spend less time in the kitchen, as 
men are beginning to participate to the home activities. 

 
Content: 
Women seem to be a perfect target for advertising. They are obsessed 

with cleaning the house, with looking perfect (even their teeth must be 
perfectly white, their cloth impeccable and others). 

In the present period of time, we can't talk about a stereotype for women, 
as they began to explore other roles other than a housewife. 

Unfortunately, women have changed, but the advertising didn't. Some 
advertising agencies still think that whatever is pink is bought for the women. 

The entire concept of advertising for laundry products for example is 
conceived for women, forgetting that in our days, men are starting to help 
around the house and are interested in knowing more information too. Most of 
this commercials are showing two young moms sharing experiences about 
washing their children's T-shirts. Washing is not a women's monopoly. 

On the other hand, in beer advertising we can see men enjoying their 
drinks when in reality women are drinking alcohol too. 

The companies must realize more than anything that women are making 
money more than ever before and they become a force. And one thing never 
changes - a women passion for shopping. With more money to spend, they 
should become an important target for any company. 

There are a lot of women with superior education. 
Even in the case of a family, generally the women decides the shopping 

list for the house necessities. 
As opposed to the men, women retain and evaluate information as they 

walk in a room, they are articulating their opinions more firmly and they like 
to be served as polite as possible. It is very good for a company that has a lot 
of products addressed to women's to make enquiries because women like to 
speak about themselves (their needs and how they can be satisfied). 

Focusing on this particular segment of market, can offer to a company 
competitive advantage. 

There are two types of advertising campaigns on the market: 
1) visible campaigns (divided strictly based on the gender); 
An example for visible campaign is marketing for diet nutrition (food 

with calcium that prevents osteoporosis, nutrients against hart diseases, and 
others). 

2) transparent campaigns (the information are for a gender but is not too 
specific). 
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Transparent campaigns are for example for a company that produces sport 
cloth, that women are aware of the existence of a line dedicated to them. 

The best way for a company to be successful is to determine the segment 
of consumers they want to reach. Women can be divided into categories 
considering elements such as: age, culture, education and others. 

A very interesting trend is that women are interested in „fix-it” projects 
around the house. On television there are a lot of shows concerning the work 
of a handy man and have a lot of viewers around the women's. 

There are important differences between a women and a men brains. 
Women have a better ability to make connections, to decide faster, to get 

in touch with their feelings and express them. 
In order to attract a women, any message can be consistent and present 

everywhere. If there are any inconsistencies, they will observe it. 
They like the message to contain as much information as possible and 

they still have questions to ask. 
Also they like to shop products that are representative for the values they 

believe in. An advertising that is showing a product that allows women to save 
time that she can spend with the family is a successful one (for example dishes 
washing machine). 

They are more likely to respond to relationship marketing that is based on 
consumers that are sharing their opinions based on the product utilization. 
They also read any reviews about the product or service and compare it to the 
competition. 

In order to make a purchase, the women must be convinced that she is 
making the right choice. 

They also like to make priorities according to their personal needs or the 
members of the family, in the case they are part of one. 

A report from Population Reference Bureau, United States of America, is 
showing that 71,8% of the population with children are married - couples with 
children, the rest representing single parents raising children. 

Regarding data for the entire World (as the report from CIA Factbook 
shows), the age structure, for the year 2013 is: 

a) 0 - 14 years: 26% (956.360.171 male, 893.629.520 female); 
b) 15 - 24 years: 16,8% (613.806.639 male, 577.904.561 female); 
c) 25 - 54 years: 40,6% (1.478.739.525 male, 1.477.244.791 female); 
d) 55 - 64% years: 8,4% (298.092.946 male, 312.206.795 female); 
e) 65 years and over: 8,2 % (265.453.689 male, 331.172.947 female). 
The total population is 7.095.217.980 (estimated for the year 2013). 
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The generation of 0-14 years are growing up with internet and personal 
computers. They are aspiring to well education. They expect a lot from a 
brand, that has to address to an optimistic, technology seeker, multicultural 
girl in these stage. 

The generation 15-64 have witnessed a lot of political changes (Vietnam 
war, oil crises, PC revolution, the fall of communism, and other). They are 
characterized by: commitment for lifelong learning, appreciation for 
technology, putting motherhood on hold, dedication for careers. They respond 
to humor, truthful advertising, socially responsible marketing. 

After 65 years there is a major preoccupation for health. Advertising must 
speak to their lifestyle, not their age. They respond very good to expert 
testimonies. 

Considering the roles in the society, women can be segmented as 
following: 

a) Single women are women that are living on their own, due to great 
career opportunities, divorce, long live expectancy and other causes. They are 
in control of their lives and sometimes are taking in the responsibility of 
raising a child by their selves. They respond to messages that reflect their 
independence, intelligence, self-esteem, and others. 

b) Businesswomen are not a rare phenomenon. A lot of companies are 
owned or ruled by women's. They are very intelligent and well informed. 
Sometimes they have to handle multiple levels of tasks at work as well as in 
the family. They are attracted to commercials for products with high 
technology, good customer service, socially responsible preoccupation from 
the company, good prices, speed purchase methods, and others. 

As tourists, businesswomen's prefer to feel secure, brighter lobbies, 
massage, lots of choices for room service. 

c) Moms are interested in providing for their children. There are a lot of 
working moms that desire to offer the very best for their families. Companies 
must give them a lot of information about the practical benefits of the 
products. For example it is good for hotels chain to think about offering to the 
tourist family rooms. 

A segmentation regarding cultural aspects in the United States would be 
the following: 

a) Hispanic American Women are mostly emigrants and family oriented. 
All their purchases are based on the family needs. They are very important to 
them catholic holidays and traditions. 

b) Asian American Women are coming from cultures such as Japan, 
Indonesia or India, that have very different language and religion. Women are 
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usually well educated and have their own business. They prefer unique brands 
that reflect the image of success. 

c) Black American Women receive more education then the black men 
and they also have better paid jobs then the men. Companies that want to have 
them as their customers have to emphasize that they value cultural diversity, 
commitment to the church and others. 

An important tradition for the Americans is the celebration of St. 
Valentine's Day, a holiday that implicates offering chocolates and flowers to 
the loved ones. In Japan, Korea and China this tradition was fallowed, only 
this time women have to give men chocolates, followed a month later by a 
tradition when men are offering candy to women (the White Day). 

A variation of St. Valentine's Day it is now met in a lot of parts of the 
world. 

Any major change in a women life, such as going to college, change in 
the career, having a baby, implicates a lot of buying decision that have to be 
fully exploited by the selling companies. 

A lot of women are very busy so they appreciate the opportunity of 
shopping on-line, that has become increasingly popular. 

Women are loyal to the brand that can deliver good products and an even 
better shopping experience (for example purchasing the brides dress is not just 
about the dress, but also the way the personnel from the store are treating 
them). 

Due to the increasingly use of the internet, companies should use online 
advertising, promotions and also ask potential customers to answer 
questionnaires. 

 
Conclusions: 
One of the effects of the last economic crises is for the women to come 

into power. Statistics are showing that women resisted better threw the crises, 
due to the fact that the majority of fired people were men and also most of the 
companies that colapsed were men owned. 75% of the new hiring in the last 
years were ocupied by women and they became the entire financial support of 
their families1. Newsweek called the present crises „Mensession”2. 

                                                            
1 Ziarul Adevărul, 9 iulie 2010. 
2 Arussy, Lior - The Post-Recession Customer, Rev. Customer Relationship Management, July 
2009. 
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USE OF CONSUMER PANELS  
IN MARKETING RESEARCH 

 
Gheorghe	Ciobotă	

 
Abstract 

Concerning  the  implementation  of  indirect  scientific market  research methods,  in 
general, and the use of direct methods, the specialized literature is very detailed, but 
since this is not my purpose, I will not insist on presentations. Nevertheless, since the 
use of direct methods of investigation is normally relatively difficult and characteristic 
to  specialized  bodies,  I  think  it  is  useful  to  make  some  theoretical  and  practical 
considerations about the high quality  investigation of consumer behaviour through a 
statistic  survey.  Specifically,  the  creation,  organization  and  exploitation  of  panel 
surveys  whose  applicability  is  currently  a  sine‐qua‐non  requirement  in  rigorous 
scientific investigations of consumer behaviour, especially due to the opportunities it 
provides at a preaching level primarily accepted by decision‐makers. 
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The Panel- a high quality market research method 
Generally, the development of direct market surveys is closely linked to 

the enormous progress in the field of social science research. Although survey 
panels are used on a relatively large scale, in the field of market research as 
well as in the study of various aspects of social, political nature etc., the 
specialized literature contains more abundant information regarding the use of 
panels for studying market phenomena and consumer behaviour. However, 
even in this field, we are currently facing a wide spread of published materials, 
which mainly takes the form of articles and summaries. 

As a matter of fact, even in countries where this method of direct study of 
demand has known a significant progress, there are no solid studies about the 
multiple dimensions of the problematic involved by the use of panels. 
Furthermore, in our country, the materials published on this topic are sparse. 

In these circumstances, we find useful the presentation of some of the 
most important aspects involved by the use of panels for applying this 
technique in the practice of specialized scientific practice in our country. 

                                                            
 Senior Lecturer PhD., Faculty of Marketing, “Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University 
gheorghe.ciobota@hotmail.com 
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This problem is a key necessity for specialists concerned with the 
development of the theory of marketing research and for persons working in 
this field. 

 
Considerations regarding the appearance and development of panels 

as a method of direct market research 
Undoubtedly, the panel concept originates from the etymology of this notion, 

which mainly involves an elected jury whose role is to rule on certain issues. 
The establishment, creation and operation of panels in market studies 

within the last 50-60 years, are all major concerns for specialists, as the theory 
and practice of statistic surveys evolves. 

Therefore, specialized literature mentions as “parent” of the panel the 
American researcher Paul Lazarsfeld who described and used this technique 
for the first time in the ’30s. 

Subsequently, P. Lazarsfeld and his collaborators compiled and extended 
the panels, especially in the studies performed starting from 1940. 

After 1950, the use of panels in market surveys spread relatively fast, 
especially in more economically-developed countries. 

In 1950, the first panels appear in England (the first consumer panel is 
associated with Atwodd) and starting from 1954 - in France (STAFCO, 
NIELSON, etc.). 

Currently, panels are a prevalent practice of market surveys in various 
countries around the world, especially in Europe, United Stated and Asia. 

Although panels currently enjoy a wide recognition and spread, the issues 
concerning the concept and practical issues are in a stage of definition. 

These assertions are arguments, due to the wide variety of the meanings 
of the concept of panel, on the one hand, and the diversity of organization and 
exploitation models, on the other hand. 

As regards the definition of the panel concept, this has evolved in time, 
but has not yet reached a generally accepted form for specialists, including for 
researchers in the field of market survey. 

Generally, in order to define the panel, specialists resorted to two of its main 
features: the performances of panels used and the nature of research programs. 

However, as we will notice these elements are practically very relative. 
Naturally, the first definition is given by P. Lazarsfeld, who used panel to 
describe a technique of research of certain phenomena in time, based on a 
fixed (permanent) panel of households (or individuals). 

Clearly, this definition springs from actual researches conducted by P. 
Lazarsfeld, which did not allow generalizations. The concept of panel is 
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accepted approximately in the same way much latter by Stoctzel and A. 
Girard, who, approaching problems in the context of public surveys, considers 
the panel a technique of investigation of the same panel of persons from 
several points of view. 

Due to the extension of the panel practice, more comprehensive and more 
accurate definitions emerge. One of them is given by G. Lagneau who, in an 
article published in the “Enciclopedia universalis”, defines panel as “a 
permanent jury of consumers or distributors”. 

Another interpretation, which is one of the most comprehensive, is 
attributed to the English professor: C.A. Moser, renowned statistics expert. 

Approaching the method of fixed panels („panels”), C. A. Moser 
underlines that its purpose is to gather data more than once about the same 
issues from the same panel. 

The problem of devising a plan for the initial fixed panel is not unlike the 
plans for unique investigations, but there are special problems in maintaining 
the representative character of the panel. 

Based on these brief considerations, and from my experience, the panel 
can be defined as a quasi-permanent panel of households, individuals, stores, 
enterprises used for collecting a wide spectrum of information, continuously, 
periodically or accidentally, which enjoys permanent representativeness. 

 
Key characteristics of the panel 
In pursuing the practical approach of the materialization and exploitation 

of a marketing research panel, we will notice the need to properly resolve two 
categories of problems: methodological and organizational problems. We will 
briefly analyse them. 

First of all, methodologically speaking, the issues concerning the creation 
of a panel do not materially differ from those involved for making any statistic 
survey that requires a high level of representativeness. As stated by C.A. 
Moser, the question of creation of an initial panel arises and, subsequently, the 
satisfactory resolution of “mortality” and conditioning issues. 

I will not insist on the establishment of the initial panel since this issue 
was settled theoretically or practically, including in the specialized scientific 
research of our country. However, I will remind you, as a mandatory and 
highly pragmatic stage, of the grounding of the representativeness of the panel, 
including from the point of view of the stratification of the studied population, 
an operation that can be fulfilled by various typological and segmental 
procedures of analysis. 

In relation to the panel, they seem to be more important than in a statistic 
survey of the phenomena implied by lack of replies and conditioning. As 
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regards lack of replies or “the mortality” of panel members, the question arises 
to what extent this objective phenomenon, with numerous causes (the change 
of domicile, the temporary absence from town, the refusal to continue the 
collaboration, etc.), damages the degree of representativeness. 

The answer cannot be precisely formulated, this being the source of 
critics against the use of panels. 

Specialists are trying to solve the lack of replies, by partially replacing the 
members of a panel, if the structure of the panel is permanently defined, based 
on several characteristics. For this purpose, the panel reserve is called on, an 
operation with satisfactory practical results. 

This solution also offers, on the one hand, the opportunity of removing, to 
a great extent, the effect of conditioning of a permanent panel. 

Since the members of a permanent panel tend to become “specialists” in 
survey replies, there is a risk that they may artificially modify their buying and 
consumption behaviour therefore ceasing to be representative for the entire 
community. But if they are systematically substituted, this risk is mitigated to 
tolerable limits, as long as the replacement procedure is rigorously applied. 

However, in order to have a real control over the degree of 
representativeness of a permanent panel, specialized literature recommends 
resorting from time to time to unique statistic surveys on another panel, based 
on the same observation program. 

This method has the advantage of maximum security with the price of 
relatively high additional costs. 

Due to these methodological expectations, it is considered that, in general, 
the degree of annual renewal of a panel must be of 20-25% of the panel 
members; which means that no member of a panel will be active for more than 
4-5 years. 

Besides, based on the above considerations, the argumentation of our 
assertions regarding the panel concept and the reality of permanence of the 
panels used surfaces. 

Secondly, the establishment and use of a panel also involves the 
comparative resolution of an organizational issue. 

From this point of view, the panel essentially differs from a statistic 
unique survey, including in the sphere of establishment of a panel. 

The organizational aspects related to the operation of a panel can be 
grouped in two main classes: administrative and management. 

The first class includes the guarantee of a practical framework of 
operation of the panel, of limiting the duties of the personnel that will be used: 
contracting the future members of the panel and obtaining the approval for 
further cooperation; establishing means of communication between panellists 
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and the institution (dataflow logistics); ensuring methods of control of the 
panellists’ activity, as well as of the staff affected by the panel operation etc. 

As regards the actual management of the panel, this consists of the totality 
of registration and storage operations of social-demographic and economic 
data associated to the members of the panel, that allow us to know, at that 
moment, the structure of the panel, as well as the panel resource. It is clear 
that, to be efficient, operational and exact, the “management” of a panel must 
be inherently linked to the use of electronic computers. 

In order to exploit the importance and complexity of the organizational 
aspects of a panel, they will briefly refer to some of these. 

For example, the interview operator can be used to re-contact panellists; 
mail contact; combined contact (the questionnaire demanding the panels’ 
approval of participation is sent by mail, the interview operator going to the 
panellist’s domicile to ensure the quality of information). 

To ensure the high quality of information supplied, some specialists 
recommend special measures for training panellists, during the recruiting stage. 

In principle, this involves the simulation of the participation of 
households, individuals and institutions etc. to panel life, by making “school” 
surveys to familiarize panellists with the manner of understanding and filling 
out of questionnaires. 

As regards the method of communication between the panellists and the 
institution of bodies, a problem analogous with the data collection method, in 
case of unique statistic gaps, a combination of the two procedures will be 
used: by mail and by means of interview operators. 

However, this does not exclude the exclusive use of one of the two 
procedures. 

The interviewing by self-administration (by mail) is mainly used for a 
continuous survey, conducted using a relatively limited research program. In 
exchange, if a periodical or accidental survey is conducted (in terms of the 
observation program), interview operators are used. 

An important and relatively recent idea regarding the communication 
among panellists and the organizational intention, refers to the so-called 
customization of these relations. 

Therefore, in the context of the “SOFRES” panel (France), the principle 
of exchange of information among panellists and this institution, emphasis was 
placed on the principle of exchange of information among panellists and this 
institution. Using a special staff, “SOFRES” ensures the resolution of the 
panellists’ issues by consultations concerning areas from 9 different schools, 
administration, jurisdiction, etc.) 
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Furthermore, the role of a personal courier for panellists is to share the 
joys and sorrows of households (congratulations for holidays and 
anniversaries, marriages, births, etc.). 

In the relations with panellists, great emphasis must be placed on the 
engagement of panellists in cooperation. 

To quote a character from the famous Lehar opera, since the Phoenicians 
discovered money, it is no longer a problem to express your gratitude towards 
someone, various amounts of money being used as means of rewarding 
panellists. This method can be combined with other forms of co-engagement 
(such as the ones mentioned above), especially for families with relatively 
high income which can be reluctant or dismissive of insignificant pays. 

A significant organizational problem regarding the operation of the panel 
is that of the personnel engaged. 

From this point of view, we identify the scientific research staff (highly 
qualified specialists), on the one hand, and the execution staff, on the other 
hand. The first category normally includes scientific researchers organized in 
multi-disciplinary teams (economists, statisticians, sociologists, psychologists, 
etc.) who create the panel and are in charge of the exploitation of the 
information obtained. The second category contains a relative number of 
names of persons that ensure: the actual collection of information from 
panellists: controlling, checking and codifying questionnaires, automatically 
processing data, etc. 

Out of all these categories, the staff in charge of actually obtaining the 
information recorded the highest number of disputes among specialists. Some 
of the specialists proposed the establishment of a permanent body of interview 
operators qualified by special training courses. Others, on the contrary, think 
that the data collection activity must be entrusted every time to other (properly 
trained) persons, in order to mitigate the risk of potential specialization in 
taking interviews which may have negative effects on the quality of 
information. 

The operation of a panel also implies ensuring a rigorous and systematic 
control of the quality of information. 

This is achieved on various levels: in the stage of data collection, in the 
stage of number control and codification of questionnaires during the process 
of analysis, of interpretation and exploitation of information. This is achieved 
on several levels: during the stage of logical control and codification of 
questionnaires during the process of analysis of the interpretation and 
exploitation of information. In the first two stages, the control is conditioned 
by the method of filling out questionnaires. 
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Therefore, in case of auto-industrialization, the control is carried out by 
interview operators, with incorrectly completed questionnaires (for example 
these were of 9% for the SOFRES panel) as well as for approximately 5% of 
the total number of questionnaires filled out in compliance with the 
instructions. 

For surveys made by interview operators, the control implies the entire 
observation program, or partially. 

At a higher level, the final control of the quality of information is 
achieved during the process of analysis, interpretation and exploitation thereof. 
For this purpose, the representativeness and accuracy of the information 
collected is finally checked, by applying various signification tests supplied by 
the statistic-mathematical literature (hi square analysis, student and Fisher-
Snedecor criteria, dispersal analysis, analysis of correlation and regression 
etc.). I mention that the statistic-mathematical treatment of information 
collected is simplified by the use of an electronic computer. 
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THE ROLE OF INTERNAL MARKETING 
COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE ORGANISATION 
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Abstract 

With  regard  to marketing communications,  this  is a  relatively new concept  that has 
evolved especially in the last two decades of the twentieth century. The changes that 
have  occurred  lately  in  the  world,  both  economically  and  socially,  politically  or 
culturally,  made  the  need  for  communication  to  be  very  important  for  the 
organization  of  this  beginning  of  the  millennium.  In  this  way,  the  component  of 
marketing  activity,  communication  is  increasingly  important  higher  in  the  work 
through  its  building  the  relationship  with  employees,  customers,  suppliers, 
distributors or other audiences. 
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Introducere 
Pentru a explica conceptul de comunicare internă este necesară, mai întâi, 

stabilirea a ceea ce înseamnă comunicare şi, respectiv, comunicare de 
marketing. Blythe a văzut comunicarea ca pe un fenomen complex, definindu-
l drept „un proces tranzacţional între două sau mai multe părţi, prin care 
înţelesul este schimbat cu ajutorul folosirii voite a simbolurilor” (Blythe, 
2007). Comunicarea presupune, astfel, un efort deliberat pentru a determina un 
răspuns, gândurile fiind transmise prin cuvinte, imagini, muzică şi alte 
stimulente senzoriale. 

Comunicarea a mai fost definită ca reprezentând acea capacitate a unei 
persoane sau a unui grup „de a transmite idei, gânduri, sentimente, opinii la 
altă persoană sau grup, în aşa fel încât să se poată obţine un anumit răspuns” 
(Drăgan, Demetrescu, 1998). 

Prin intermediul comunicării de marketing, organizaţia se poate raporta la 
mediul ei intern şi extern. Rolul acesteia este „de a susţine planul de marketing 
prin transmiterea promisiunii de marketing, ajutând totodată publicul-ţintă să 
înţeleagă şi să aibă încredere în avantajul specific anunţătorului” (Marin, 
Lesenciuc, 2007). 
                                                            
 Senior Lecturer PhD., Faculy of Marketing, “Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University 
gheorghe.ciobota@hotmail.com 
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Comunicarea de marketing transmite pieţei misiunea organizaţiei, valorile 
şi strategiile sale, adică o anumită imagine care trebuie să diferenţieze 
organizaţia de competitorii săi în cadrul pieţei. 

Bruhn consideră că „politica de comunicare, în sens mai larg, cuprinde 
atât comunicarea orientată spre piaţă, cât şi pe cea din interiorul întreprinderii” 
(Bruhn, 1999). 

Distingând între cele două forme ale comunicării de marketing, şi anume 
comunicarea internă şi comunicarea externă, Marin şi Lesenciuc includ 
comunicarea de marketing în comunicarea organizaţională, considerând-o 
parte importantă a acesteia, „cu o dezvoltare mai accentuată a anumitor 
componente, cum ar fi dimensiunea publicitară” (Marin, Lesenciuc, 2007). 
Autorii merg mai departe spunând că „o firmă ce intenţionează să-şi păstreze 
şi să dezvolte o poziţie corespunzătoare pe piaţă trebuie să se implice şi într-o 
activitate complexă de comunicare cu mediul său intern şi extern şi să 
desfăşoare o politică promoţională activă” (Marin, Lesenciuc, 2007). 
Activitatea de marketing nu se limitează, astfel, doar la dezvoltarea unui 
produs şi la determinarea preţului său, comunicarea internă având un rol foarte 
important în atingerea obiectivelor şi în consolidarea imaginii organizaţiei. 

În ceea ce priveşte obiectivele comunicării de marketing, Kotler distinge 
trei tipuri: de natură cognitivă, afectivă sau comportamentală. Organizaţia 
doreşte, astfel, „fie să inoculeze ceva în mintea consumatorului, fie să-i 
schimbe atitudinea, fie să-l determine să treacă la acţiune” (Kotler, 2000). 

După cum arată Fill, „conceptul de comunicare internă a luat naştere în 
anii ´80, cunoscând o dezvoltare rapidă în anii ´90 şi devenind astfel un punct 
major de interes pentru academicieni” (Fill, 2005). Ea este parte a comunicării 
de tip organizaţional, alături de comunicarea externă. Comunicarea internă 
presupune, astfel, aflarea a ceea ce vor angajaţii şi convingerea lor pentru a 
face ceea ce organizaţia doreşte. Pe de o parte, angajaţii prezintă o foarte mare 
importanţă pentru partenerii externi ai organizaţiei, nu numai datorită 
aspectelor evidente ale serviciului sau produsului pe care îl oferă, dar mai ales 
datorită aspectelor mai puţin evidente precum atitudinea şi modul în care este 
oferit serviciul respectiv. Pe de altă parte, conducerea este responsabilă de 
alocarea resurselor. Acţiunile sale constrâng activităţile organizaţiei şi, 
conştient sau nu, acestea conturează forma şi natura comunicării pe care 
organizaţia o adoptă. 

În opinia lui Bruhn, „comunicarea internă cuprinde ansamblul activităţilor 
de transmitere de mesaje între colaboratorii (salariaţii) potenţiali, actuali sau 
foştii salariaţi ai unei organizaţii, în diferite domenii” (Bruhn, 2001). Acesta 
distinge, aşadar, între mai multe tipuri de comunicare, în funcţie de direcţia 
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acesteia. Astfel, se vorbeşte despre comunicarea verticală de sus în jos, 
aceasta realizându-se prin circulare ale conducerii organizaţiei, adresate 
personalului, comunicarea verticală de jos în sus, prin convorbiri personale, 
sistemul de propuneri, scrisorile salariaţilor în cadrul jurnalului întreprinderii, 
şi comunicarea orizontală, realizată prin discuţii colegiale informale. 

Spre deosebire de comunicarea internă, cea externă are în vedere 
stabilirea contactelor necesare realizării obiectului său de activitate, şi 
promovarea unor relaţii eficiente cu diferite categorii de public (furnizori, 
distribuitori, consumatori, mass-media). Valorile transmise clienţilor, 
furnizorilor şi distribuitorilor prin comunicare externă trebuie să fie însoţite de 
valorile angajaţilor, mai ales cei care interacţionează cu aceste grupuri externe. 
Comunicarea internă de marketing este necesară pentru ca publicul intern să 
fie motivat şi implicat în ceea ce face, pentru a putea, mai apoi, transmite 
publicului extern un mesaj consistent şi coerent. Comunicarea în cadrul 
organizaţiei sau între organizaţii are un impact direct asupra eficienţei 
marketingului iar „comunicarea internă este legată şi are o mare influenţă 
asupra comunicării externe (cu partenerii de afaceri, cu furnizorii sau clienţii)” 
(Peters, Fletcher, Keith, 2004). 

Drăgan şi Demetrescu consideră că „firma îşi administrează şi controlează 
operaţiile în măsura în care funcţionează sistemul ei intern de comunicaţii, 
organizarea sa fiind condiţionată de sistemul adoptat şi de mijloacele de 
comunicare” (Drăgan, Demetrescu, 1998). 

Fill ia în discuţie comunicarea internă considerând că aceasta se referă la 
comunicarea dintre managerii organizaţiei şi publicul intern, cu scopul de a 
promova angajamentul faţă de organizaţie, un anumit sens de apartenenţă la 
aceasta, conştientizarea faptului că mediul este în continuă schimbare şi 
înţelegerea obiectivelor organizaţiei. Aceste patru scopuri au rolul de a lega 
angajaţii de job-urile lor şi de organizaţia în sine. Este ştiut faptul că mediul 
intern implică structura şi cultura organizaţiei, procesele sale, modul de 
acţiune şi de conducere, iar acesta interacţionează cu mediul extern, oferind 
contextul de aplicare a comunicării interne (Fill, 2005). 

Pentru a explica, a prevedea sau a dirija manifestările personalului, 
conducerea trebuie să înţeleagă ce se petrece pe plan psiho-sociologic cu 
membrii organizaţiei. Mesajul trebuie formulat ţinând seama de interesele, 
capacitatea, personalitatea, poziţia pe care angajatul o deţine în grupul sau 
colectivul din care face parte, aşteptările şi gradul lor de integrare în scopurile 
comune de marketing ale colectivului de muncă. Dacă aceste consideraţii nu 
sunt luate în seamă, mesajul transmis poate avea diferite înţelesuri pentru 
diferiţii receptori şi, ca atare, poate produce reacţii diferite. O politică clar 
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definită de comunicaţii interne trebuie să pornească de la ideea că toţi angajaţii 
în activităţile de marketing, şi nu numai, trebuie să fie informaţi în legătură cu 
obiectivele firmei, acţiunile ei şi întreaga ei organizare. În acest fel, acestea 
vor putea fi înţelese, apreciate şi interpretate corect de către întregul personal. 
Totodată, este necesar ca şi conducerea să înţeleagă, să aprecieze şi să 
interpreteze corect atitudinile, sentimentele şi opiniile angajaţilor. 

Astfel, comportamentul personalului este în mare măsură rezultatul 
contextului organizaţional. Drept urmare, prin modificarea condiţiilor care 
determină comportamentul, devine posibil să se obţină modificarea acestuia în 
sensul dorit, dacă sunt utilizate noi informaţii, noi contacte personale între 
conducere şi angajaţi. Chiar dacă se consideră că orice informare verbală sau 
raport reprezintă comunicări, se poate spune că un mesaj este transmis cu 
succes numai atunci când răspunsul obţinut certifică faptul că informaţia 
comunicată a fost pe deplin înţeleasă, cu toate implicaţiile pe care le conţine. 
Astfel, comunicarea se realizează numai în momentul în care există o 
înţelegere deplină între emiţătorul mesajului şi receptorul care procesează 
ideea mesajului, transformând-o în decizie. 

Blythe menţionează şi el că procesul de comunicare necesită participarea 
activă atât a expeditorului, cât şi a receptorului. Nu este suficient, aşadar, ca 
mesajele să conţină informaţiile pe care organizaţia doreşte să le transmită. Ele 
trebuie să prezinte interes pentru consumatori, angajaţi sau pentru alte 
persoane, cărora organizaţia doreşte să li se adreseze, ca să le capteze atenţia 
(Blythe, 2007). 

Rolul angajatului este în continuă schimbare, în opinia lui Fill. Dacă odată 
acesta era doar parte a organizaţiei, acum acesta este văzut ca promotor al 
mărcii şi al produsului. Acest lucru se aplică mai ales în domeniul serviciilor 
unde angajaţii reprezintă legătura dintre mediul intern şi cel extern al 
organizaţiei respective şi în care acţiunile lor pot avea un efect puternic în 
crearea unei imagini favorabile în rândul clienţilor (Fill, 2005). 

Pentru exemplificare, poate fi notată, păstrând anonimatul din 
considerente lesne de înţeles, situaţia unei organizaţii puternice pe piaţa IT din 
Europa. Misiunea acestei organizaţii are în vedere concentrarea resurselor pe 
valoare, pe produse de calitate superioară precum şi îmbunătăţirea continuă a 
tuturor aspectelor afacerii, cu scopul de a contribui la succesul şi dezvoltarea 
continuă a angajaţilor, clienţilor şi acţionarilor. 

În viziunea organizaţiei, calitatea este pe primul loc, încercându-se de 
fiecare dată să se elimine eventualele defecte sau perturbări ale proceselor 
acesteia. Accentul este pus pe mulţumirea clienţilor şi a angajaţilor. Aceştia 
din urmă pot anticipa apariţia anumitor probleme şi pot pune în practică soluţii 
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utilizând metode de îmbunătăţire eficiente şi standardizate. Calitatea este, în 
opinia organizaţiei, parte integrantă a ei, iar atunci când calitatea este pusă pe 
primul loc, o urmare firească sunt costurile reduse. 

În ceea ce priveşte angajaţii organizaţiei luate ca reper, aceştia beneficiază 
de oportunităţi prin promovarea muncii în echipă, a productivităţii, 
creativităţii, încrederii, integrităţii, corectitudinii, implicării şi dezvoltării. 
Etica profesională este una din valorile de bază ale organizaţiei analizate. Din 
modul în care este condusă afacerea şi sunt trataţi clienţii, angajaţii, acţionarii, 
investitorii sau furnizorii reiese onestitatea, etica şi integritatea organizaţiei. Se 
încurajează comunicarea onestă, constructivă şi oportună în interiorul 
organizaţiei şi în relaţiile cu clienţii, cu scopul de a rezolva anumite probleme, 
a face schimb de informaţii şi a împărtăşi cunoştinţe. În acest sens, compania a 
promovat politica numită „Open Door”, încurajându-se, astfel, discuţiile cu 
managerii direcţi, cu privire la probleme legate de locul de muncă, salarii, 
evaluări ale performanţei în cadrul job-ului, acţiuni disciplinare, condiţiile de 
muncă, supervizarea etc. Această politică internă are în vedere, însă, şi situaţia 
în care angajatul, din anumite considerente, nu doreşte să discute anumite 
probleme cu managerul direct. În acest caz, angajatul se poate adresa oricui, 
indiferent de nivelul ocupat în cadrul ierarhiei, oricând. 

Această politică a „Uşii deschise” aduce cel mai mare beneficiu în special 
departamentului de vânzări. Forţa de vânzare poate discuta cu managerul 
regional, dar se poate adresa şi supervizorului managerului regional de vânzări 
sau/şi vicepreşedintelui departamentului de vânzări, inclusiv preşedintelui 
organizaţiei. 

Cu toate acestea, în ciuda intenţiilor bune ale organizaţiei, comunicarea 
pe verticală, de la angajat la manager este, de multe ori, defectuoasă. Nu se 
comunică suficient cu angajatul, fapt care încurajează naşterea zvonurilor, o 
adevărată problemă în cadrul acestei companii. În acelaşi timp, angajatul îşi 
pierde, treptat, încrederea în managerul său direct deoarece i se creează 
impresia că nu este ascultat şi că problemele sale oricum nu vor avea rezolvare 
sau măcar înţelegere. Din acest motiv, angajatul nu mai apelează la manager în 
momentul în care apare o problemă, ci se mulţumeşte să creeze ipoteze şi să 
dea naştere unor discuţii în cadrul grupului din care face parte. Este evident 
faptul că aceste zvonuri, ipoteze şi discuţii nu pot decât să alimenteze lipsa de 
încredere şi dezamăgirea angajatului faţă de organizaţie, factor de stres care, la 
un moment dat, va afecta modul de lucru, performanţele angajatului şi 
atmosfera generală din cadrul organizaţiei. 

Soluţia propusă de organizaţie a fost adoptarea şi implementarea unei 
strategii de comunicare internă care se doreşte a fi o alternativă la situaţia 
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existentă în acest moment în cadrul organizaţiei: angajaţii sunt nemulţumiţi de 
modul în care li se oferă anumite informaţii, acestea fiind de multe ori 
incomplete sau greşite; unii manageri nu obţin informaţia pe care o doresc de 
la supervizorii lor, fie pentru că nu ştiu cum să obţină acea informaţie, fie 
pentru că supervizorii lor nu acordă suficientă importanţă acestora; angajaţii 
preferă să dea naştere unor zvonuri sau să lanseze ipoteze, în loc să întrebe. 

Ca punct central în cadrul strategiei de comunicare internă, poziţionarea 
transmisă publicului intern a fost, pe de o parte, obiectivă, centrată pe 
profesionalism, experienţă, grad ridicat de implicare în satisfacerea nevoilor 
angajaţilor şi clienţilor, iar pe de altă parte, afectivă, evidenţiată prin sloganul: 
“Angajaţii - punctul nostru forte”, punându-se accent pe valoarea angajatului 
şi pe aportul adus de acesta în atingerea succesului organizaţiei. Se consideră 
că cu cât angajatul este mai mulţumit şi mai motivat de tot ceea ce se întâmplă 
în mediul de muncă, cu atât va creşte notorietatea organizaţiei şi a produselor 
sale şi, implicit, vor creşte vânzările şi cifra de afaceri. 

Prin urmare, comunicarea internă, analizată din perspectiva integrării ei în 
comunicarea de marketing, situează în prim-plan angajatul, văzut ca o 
adevărată forţă care contribuie la succesul organizaţiei şi la realizarea 
obiectivelor, prin promovarea produselor şi a imaginii acesteia. 

 
Concluzii 
În concluzie, se poate spune, fără a greşi, că în formula succesului unei 

organizaţii trebuie să se regăsească şi angajatul. Acesta trebuie să fie implicat 
în procesul decizional al organizaţiei, acordându-i-se încredere şi respect. Prin 
oferirea unui climat de muncă favorabil, prin motivarea şi loializarea 
angajatului, acesta va munci mai mult iar rezultatele muncii lui nu vor întârzia 
să apară. Organizaţia nu va avea decât de câştigat dintr-o astfel de situaţie, prin 
creşterea notorietăţii sale şi obţinerea unei poziţii competitive în domeniul său 
de activitate. 
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Abstract 

The work has as a premise the identification of some causal mechanisms between the 
concepts  of  "social  justice"  and  "sustainable  development",  in  order  to  find  some 
solutions  leading to a better preservation of resources for the future generations, to 
create  the  premises  of  a  consumption  model  that  does  not  contravene  the 
harmonious development of the natural environment, by eliminating waste, pollution, 
degradation, dissolution, while contributing to the understanding and implementation 
of  social  justice globally. The  identification of  the  features of growth, development, 
progress,  sustainability,  social  justice  and  economic  justice  has  as  an  argument  a 
better understanding,  conceptual  clarifications,  the  identification of action methods 
regarding  the  methodological  research  of  sustainability  and  its  relationship  with 
human development. 
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Starting from the definition of the sustainable development concept 

provided by “Our Common Future” Report1 according to which “the 
sustainable development is that development that aims at fulfilling the present 
needs without compromising the future generations’ opportunities of satisfying 
their own needs” we develop the idea according to which the sustainable 
development concept valorizes the human – nature relationship from the point 
of view of acknowledging the danger of resources diminishing for both the 
current and the next generations. 

The sustainable development is that process by means of which a society 
preserves its resources potential in the future by offering equal development 

                                                            
 Professor PhD., „Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University 
 Assistant PhD. Professor, „Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University 
1 The Brundtland Commission Report, 1987, The World Commission on Environment and 
Development (WCEF), http://www.mmediu.ro/dezvoltare_durabila/scurt_istoric.htm (accessed 
21.08.2012) 
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chances to next generations and assuring, at the same time, the premises of a 
welfare increase for the current generations, by means of establishing an 
economic policy strategy which aims at a rational use of resources. 

Therefore, the definition of sustainability resides in identifying the classes 
of capital which provide utility to the individual thorough fulfilling current and 
future needs, in the sense in which future generations benefit to the same 
extent as the current generations of a certain level of capital utility. Hence, the 
classes of capital are the following: natural capital, manufactured capital 
(equipments, technology and production infrastructure), human capital 
(knowledge, abilities and skills) and social capital (governance system and 
institutions). The preservation of the capital in its whole implies the 
identification of a series of values and tools by means of which the natural 
capital could offer the future generations some economic goods that would be 
able to provide at least the same utility level as for the current generations. 
This can be achieved by means of developing the human capital as a base for 
growing the manufactured capital stock, for protecting and preserving the 
natural capital and for increasing the efficacy of the social capital. 

From the perspective of this classification regarding the different types of 
capital, Eric Neumayer2 identified two sustainability classes: 

- weak sustainability (WS) – the capital classes can be substituted in order 
to maintain or increase the total capital stock provided for the future 
generations, especially by means of the investment process; 

- strong sustainability (SS) – it rejects the idea of substituting the capital 
forms, the role of the investment process in the preservation of the total 
capital stock, especially the natural one, at the disposal of the future 
generations, at least in the terms of maintaining the same utility level. 

By extending the model of the capital classes to the sustainability concept 
we can identify three dimensions of sustainability: the social, the economic 
and the natural or environmental dimension. Therefore, sustainable 
development refers to the process of social and economic development and 
takes into account the limits of the natural dimension of sustainability, the 
ecological sustainability (Dinga, 2011) respectively. 

The main features of the sustainable development process which can be 
identified in the paper are the following: 

- it is a species of natural ecosystems; 

                                                            
2 Eric Neumayer, Human Development and Sustainability, Human Development Research 
Paper, 2012/05, http://hdr.undp.org/en/reports/global/hdr2010/papers/HDRP_2010_05.pdf 
(accessed 21.08.2012) 
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- it is a concept that implies the significance of actively maintaining an 
entity or structure in time3; 

- it is an ethical concept: it refers to ensuring justice and intergenerational 
ethics; 

- it is a concept that admits the existence of a long term development 
pattern which has as objectives: maintaining or reproducing environment 
conditions which are necessary for a long term preservation of economic acts, 
the synergy effect of economic development, that is a result obtained after 
diminishing the resources attracted in the economic process, discovering new 
resources (renewable resources), reducing the resources’ consume as an effect 
of using the technical progress and the process of substituting some production 
levels inside the production process; 

- it is a normative concept: it takes into account an optimal allotment of 
resources and also an optimal pattern of economic development, focusing on 
incorporating ethical values which could correct the economic behavior in the 
process of consuming the resources; 

- it is based on the interaction of the economic and ecological 
environments, with the goal of obtaining economic growth and welfare for the 
current and future generations. 

 
The concept of economic justice (social justice) 
Social justice is a moral and political construct that aims at right equality 

and collective solidarity; it wants a more correct society by means of 
redistributing the welfare and it acknowledges the perpetual existence of 
injustice. Social justice is funded on the equality of rights in the case of each 
individual and on the opportunity for all human beings, without 
discrimination, of benefiting from the social and economic progress, 
regardless the political regime or the social-economic doctrine. 

The assurance of the social justice state of being goes beyond the sphere 
of incomes coming from economic activities, being, at the same time, an 
expression of rights, dignity and freedom of expression and of economic, 
social and political autonomy. Or, as Sen would say, “despite the crucial role 
of incomes in what regards the advantages provided to various persons, the 
relationship between incomes and personal freedoms and achievements is 
neither constant nor automatic or irresistible” (Sen, 2004). More important 
than the revenue (or at least perceived as being complementary to it) is the 
individual’s wellbeing which includes, besides the income, the freedom of 
                                                            
3 Emil Dinga, Economic sustainability through adjustment policies in the context of 
globalization, The Romanian Academy Publishing House, Bucharest, 2011, p. 79 
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expression, the freedom of communication, of relating and acting, inside the 
limits imposed and accepted by the community. 

John Rawls shows that a society is fair if it sticks to the following 
principles, in this exact order: all social values, freedoms and chances, revenue 
and welfare, as well as the social basis of self respect, must be equally 
distributed, with the exception of the case in which their unequal distribution 
would advantage each one of these (Rawls, 1971). Although it is not necessary 
to equalize the distribution of welfare and incomes, it must be done in order to 
satisfy everyone’s expectations and to transform the positions of authority and 
responsibility in accessible principles. The distribution of incomes and 
welfare, of the authority and responsibility positions must be consistent with 
both base freedoms and equality of chances (Caraiani, 2008). 

Currently, we can talk about three dimensions of the social justice 
concept: the symbolic dimension (recognition) which does not mean the 
valorization of a group’s identity, but claiming an equal status inside social 
interactions, the economic dimension (the redistribution of welfare) and the 
political dimension (access to political representation for some groups) 
(Nancy, 2008). 

Economic justice refers to the process by means of which the society 
states as objective the creation of sufficient opportunities for the citizens 
regarding their involvement in productive activities which are specific to their 
abilities and professional qualification, no matter if they show interest or not, 
followed by remunerations or rewards according to the initiative, the talent or 
the effort engaged. 

The main characteristics of the social justice concept which can be 
identified throughout this paper are presented below: 

- it is a political concept, having as object the revenue and life standard 
inequalities as a result of the process of redistributing the welfare, the 
income or other public benefits; 

- it is a global concept with different intensities according to 
nation/region/community: it depends on the process of distributing the 
economic growth of a nation, on the contribution of science and 
technology, on social progress at the growth of economic welfare, on 
the one hand and on the civil rights and freedoms, on the other hand; 

- it has an involvement/contagion role at the level of a nation: an 
equal/equitable distribution of welfare at the level of an economy 
contributes to the intensification of economic growth, of the processes 
of saving/investing, intensifying the aggregate request; in opposition, 
an unequal/inequitable distribution of welfare leads to a fragmentation 
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of society and to some negative social phenomena such as: extreme 
poverty, abandon, school dropping, the proliferation of diseases, 
discrimination etc. 

The main features of the economic justice concept which can be identified 
in this paper are presented below: 

- economic justice is an element of social justice, underlining the 
economic character of all actions and facts that occur at the level of a 
society; 

- it manifests as a segment of the competitive market in favor of citizens, 
contributing to the increase of their satisfaction which is allotted by the 
mobility of the person, workforce or capitals; 

- concentrating the capital and welfare as well as concentrating the 
political power: they serve for highlighting the inequality state in the 
process of distributing the revenues; 

- it is based on developing some principles and values of liberalism: the 
entrepreneurial spirit, risk assuming, the economic agent’s action 
freedom. 

The applicability of the social justice concept implies a trivalent 
relationship between institutions, market and needs, which strengthens the 
completeness of the relationship between social justice and economic justice. 
In fact, at a scientific level, the two concepts are differentiated according to the 
content of the “social” and “economic” species, the genere being the same: 
“human development”. 

The issue that arises is that of identifying some causal mechanisms 
between these concepts in order to find solutions which could lead to a better 
preservation of resources for the future generations, to creating a consumer 
model which would not oppose the harmonious development of the natural 
environment, eliminating waste, pollution, degradation, dissolution and 
contributing, at the same time, to the understanding and implementation of 
social justice measures at a global level. 

In essence, the applicability of the concept of social justice involves a 
trivalent relationship between institutions-market-needs, which reinforces the 
completeness of the relationship between social justice and economic justice. 
In fact, at the scientific level, the two concepts differ in terms of the content of 
the species "social" and "economic", genus being the same: "human 
development". 

In this regard, we will consider the hypothesis that welfare maximization 
requires ensuring the prerequisites of social justice on the one hand, and 
ensuring the premises of sustainable development of the economy, on the 
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other hand. Therefore, wealth can be achieved when reducing the degree of 
disparity between communities, as a subject of the local economy, without to 
consider reducing the disparity degree between individuals, this fact being a 
consequence of the physico-psycho-social-economic characteristics of each 
individual in part; what matters in this analysis, in terms of social justice, is 
the reporting of the individual to the formal act of economic policies, ie the 
extent to which he support the redistribution of the economic wealth through 
the attitude towards work and community. 

According to the principles of social justice formulated by John Rawls, 
the redistribution of revenues does not overlap with the redistribution of 
wealth, "the income" being a species of the genus "welfare". Rawls considered 
as being part of the "primary goods" that should be the subject of 
redistribution all those resources which constitute the basis of "self-esteem" 
(Rawls, 1971), including a number of social resources that could generate a 
fairer redistribution of wealth: social services, durable goods, facilities, rights. 
As long as the income is a species of welfare and well-being can be adjusted in 
the process of redistribution, we can say that welfare is a species of economic 
justice. 

So, between social justice and social well-being there is a proportion of 
determination, as long as creating a pattern of social justice involves the 
redistribution of economic resources. For creating a pattern of social justice 
necessitates the assumption of rights’ and freedoms’ suppositions, on one 
hand, and equality, on the other hand. Some authors believe that freedom is 
incompatible to any redistributive form, (Nozick, 1974), factors which 
outgrow the prerogatives of the income being necessary for undertaking the 
state of freedom. Other authors consider that, for being equitable, the 
redistribution of resources in a society must be based firstly on respecting the 
individual freedoms (Rawls, 1971) and the social needs. The Utiliarians think 
that redistributing may be equitable only to the extent that it doesn’t affect the 
economic efficiency. The virtues of the utilitarian theory refers, especially, to 
the importance of considering the results of the social arrangement when they 
are being judged, as to the need to pay attention to the well-being of people 
who are involved in the social arrangements when those and its results are 
being judged(Sen, 2004). The Egalitarians consider that the equality is 
primordial and the redistribution of resources contributes to the achievement 
of social justice only to the extent of the development of distributive equality, 
equality of the results (K. Marx, G. Vlastos, B. Williams); this development of 
equality, they consider, can’t be achieved unless it is distributed by needs and 
virtues (Miroiu, 2002). 
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Generally, to prove that the effective assignation of resources, the 
concern, the preservation of the environment, etc. are compatible to a 
economic concept of growing is without a doubt problematic. Economy and 
ecology have evolved for several decades as sciences with different purposes, 
vocabulary and methodology and isolation and even the incompatibility 
between those became somehow unavoidable. Commoner (1980) for example 
militates against problems that were put dramatically to the environment rather 
by technology ( with her puzzling nature- the technological vice) then by the 
development of the input, of the population, etc., Willard and Harder (2003) 
suggest that big problems like the rebound effects (techno-eco-effective 
benefits transformed in even bigger input of energy and materials) are the 
result of the separate development of some streams like the informational 
society and the sustainable development. For Holling (1996) ecology rather 
deepens ecosystems and its functioning principles (as resilience), while 
traditional science is rather a science of the pieces (science of parts, i.e. 
analysis of specific processes that affect specific variable), Gowdy and 
Erikson (2004) sustain that economy is still dictated by the optimal and the 
efficiency of Pareto, which makes economy a maximization science of the 
preferences and of the profit and prices the supreme mechanism of effective 
management of resources, wherefrom the whole ecology problem, while for 
Goodland (1995) the environment sustainability is unavoidable a plural 
concept that concerns poverty, population, technology, growth etc., when in 
less than two generations, more than 10 billion of people must be fed and 
harboured without harming the environment that we depend on. Others, such 
as Ulhoi and Madsen (1999), Ost (2007), England (1997), Harris (2003) etc. 
open up various directions of discussion that have in common the same 
problem of isolated development between streams (economic rationality, 
ecological rationality –Ost 2007) and obviously the need of developing a 
holistic and/or integrated perspective, as a science of integrate of parts and of 
adaptating management (Holling 1996) and of environment-society dialects 
that leads to a green lifestyle (Ost 2007) or to a basic systems approach (Ulhoi 
and Madsen 1999) or to adopt methodological pluralism, the pluralism of 
values and/or of multi-criteria policy (Gowdy and Erikson 2004) or even plain, 
a pluralistic approach (Tisdell 1994) or to dictate a paradigm change away 
from the vision of unlimited growth (England 1997) or to develop new macro-
economic policies and theories whereby explore what can be done regarding 
de distribution, social equity, and ecological sustainability (Harris 2001) etc. 

We raise such a problem when we think that the assignation of resources, 
the concern, the preservation of the environment, etc. can be convergent under 
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the proportion of ecology and/ or of preservation sustainability. The main 
condition is not just to open the economic theory for ecologic and social 
targets, but to refocus on patterns and policies of eminently qualitative 
development. Our main proposal consist in the opening of the traditional 
development pattern and of the distribution for patterns and policies less 
dissipative, like dematerialization of economy via consumers lifestyles 
(Simmons 2002; Schauer 2002; Balaceanu and Apostol 2012), sustainable 
degrowth (Fournier 2008; Demari et al 2011; Kallis 2011; Schneider 2010; 
Lorek and Fuchs 2011; O’Neill 2011) and sustainable development themes 
like poverty, more social equity, environmental etc (Tisdell 1994; Goodland 
1995; Constanza 2003; Harris 2003; Dasgupta, 2010)4. 

The first problem is how can development, in qualitative terms, function: 
the problem consists in extending the inclusion, in generating the effective 
assignation and in discarding the productive act of consuming energy, 
nonrenewable materials, desertification and unsustainable emissions, when all 
these actions seem to rather restrict the economy and its capacity to contribute 
when it comes to inequalities compression. Authors like (2004, 2010) have 
militated for problems which were attributed to each other by the economic 
development, progress and ecologic sustainability- the whole debate and its 
solutions that were delivered are focused around these trends and the 
weak/strong sustainability concept. What remains central and problematic is 
the attempt to satisfy the present needs without harming the future 
generations’ capacity to cover their needs equally (Brundtland Commission 
1987). There is no sustainability species that is able to proportion the 
economists’ and ecologists’ theories concerning development; at the same 
time, ecologists and economists keep being generally in strife regarding their 
ways of understanding how to deal with progress, development and 
sustainability issues. 

What we are trying to do is to show the proportion between concepts like 
development, strong sustainability, sustainable degrowth and effective 
assignation, the last one being far more tied to the neoclassical economic 
progress tradition. GDP growth can’t function as a well-being indicator, for 
example the well-being per stack can decrease while the GDP per stack can 

                                                            
4 Fournier (2008): „whilst there is a growing recognition of environmental degradation, the policies 
of sustainable development or ecological modernisation offered by national governments and 
international institutions seem to do little more than „sustain the unsustainable”. By promising to 
reconcile growth with the environment, they fail to question the economic principle of endless 
growth that has caused environmental destruction in the first place. In this context, alternatives 
based on critiques of growth may offer more promising grounds”. 
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grow (Sen 2004; Dasgupta 2010). Growth can only be qualitative or based on 
income, health and education issues (basic needs), when it refers to well-being 
or to the compatibility to the environment (the massive early investment made 
by Japan concerning education and health have leaded to the techno-economic 
jump after the war). Also, low leveled economies of GDP can expose far more 
high levels on indicators like mortality, poverty, etc. then economies with 
better levels of GDP (Sen 2004). On these conditions, the development of an 
effective eco-sustainable assignation becomes crucial (Chichilnisky 2001, 
2006) because satisfying needs involves possessions production, and 
production interferes unavoidably with the assignation and the marginal 
distribution generated by the market and/or by the prices dynamic. However, 
the economy can’t be dismissed in everything that efficiency, growth, etc. 
mean, but can enlarge its targets to development or to qualitative growth (Sen 
2004; Constanza 2003) and environment (Dasgupta 2010) and solutions can be 
found at the level of policies and paradigms from less explored areas, such as 
sustainable degrowth, strong sustainable consumption, immaterialization of 
consumer lifestyle etc (Schneider 2012; Simmons 2002). 

 
Conclusion 
The revision of the traditional economic pattern of growth and 

development, caused by the fragmentarism of science and the environment 
deterioration, results from the isolated development proportion registered by 
the sciences of nature, from the establishment of different purposes and 
methodologies (economy vs. ecology), but also from their need to adapt each 
others’ tools and targets to the advance of knowledge and technology. The 
decrease studies and the success of damage internalization regarding the 
environment through the progress of a global market of pollution rights, bring 
a new wave in debating sustainability and progress. 
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Abstract 

The hypothesis which stands at the basis of the current study is that the labor market 
has  a  role,  a  place  and  specific  role  within  the  functioning  mechanism  of  the 
competitive  economy; we  take  into  consideration  the  fact  that,  on  one  hand,  the 
functional  competitive  economy  is built on  a  system of organically  inter‐connected 
markets, among which the labor market fulfills significant functions (the labor force is, 
ultimately, the main productive factor of society), and on the other hand, the fact that 
the basis of social organization of the quasi‐generalized competitive economy at the 
current time on a world wide scale is a capitalist type economy, which is basis of social 
organization leave their mark on the mechanisms and finality of functionality of each 
individual market and on their system as a whole  ‐ the converging  functioning of all 
the markets (and not only) should generate an effect of synergy beneficial for all the 
members of the national and worldwide communities as a whole(for all the people of 
the planet), not distinguishing by their position in relation to the object of property (it 
is  not  about,  egalitarianism  which  should  inhibit  competition,  the  free  individual 
initiative, but  about  the promoting of  certain  acceptable differences,  economically, 
ethically, judicially and socially legitimate). 
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Introduction 
From our point of view, labor and labor force, although undoubtedly 

connected with each other, represent different things, in the sense that man is 
able to perform an activity (labor), preferably useful in the proper quantity and 
quality only if the living personality (his living organism) of him totals (holds) 
a series of physical and intellectual aptitudes which enable him to do this 
thing. Man's ability to work is determined by the physical and intellectual of 
his personality, which he acquires through birth or subsequent training. Within 
the categorical system specific to the theory of factors of production there is 
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no distinction, usually, between these things. Labor and labor force are 
considered synonymous, a fact which is not always justified, in our opinion. 
The differences between these shows that, both the demand and supply of 
labor or labor force has, in each part, a downside. 

 
Conceptual analysis 
The human potential should be viewed, firstly, as a collective consumer, 

thing identified with the labor resources, respectively with the number, 
experience and level of training of them; the economic theory and practice 
have proven that there are strong correlations between the social-economic 
progress and the population evolution, a reason for which the study of the 
labor market must take into consideration, on one hand, the influence of the 
number and structures of human resources on development, and on the other 
hand, the adoption of an efficient policy of accelerated growth of material 
production and improvement of the general well-being; the frequent use of the 
concept or of the phrase "human capital" justifies a certain mentioning with 
comparative character between capital, in the general sense and the human 
resource which may be considered a capital; the social-economic development 
and the active population are in relations of mutual inter-conditioning; the size 
of the labor offer has a determining role in setting the volume and structure of 
material goods and services which an economy produces from the moment 
when labor became a productive factor - labor was and still remains the active 
and determining productive factor; the analysis of human capital starts from 
the hypothesis that individuals decide about their education and training, their 
medical care and other improvements brought to their knowledge and health, 
comparing the benefits and the costs; the field of human capital analysis may 
be defined by the expansion of the economic analysis to decisions which were 
not included within its tradition sphere; the phrase "human capital" has a very 
vast area because the total income of the individual is his psychological 
income, meaning it designates a stock which is flow of services may be 
monetary and non-monetary; the constant increase of the life span, owed 
greatly to the improvement of living and working conditions, is a general 
phenomenon present specially in the developed traditions, with and impact on 
the comparisons between the productive and reproductive members of the 
population; the human development should be seen from the perspective of the 
permanent, of its durability in the future; the attempts to quantify the human 
development have objectified into the elaborations of certain aggregate 
indicators, which are much closer to the real content of the phenomenon which 
they represent; the labor economy may be approached as a competitive market 
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between rational individual agents, as an economy of personnel within the 
enterprise - organization and as a stage of dynamic interactions between 
organizations and individuals; the labor market from a microeconomic 
perspective presents specific elements by how it is analyzed in conditions of 
perfect informing or as a black market of labor; from a macroeconomic 
perspective, the labor market is analyzed on short and long term. 

 
Literature review 
We consider the brief presentation of a few opinions or points of view to 

be pretty useful in pointing out the multitude of possibilities for approaching 
the labor market, the diversity of conclusions formulated depending on the 
hypothesis taken into consideration, but also to have a point of reference for 
future approaches. 

The founders of classic economy (A. Smith, D. Ricardo, Th. Malthus, J. 
S. Mill, J. B. Say) made a difference in the context of the historic process of 
capitalist industrialization. 

Each one of those mentioned has a specific concept about labor. For 
example, to A. Smith, labor is (represents) something man sacrifices out of his 
rest, freedom and happiness, not a normal, positive activity, not an element 
which creates value. Men engage in labor in order to enjoy the necessary 
things, useful and which make living easier. D. Ricardo develops further, with 
new aspects, the theory of value based on labor of A. Smith, mentioning that 
the value of merchandise engulfs, besides the one created by the living labor 
spent for its producing, the value which the tools used and consumed during 
the production process transfers over it. To J.S. Mill, labor is an important 
production factor, because, it creates utilities materialized into useful goods. It 
is considered productive only the labor which creates utilities - the other labors 
don't go into this category, even if they are useful, aspect taken over also by 
the Marxist theory. In the conception of Th. Malthus, wealth is the result of 
human effort, but not every labor is a creator of wealth. Wealth is created by 
productive labor, which may be measured through the quantity and value of 
the created product. Malthus appreciates Ricardo's achievements of showing 
that value, as a social substance, is created by labor, while wealth results from 
the cooperation between man and nature, mediated by the capital. Labor is the 
source of the value of merchandise in his opinion also. 

According to the classic economy, a complete employment rate represents 
the rate of market economy, and, as a consequence, pure capitalism is able to 
practically ensure a permanent complete employment. The conclusion is based 
on the so-called law of outlets formulated by J.B. Say on the supposition of 
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price elasticity and nominal and real salaries. Unemployment is perceived as a 
consequence of overproduction of certain products. Unemployment has a 
temporary, sectorial and local character because it is not conceived an 
overproduction in general. The temporary reduction of general expenses may 
be compensated through price and salary reduction. 

The Marxist thinking is illustrated, in principle, by K. Marx. This concept 
was grounded in the context of an industrial capitalism appeared and 
developed through systematic exploitation of the labor force of the industrial 
employees. The Marxist theory analyses and appreciates the dimensions and 
effects of employment, especially from the view of plus-value law and of the 
capitalist accumulation law, of increase of organic composition of capital. 
According to the Marxist theory, the labor force represents the main force of 
production (productive) of society, an assertion not-easy to argue. The labor 
force is, of course, in multiple relationships with the material factors of 
production, imposed by the need of general progress. 

Marx proves, however, that the needs and possibilities of capitalization of the 
available capital, the interests of owners or owners of capital, lead to a chronic 
and mass unemployment, to a relative overpopulation, to a so-called back-up 
industrial army. The democratic-economic unbalances associated to labor force 
reproduction, through their social-political significance, overwhelm the 
framework of the labor market, since the governors call them first grade public 
enemies of capitalism itself. Unemployment appears as a phenomenon specific to 
capitalist society starting with the great industry period. 

According to the neoclassic trend (neoliberal), each individual is a basic 
economic actor, who activates rationally in order to obtain a maximal 
satisfaction or a maximal profit. The best influence of human resources is 
obtained through the free game of each actor. The neoclassic adepts elaborated 
the theory of complete employment form the point of view of the individual 
agents (they have also created the basis, thus, of micro economy as a science). 
According to Alfred Marshall, the theory of complete employment results 
from the mechanisms of the market which determine the existence of 
voluntary employment and the increase of its rate. In the ideal neoclassic 
model (considered ideal), in which existed frictions of the market, there is 
always a complete employment of the labor force, meaning there is no 
unemployment. The theory may depend, however, on a certain unemployment, 
due to the frictions determined by the fluctuating state of the labor market 
(some people retire, others get employed for the first time, some firms hire 
new personnel because they are expanding, while others are bankrupt and out 
of business). There is always frictional unemployment, because finding a new 
job takes a certain amount of time. A certain part of the frictional 
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unemployment is associated with the level of complete employment of the 
work force and with the level of production when at full employment level 
(this is about the natural rate of employment). 

The walrasian model (basic) starts from a series of assumptions referring 
to the fact that labor force is considered an homogenous factor, that 
information flows freely, without obstacles and without restrictions, that the 
travelling and transfers of work force enjoy a certain attention and that the 
carriers of offer and demand on the labor market are put in a situation to 
accept the market cost of the labor force, because they cannot influence the 
forming of prices. 

According to this model, the aptitudes, competencies or knowledge do not 
generate significant differences between those who require employment on the 
labor market. Each may impose the same demands, and the required training 
for employment on a certain position may be quickly assimilated; this process 
is facilitated by the educational system and by the constant personal 
improvement. 

It is considered, at the same time, that any modification intervened within 
the conditions of productions is immediately brought to the knowledge of the 
interested agents. Out of this, derives, the absence of costs of transaction and 
the transparence of the corresponding procedures. 

According to the mentioned model, there are excluded the associations 
and coalitions between employers and those who desire employment for 
distorting the mechanisms of the market. The essential role within this 
mechanism goes to the employee - his modifications reflect the modifications 
in conjunctures and condition the employment possibility. 

The theory of complete employment in a macro-economic sense was 
created by J.M. Keynes (the founder of the economic trend called keynesian 
economics). He says that they are equal, at the level of the national economy, 
the complete employment and the balance employment level (which ensures a 
rate of growth and use of production capacities compatible with the price 
stability). J.M. Keynes considers that complete employment is the situation 
where the global volume of employment is not elastic to the increase of 
effective demand for the production which corresponds to it. 

According to Keynes, the intersection of the curbs, demand and offer of 
labor force is the point at which profit becomes maxim and this point (which 
expresses the degree of efficient use of the labor force) may be achieved when 
the growth of production or income depends on the increase of labor force and 
on the increase of productivity. 
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Keynes formulates the following conclusions regarding employment: 
a) the volume of employment determines the income, when the state of 

resources and costs is given; 
b) enterprisers are willing to use a volume of labor determined by the sum 

of forecast expenses for consumption and for new investments; 
c) the volume of employment in the state of balance depends on the 

function of the global offer, by the inclination towards consumption and by the 
volume of investments. 

According to the neoclassic analysis, the number of employment offers 
depends on the variation of the real salary. Keynes starts from a different 
hypothesis, that the employment offer may be considered a function of the 
nominal salary. Employees are affected, mainly, by the nominal salary, thus 
giving an inadequate attention to the evolution of the purchasing capability - 
due to imperfect informing, they become victims of a monetary illusion. 

According to the Keynesian and neokeynesian economists, the balance 
employment level and its evolution determines the modification of the level of 
complete employment and of the national unemployment from each country. 
From this point of view, some economists considered that a complete 
employment is the most important macro-economic issue, while others stated 
that it is the most important factor of economic growth. 

 
The main actors on the labor market 
Labor demand and workforce comes from employers and reflects the state 

economic situation at the time or a moment near future (not for a long period 
perspective). Employers are unable to provide a suitable representation of their 
working needs in a certain perspective. They require only labor or workforce 
at their current needs - needs addressed solely through the interests of 
maximizing profits. Employers do not take into account that use the services 
of a trained workforce in different economic circumstances imposed on all by 
them, too. 

Labor supply or workforce supply is formed under conditions of past 
economic circumstances. Individuals provide skills and abilities formed in the 
past and, therefore, it is natural for them to seek suitable employment 
opportunities available. All attempts to balance the demand and supply of 
labor focuses on the need to adapt the application without knowing anyone 
about the entire demand (application form independent of demand). We 
believe that to achieve labor market equilibrium requires a stable cooperation 
between carrier’s demand and supply carriers, even mediated by public 
authorities. The applicants have the right to request quality appropriate work 
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job (they are paying taxes that benefit the corporate sector in full; as such, they 
must be subject to the protective action of the government). 

The employers must, in our view, inter alia, to provide working jobs 
suitable to the capacity of applicants and quality jobs for a workforce in which 
appropriate training should participate actively. Balance between labor supply 
and demand should be set at the level of full employment (as the national 
sentiment to be given this phrase). A society unable to use full (in socio-
economic sense) main productive force cannot be considered neither efficient 
nor democratic. Corporate profit maximization as the sole criterion of 
employment is not able to provide macro performance for the benefit of the 
vast majority of individuals and ensure genuine democracy. 

 
Labor versus workforce 
That labor or workforce is an essential factor of development or progress 

is undeniable - labor is the main force production (production, creative, 
including economic value) at all stages of its evolution. Economic and social 
development and economic and social progress, in turn, entails a favorable 
development for workforce or labor. Therefore, the two terms of correlation 
are mutually reinforcing. 

Concepts have evolved over time. It has evolved, for example, from 
economic growth to economic development, sustainable economic 
development, socio-economic and human development, human development, 
from workforce or labor to human capital. Human development can be seen as 
a corollary of the development or progress of workforce and labor. 

This concept (human development) was used decades ago to explain 
investment in human capital; now, however, there is a tendency to attribute 
this phrase meaning of human resource development. In the following years, 
the concept will gain, in our opinion, as content and areas, as a result of 
progress in science and social experience (essential components of knowledge-
based economy and society). 

Expert consensus on the desirability of extending field approach consisted 
essentially recognizing that we can speak of human development only if 
individuals are able to build their own destiny in a democratic and performance 
society - but democracy requires freedom, and freedom is the foundation of 
development (in fact, according to a known contemporary analyst, development 
itself is freedom). In this view, human development includes the justification and 
the ability for people to choose and follow their own choices in all areas of quality 
of life (material status, personal security or political status) - are issues that 
concern human activity (labor action) in general. 
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Human development has thus become one of the most complex areas of 
research and practical action regarding the individual and the cvasiomogene 
human communities. A multidimensional model of human development 
emphasizes the amplification of complexity of the field derived from many 
problems and circumscribed. Among these are recalled: 

a) life, from conception to death, explained by phases and characteristics 
of specific evolutionary processes; 

b) biological and psychosocial changes in the life cycle placed in a variety 
of cultural and historical contexts, under constant change of feeling, thought 
and action; 

c) investigating and developing theories and methodologies of 
description, explanation and prediction of the evolution process of human 
development; 

d) researching and developing new ways to provide and / or contribute to 
optimizing human development process. 

The concept covers essentially changes that occur over time in the 
structure, thinking and behavior of people as a result of biological and 
environmental processes and the economic and social context that influences 
especially the individual and the community in general. Changes are 
progressive and / or cumulative, temporary or permanent, single or repetitive. 
Learning and socialization, especially at work, are considered basic actions of 
human development during which skills are formed, feelings develops and 
values and structures of thought are defined and individual and collective 
behaviors are shaped. 

Human development integrates, in its global dimension, a number of 
determinants including: health care, education, economic participation, social 
and political - elements of the occupation. 

 
Reflections on conceptual issues 
In our opinion, the labor market and employment issues should relate to: 

work program and its typology, including elements of its flexibility; make the 
payment or non-payment of overtime periods; atypical work time and 
relationship with private life; shift work; health and safety at work; protective 
measures and safety at work; socio-professional relationships at work 
(teambuilding and its benefits); practices in human resource management; 
promotion practices used by employers; fidelity to the firm practices promoted 
by employers; access to training; characteristics of workplace relations; 
satisfaction produced by the salary package offered by employers; work 
abroad; performance evaluation methods and forms of professional training by 
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employers; self-evaluation of own performance; innovative practices in 
training; part-time employment; workers with fixed-term employment 
contract; occupational mobility; mobility between jobs; people looking for a 
new job; constant rates and transition rates of employees and employment; 
unemployment by duration of job search; informal employment and 
employment in the informal sector; correlation between income and 
participation in the informal economy. 

Romania spatiality literature can be considered deficient in this area. 
Specific employment problems began to worry seriously in Romanian 
scientific and economic, political circles, employers and trade unions 
especially in the context of preparing for European Union accession and 
accession itself, caused by the manifestation option for the competitive type of 
capitalist economy, and amid the crisis phenomena that affected the whole 
world since the second half of the last decade. 

With rare exceptions, the root causes of the disastrous situation in 
employment, especially in Romania (but not only) are not attacked. Rate more 
than high of unemployment must be correlated to the poor quality of most 
jobs, a sign that the deliberate destruction of Romania's real economy, with 
associated redundancies, especially in industry, was not the right solution for 
entry on the path of performance, if only in terms of profit, so much touted. 

The experience of economically developed countries, particularly high 
industrialized ones, show that support of stability and quality of employment 
is high performance of real economy (at best achievements of world science 
and technology). 

It suffices to observe and assess correctly locating and applying the most 
spectacular discoveries, inventions and innovations. The concept of 
"productivity" (especially for labor) is specific to real economy (production) - 
other extensions are largely artificial. 

Use and exploitation of human potential problem has gained new values 
with the transition to competitive market economy and capitalist society built 
on its foundations. Currents of economic thought were not strictly successive; 
they have coexisted and intermingled. Today, for example, faces theoretical 
and ideological political representatives of classical and neoclassical 
economics and theorists of Marxist and Keynesian inspiration. 
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Abstract 

Types  of  personality  of  individuals  are  part  of  human  behavior  and  is  the  most 
important question that creates a specific kind of behavior, and is always a theme of 
the analysis and question for a lot of specialists in this field who are experiencing and 
studying this field.  In the analysis team relationship and the objectives to be carried 
out, can all be found confidence, and acceptance, cooperation between the members, 
the  recognition  values  individuals,  competence  and  loyalty.  Positive  image  and 
cooperation  represents  the  image  that  each member  of  the  team  and  she  creates 
front of partners and the team as the form that determines behavior. 
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1. Consideraţii teoretice asupra comportamentului uman 
Acceptabilitatea comportamentului este evaluată în funcţie de normele 

sociale fiind reglată de controlul social. Controlul social conduce la 
conformitatea şi îndeplinirea regulilor societăţii umane, sau ale unui grup 
social, grup de lucru, prin internalizarea şi valorificarea pozitivă sau negativă a 
normelor şi valorilor. Valorificarea pozitivă se referă la recompensele acordate 
indivizilor, iar, valorificarea negativă se referă la sancţiunile şi pedepsele 
aplicate acestora. Ca atare, există diferenţă între comportamentul uman şi cel 
social, comportamentul social reprezentând comportamentul direcţionat 
special către alte persoane [2]. 

Astfel, comportamentul uman reprezintă comportamentul fiinţelor 
umane influenţat de anumiţi factori, cum ar fi: 

 emoţiile reprezintă un complex de fenomene psihologice petrecute 
într-un organism uman, comportamente expresive şi experienţă conştientă; [1]; 

 normele sociale care reprezintă influenţa presiuni sociale percepută de 
către individ în efectuarea sau neefectuarea anumitor acţiuni comportamentale; 

 valorile, 
 constrângerile reprezentate de forţarea unui individ de a participa la 

realizarea obiectivelor propuse prin ameninţare, intimidare; 
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 convingerile- reprezintă influenţa socială faţă de un individ de a adopta 
anumite idei, acţiuni, folosind mijloace raţionale şi simbolice; 

 atitudinea este o componentă sintetică a personalităţii morale şi 
reprezintă criteriul de evaluare a comportamentului uman; 

 legătura-reprezintă raportul dintre persoanele cu care comunică 
individul; 

 cultura care reprezintă acel set de atitudini, valori obiective, practici 
comune ce caracterizează grupul de lucru; 

 etica reprezentata de moralul indivizilor; hipnoza ; 
 hipnoza, reprezintă starea mintală indusă de indicaţiile hipnotice; 
 autoritatea, care reprezintă atitudinea şefilor faţă de subalterni şi se 

referă atât la obligaţii cât şi la convingeri; 
 genetica ce reprezintă varietăţile organismelor umane; 
 controlul perceput al comportamentului. [studiat din partea diferitelor 

discipline academice – psihologie, sociologie, economie şi antropologie] 
In general comportamentul uman se clasifica in: 
 comportament comun, 
 ieşit din comun, 
 acceptabil, 
 în afara limitelor acceptate. 
 
2. Tipuri de personalitate: Teoria psiho-analitică a tipurilor de 

personalitate în viziunea lui Erich Fromm. 
Tipurile de personalitate ale indivizilor fac parte din comportamentul 

uman şi reprezintă cea mai importantă cauză care creează un anumit tip de 
comportament, fiind mereu o temă de analiză şi de discuţie pentru o mulţime 
de specialişti în domeniu care experimentează şi cercetează acest domeniu. 
Luând în considerare aspectele tipurilor de personalitate umană, una dintre 
cele mai adecvate teorii care poate fi folosită în acest studiu legată de stresul 
organizaţional, este teoria psiho-analitică a tipurilor de personalitate după 
Fromm. Această teorie susţine că inconştienţa socială poate fi mai bine 
înţeleasă explicând sistemele economice, şi de aceea, Erich Fromm a 
determinat cinci tipuri de personalităţi în ţinând cont de valenţele economice. 

 
2.1. Aplicaţie privind aplicabilitatea Testului de orientări propus de 

E. Fromm 
Întrebarea propusă: Cât de bine vă reprezintă fiecare din următoarele 

cuvinte? 
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Introduceţi o notă pentru fiecare cuvânt: de la 5 la 1 (5 =foarte bine, 1 = 
de loc ) 

Tandru  Fermecător  Ordonat  Plin de duh  
Naiv  Arogant  Încăpăţânat  Indiferent  
Optimist  Graţios  Rezervat  Curios  
Fricos  Orgolios  Suspicios  Fără scrupule  
Idealist  Încrezut  Economic  Tineresc  
Supus  Explorativ  Neimaginativ  Oportunist  
Sentimental  Seducător  Opsesiv  Stupid  
Loial  Cu încredere de sine  Gospodăresc  Tolerant  
Dornic  Grăbit  Rece  Indiscret  
Senzitiv  Mândru  Atent  Open-mind  
Nerealist  Agresiv  Zgârcit  Copilăros  
Devotat  Activ  Practic  Cu scop  

 
Rezultatele testului [3]: 
Calculul: 
Scorul receptiv este suma coloanei 1; 
Scorul explorativ este suma coloanei 2; 
Scorul acumulativ este suma coloanei 3; 
Scorul marketing este suma coloanei 4; 
Scorul productiv este suma rândurilor 1,3,5,8,10, 12 împărţit la 2. 
Scorul: 
De la 12 la 24 sunt puţine; 
De la 25 la 36 sunt mediu puţine; 
De la 37 la 48 sunt mediu înalte; 
De la 49 la 60 sunt înalte. 
Notă: nu luaţi în serios scorurile dumneavoastră, deoarece acesta este 

prezentat doar pentru a explica mai bine orientările după Fromm. 
 
2.2. Prezentarea celor cinci tipuri de personalitati în viziunea lui 

Erich Fromm: 
Tipul receptiv este caracterizat de indivizii care se aşteaptă să primească 

ceea ce le este necesar pentru îndeplinirea sarcinilor, iar în cazul în care nu pot 
obţine imediat acest lucru, vor aştepta pentru acesta. Reprezentanţii acestui tip 
sunt cei care se găsesc la nivelul cel mai de jos al societăţii, obişnuiesc să se 
supună altor membrii dar, în acelaşi timp sunt lacomi, pofticioşi şi optimişti. 

Tipul explorator este caracterizat de indivizii care aşteaptă să ia ceea ce 
trebuie luat, pentru aceştia valoarea lucrurilor creşte prin faptul că acestea sunt 
luate de alţii, ceea ce înseamnă că ideile sunt plagiate, iubirea este obţinută 
prin silinţă, etc. 
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Tipul acumulativ este caracterizat de indivizii care se aşteaptă să 
menţină, deoarece acest tip de indivizi văd lumea prin posesii şi prin posesii 
potenţiale susţinând că cei pe care îi iubim sunt lucruri de posedat, cumpărat, 
sau de ţinut. Acest tip de indivizi sunt încăpăţânaţi, zgârciţi, lipsiţi de 
imaginaţie, economici si practici. 

Tipul de marketing este caracterizat de indivizii care se aşteaptă să 
vândă, iar pentru aceştia succesul constă în cât de bine se pot vinde pe ei însuşi 
şi cât de bună este reclama pe care şi-o fac. Practic ei sunt tipul de indivizi 
care reprezintă societatea de azi, fiind oportunişti, copilăroşi, indiscreţi şi 
folositori. 

Tipul productiv este caracterizat de indivizii care creează o aparenţă 
falsă, nu fug de libertate şi responsabilitate, nu agreează regulile sau 
conformităţile. 

Orientarea receptivă, exploratoare, acumulativă şi de marketing 
funcţionează în modul de a vedea iar persoanele cu acest tip de personalităţi 
susţin că pe ele le defineşte ceea ce au, fiind conduşi de ceea ce posedă [4]. 

Orientarea productivă funcţionează în modul de a fi, deoarece acţiunile 
noastre defineasc cine de fapt suntem noi, prin ceea ce suntem noi şi prin ceea 
ce simţim, fiind noi însine [5]. 

 
2.3. Teoria tipurilor de personalitate după E. Fromm 

TIPUL SOCIETATEA FAMILIA EVADAREA DE LA 
LIBERTATE 

RECEPTIV Societatea ţărănească Simbiotică 
(pasivă) 

Autoritar ( mazochist) 

EXPLORATOR Societatea aristocrată Simbiotică 
(activă) 

Autoritar (sadic) 

ACUMULATIV Societatea burjuie Retrăgătoare 
(puritană) 

Perfecţionist până la 
distructiv 

MARKETING Societatea modernă Retrăgătoare 
(infantilă) 

Conformist automat 

PRODUCTIV Socialism umanist 
comunitar 

Iubitoare şi cu 
raţionament 

Libertate şi 
responsabilitate 
recunoscută şi acceptată 

Sursa: http://webspace.ship.edu/cgboer/frommtest.html 
 
Această teorie demonstrează cele cinci tipuri de personalitate în funcţie de 

societatea în care sunt construite, percepţia pentru familie şi percepţia pentru 
evadări de la libertate. 
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2.4. Nevoile umane după E. Fromm. 
E. Fromm explică că, indivizii au nevoi prezentate prin nevoile de a afla 

răspunsul la întrebarea propriei existenţe, explicaţie sensului vieţii fiind baza 
fiecărei culturi. 

TIPURI DE VEVOI CARACTERIZARE 
ASOCIEREA Indivizii caută să depăşească separarea faţă de semenii săi, acest 

tip se caracterizează prin narcisism, adică iubirea faţă de sine. 
CREATIVITATEA Indivizii caută să-şi depăşească simţul de a fi creatori pasivi, 

acest tip se caracterizează prin distrugere, deoarece aceştia 
încearcă să depăşească pasivitatea prin distrugere, urând în loc să 
iubească. 

ÎNRĂDĂCINAREA Indivizii au nevoie să se simtă acasă într-un univers prin rădăcini. 
Fraternitatea indivizilor poate avea şi o parte patologică datorită 
diferitelor personalităţi. 

SIMŢUL 
IDENTITĂŢII 

Indivizii fac orice încercând să se conformeze pentru a face în 
continuare parte din grupul respectiv, însă pretind a avea 
identitatea celorlalţi, în loc să-şi dezvolte propria identitate. 

FORMĂ DE 
ORIENTARE 

Indivizii acestui tip de nevoie necesită o formă rea a orientării, iar 
dacă nu există nici o explicaţie ei vor crea una prin raţionalizare. 
Acest lucru este explicat datorită convingerilor disperate ale 
acestora pe de o parte, iar pe de altă parte vor să aibă o formă a 
orientării raţionale, implicând cauza. 

Sursa: www.webspace.ship.edu 
 
Concluzii 
Echipa nu există, şi nu poate exista lucru în echipă, decât în măsura în 

care se creează o anumită coeziune a grupului. Valenţa grupului de lucru, 
adică valoarea atractivă pentru membrii grupului are două trăsături principale: 
atracţia, care arată activităţile grupului şi atractivitatea membrilor. Încrederea 
în parteneri şi cooperarea presupune cu certitudine cerinţe faţă de obiectivul de 
indeplinit şi necesitatea de convergenţă a eforturilor. Cercetările referitoare la 
echipele de lucru ale unor autori francezi demonstrează că echipa reprezintă un 
proces de comunicare specific, în care orice obstacol impus libertăţii de 
comunicare ajunge în esenţa la reducerea rangului de structură, fără 
apartenenţă autentică. Prin acest lucru se înţelege că orice fel de barieră în 
calea comunicării afectează membrii echipei, unitatea de spirit şi de acţiune. 
Comportamentul de cooperare este întărit în echipă atunci cand membri 
echipei sunt conştienţi de aceasta si pun accent pe interrelationare si 
interconectare. În aceste condiţii personalităţile membrilor nu sunt precum 
nivelele de lucru, iniţiativele foarte bune au efect secundar non-neglijabil, 
deoarece în cadrul grupului individualitatea nu este acceptată de coechipierul 
iniţiator. 
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Abstract 

The HRM  improvement strategy concerns  the entire sanitary system and  it must be 
correlated and adjusted to the structural areas that are subject to changes. One of the 
major coordinates of the sanitary system is the development of the professional skills 
in the sanitary management given that the increase of the efficiency and quality of the 
medical activity depend on performing management. 
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1. Introduction 
The human resources department is the most important resource within an 

organization and, especially, it represents an essential component of the 
medical organizations’ success and for the proper functioning of the entire 
health system. 

Thus, in the health system, the human resources (medical and non-
medical staff) are those which enable the system’s operation. 

The HRM improvement strategy, as component of the general strategic 
management, which concerns the entire sanitary system, must be correlated 
and adjusted to the structural areas that are subject to transformation. 

 
2. Contents 
After 1989, the sanitary system has undergone significant changes, with 

structural reforms still in development, with changes influenced by health 
ministers, who left behind unfinished strategies and enforced incoherent 
policies and biased decisions as regards the distributions of the funds for 
investments in the medical infrastructure and equipment, the financial 
resources required by the development of the hospital management and 
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professional training of the medical-sanitary staff, whose salary is humiliating 
compared to other European countries. 

The consequences of such whirl of changes have become obvious and 
thus, Romania has lost a significant part of its good and performing doctors, 
who emigrated in mass and those who remained, have been encumbered with 
additional unpaid overtime, having direct repercussion on the patients while 
mal praxis cases have increased in number. 

Therefore, the current strategy of the national health system is focused on 
several major areas: 

 To develop professional skills in the sanitary management 
 To prepare and implement coherent sectorial policies regarding the 

professional training and development of the sanitary-medical staff and the 
distribution of the necessary financial resources 

 To decentralize the training system for the resident doctors 
 To improve the financing of the national health programs 
 To decentralize and rationalize public hospitals 
 To improve the doctors’ salary systems 
 To improve the computerization of the health system 
 
The development of the professional skills in the sanitary management 

is one of the major coordinates of the sanitary system given that only a 
performing management can lead to the increase of the efficiency and quality 
of the medical activity. 

In this respect, the Romanian-Swiss Center for the Development of the 
Health System (the CRED Foundation) in collaboration with the National 
School of Public Health, Management and Improvement in the Sanitary Area 
(SNSPMPDS), the University Hospital from Freiburg, Germany and 
Advanced Thinking started in 2010 a wide project called “Centre regionale de 
excelenţă în domeniul îmbunătăţirii performanţei proceselor din sistemul de 
îngrijiri de sănătate din România”. 

The project was made public at the beginning of 2011 and will take two 
years, with end date on November 2012, having the following objectives1): 

 To create and operate regional network of excellence centers 
 To identify and implement a modern form of organization in order to 

assure the quality and efficiency of the public health system’s management at 
local level 

                                                            
1) R. L. Mathis, P. C. Nica, C. Rusu, op. cit., p. 23-24. 
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 Professional training and transfer of skills as regards the 
implementation of the innovative methodology for the optimization and cost-
improvement of the processes from health facilities 

 To ease the transfer of know-how, knowledge and good practices 
established internationally. 

The preparation and implementation of coherent sectorial policies 
regarding the professional training and development of the sanitary-medical 
staff and the distribution of the necessary financial resources is the main 
point of the health system’s reform, focused on the multi-sectorial 
development of the system, coordinate by the Ministry of Health. 

Under such circumstances, one of the recommendations stipulated by the 
Report of the Presidential Committee for the analysis and preparation of 
health policies, published in 2008, refers to the urgent need to prepare an 
official document to define at least the parameters specific to the following 
basic areas of the policies on the health human resource2): 

 Planning of the sanitary staff, overall and per various professions and 
specializations 

 The process under which the staff – per types of professional categories 
– is “produced” and endowed with the necessary skills, knowledge and 
practical abilities in order to accomplish the health objectives 

 The distribution of the human resources per different types of medical 
services and different country regions 

 To create the organizational environment likely to enable the 
performing activity of the health human resources 

The commission recommends involving the local communities in the 
distribution of the necessary financial resources and in the development of 
projects on long term in order to attract sanitary-medical staff in the areas with 
staff deficits, using various means such as granting study scholarships, 
covering transport, accommodation costs, equipment costs, etc. 

In this respect, the ministry of health, Cseke Attila, at the beginning of 
2011, demanded the local authorities to distribute at least 3% of the local 
budgets, to their hospitals, proving thus the responsibility and implication of 
such authorities in the management of the medical facilities. 

Decentralization of the training system for resident doctors is a measure 
which interests over 4000 doctors/physicians who train for their residency 
exam. 

                                                            
2) C. Russu, Ileana Gheorghe, op.cit., p. 42. 
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Since 2011, a new legal deed has been into force which amends the 
Government Ordinance no. 18/2009 on the organization and financing of the 
residency exam. 

The main aspect of this amendment refers to the fact that university 
centers from Romania will be able to organize the residency exam through the 
Universities of Medicine and Pharmacy and will be fully responsible for the 
professional training of the future doctors. 

The exam has been so far organized at national level, usually in 
Bucharest. 

Another provision of the said deed refers to the doctors’ possibility to be 
hired in a medical facility even though they have failed their exams, starting 
with limited practice competences, stipulated in the Certificate of free practice 
issued by the College of Doctors. 

The improvement of the financing of the National Health Programs 
refers both to programs in execution, where the focus is on the investments in 
medical equipment directed to oncological and intensive care programs and 
new programs, for instance, those on oncological screening for colorectal 
cancer, cervical cancer, breast cancer or in vitro fertilization. 

To attract European funds, a series of projects has been launched, for 
instance3): 

 „The system for professional system of the medical staff in the area of 
new technologies from the health system (molecular diagnosis)”, coordinated 
by the Oncological Institute “Victor Babes” in collaboration with UMF “Gr. T. 
Popa” from Iasi and the Oncological Institute “Prof. Dr. I. Chiricuta” from 
Cluj-Napoca. 

 “The Pathological Anatomy Laboratory – professional and 
organizational training by implementing the quality management system”, 
coordinated by UMF “Victor Babes” from Timisoara, UMF “Gr. T. Popa” 
from Iasi and Università degli Studi di Torino. 

 “The professional and organizational training in the immunology 
laboratories through the implementation of cutting-edge technologies and 
quality management”, initiated by the Immunology Society from Romania in 
collaboration with the Oncological Institute “Victor Babes”, INCDMI 
“Cantacuzino” and the University of Göteborg. 

The decentralization and rationalization of public hospitals is a project 
conducted in 2011, according to which 182 medical facilities remained 
without legal personality, 111 were proposed to be merged and the rest of 71 

                                                            
3) R. Bühner, op. cit., p. 38. 
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to be transformed into retirement homes. Moreover, 560 management 
positions will be terminated and 4808 hospital beds will be removed from the 
medical circuit, which, according to the Health Minister, will lead to savings 
of over 20 mil Lei. 

The savings, according to the statements of the Health Minister, Cseke 
Attila, will be redirected to develop the emergency system and new emergency 
vehicles will be bought and the emergency and SMURD services will be 
equipped. 

These statements started quite a storm in the medical world and the 
reactions were not late to appear: the accusations of the doctors concern the 
incoherent and biased policy as regards the distribution of investment funds 
while hospitals face a sharp lack of financial resources, being incapable of 
covering current expenses while the patients have to buy their own medicines. 

The improvement of the doctors’ salary system; The low salaries are the 
main cause for the medical staff’s exodus in other countries. 

At the beginning of 2011, the Health Minister announced that a project 
would be debated on the salaries of the doctors from public hospitals and that 
they would be removed from the public area by means of the conclusion of 
medical services contract with public hospitals, as free lancers/certified natural 
persons. 

In our opinion, this measure will be the heaviest blow for the Romanian 
sanitary system, which will lead it to an irreparable crisis. 

There is, naturally, a series of questions concerning the pre and post-
surgery care, the medical assistance, severe cases or emergencies which might 
appear at any moment and the continuity of the medical activity in public 
hospitals. 

These are only few of the multiple problems which might push public 
hospital to a direction which is not, at any rate, favorable for the patients. 

The improvement of the health system’s computerization; According to 
the opinions of some experts4), the computerization of the medical system is a 
project requiring proper financial support and which needs the fulfillment of 
three main conditions: 

a. The preparation, based on the consent of the interested parties (Ministry 
of Helath, CNAS, MCSI and other insurers) of a national health strategy 
which considers the e-sanatate applications existing or under construction, 
other national information projects and the projects and strategies from 

                                                            
4) G. Măţăuan, M. Gheorghe, Strategii manageriale de firmă, Editura economică, Bucureşti, 
1996, p. 376. 
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European countries. The strategy should contain standards and code like to 
assure wide inter-operability. 

b. The legal framework allowing public funding only for those e-sanatate 
projects which fit the adopted strategy, fact certified by the permanent expert 
body dedicated to strategy elaboration process. 

c. The organization of a permanent expert body, subordinated to the 
Ministry of Health, with representatives of the main interested structures and 
institutions. This body should have the necessary resources to develop and 
update the strategy based on the needs, technological requirements and 
innovations and to monitor the compliance of the public e-sanatate projects 
with the adopted strategy. 

Therefore, the implementation of the national computer system in the 
health area is a complex process requiring a close collaboration with other 
ministries – Minister of Internal Affairs – population matters, Ministry of 
Communication, etc. 

On the other hand, the IT experts to assure the implementation of the 
computerized system at national level and its maintenance are also a problem 
as difficult as that regarding the number of the necessary doctors given that the 
current salary level does not allow stimulating remunerations for attracting 
such experts. 

 
THE ANALYSIS AND STRATEGIC PLANNING OF THE HUMAN 

RESOURCE DEPARTMENT RELATED TO THE OVERALL 
STRATEGY OF THE ORGANIZATION 

The strategic analysis of the human resource department and the 
positions to be designed based on the analysis’ results involve the common 
effector of the decisional factors at the organization level. 

In units with high fluctuations of staff, the analysis of the positions is a 
constant activity because when employees leave the works is changed and the 
job requirements need general reviews. 

For instance, if an employee demands the termination of the individual 
employment contract, until such employee is replaced, the job duties and 
responsibilities are distributed to another employees. Thus, new positions can 
be created with different responsibilities and the analysis of the human 
resources will be resumed to establish new coordinates according to the 
occurred changes. 

The strategic planning of the human resources is closely related to the 
organization’s overall strategy given that the lack of specialists and executive 
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staff able to take over future duties and responsibilities can affect severely the 
strategic planning process for the entire activity of the organization. 

Thus, the periodical review of the employees supports efficient planning, 
allowing forecasts on the staff needed for each position, degree of professional 
class. 

According to the numeric and quality planning of the human resources, 
the staff expenses can be forecast for salary payment, training activities, 
employment and staff promotion. 

The process of strategic planning starts with the identification and 
recognition of the organization’s philosophy and mission, stage when a series 
of questions is asked: “Why does the organization exist?” “Which should be its 
contributions?” “Which are the main values and motivations for the managers 
and shareholders’ solutions?“5). 

Therefore the organization’ philosophy and mission are established 
according to the data arising from the perusal of the external environment and 
the evaluation of the organization’s strengths and weaknesses which directly 
influence the organization’s capacity to capitalize opportunities and the 
commencement of the development plan, its implementation and review are 
substantiated by the organization’s philosophy and mission. 

The strategic analysis and planning of human resources in the health area 
can be reported to the level of the entire sanitary system or the level of a 
medical facility. 

In terms of the entire system, the analysis of the management positions 
existing in the Romanian hospitals and the related costs was conducted for the 
preparation of the National Strategy for Hospital Rationalization. 

In our opinion, the measure to merge 111 hospitals, which led to the 
termination of 330 management positions, does not solve the problems related 
to the hospitals’ budget given that the persons who held those positions are 
still employees of such hospital, but on a different position. 

The management of a hospital is conducted by a board of directors with 
functions provided by the Law no. 95.2006 on the health reform, as further 
amended and supplemented. The management positions are: manager, medical 
director, financial-accounting director and for hospitals with over 400 beds – 
care director. 

The manager, in most cases, is among the hospital’s employed doctors, 
chiefs of section or teaching staff for clinic hospitals and during their terms 

                                                            
5) http://www.ms.ro 
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(three years) the position held before is kept on the position roll if the 
management contract terminates for whatever reasons. 

Therefore, once the manager position terminated, the doctor resumes their 
activity in the section of their employment, the doctors is included in the shift 
schedule and the income will be comparable to the manager position or even 
higher because a manager has a monthly salary established under the 
management contract, without other benefits and cannot make shifts during the 
term while the doctor or the chief of section is entitled to all these benefits. 

The medical director has situation similar to the manager, namely the 
medical director is a doctor or teaching staff, employee of the hospital. 

The financial –accounting director is, usually an economist who, if the 
position is terminated, will continue their activity on the position held before, 
but the salary will be reduced by approximately 40%. 

The measure to close the hospitals and transform them into retirement 
homes was motivated by the fact that, at present, according to the data 
provided by the Social Assistance Offices from the Ministry of Labor, 2800 
elder persons are on the waiting list for a place in a retirement home. These 
applications cannot be settled because there are only 25 retirement homes in 
Romania, with 1570 beds financed by the local authorities or from the state 
budget, 53 facilities financed by ONGs and 51 facilities for mentally disabled 
people. Newly established homes will care for 2500 – 4800 people. 

In reality, the termination of 71 medical facilities will reduce the number 
of beds by approximately 4800 and 791 doctors and 2532 nurses will have to 
be distributed in the newly established facilities. 

Thus, the 4800 reduced beds are removed from the Ministry of Health’s 
system and are to be managed by the Ministry of Labor. In such case, the same 
state budget will bear the costs of such transfer only the source of financing 
will be formally changed. 

As regards the infrastructure investments, almost nothing has been said, 
but we believe that they will be significant in value since the transformation of 
buildings used as hospitals and relatedly equipped into retirement homes 
requiring further refurbishment will lead to new investments. 

The transfer of the medical-sanitary staff cannot be performed entirely 
given that doctors are specialized and licensed to conduct certain activities, 
according to their training and licensing strategies which confirmed them as 
specialists and primary doctors. 

It is not logic for a doctor specialized in surgery, ORL, anesthesia and 
intensive care, obstetrics – gynecology to be redistributed in a retirement home 
because, on one hand, the doctor would lose their license and, on the other 
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hand, the skills for such situation concern internal medicine, cardiology, 
physiotherapy or geriatric. 

General nurses or, even more, those specialized in various areas such as 
X-rays, pediatrics, obstetrics – gynecology, midwives, etc. are in similar 
situation given that they will have to reconvert, performing social assistance 
work instead of the activity they trained for, this activity being of social 
nurses, a distinct activity. 

The transformation of hospitals into retirement homes-hospital might be a 
more efficient solution as a large part of social cases in charge of public 
hospitals might be solved. Most times public hospitals have to extend the 
admission of elderly people suffering from severe irreparable illnesses because 
their families do not have the means or the necessary conditions to care for 
them and the exiting retirement homes-hospitals do not cover the need for 
such situations. 

 
3. Conclusions 
Human resources are the most important components in the supply of 

health services. 
The management of the health human services is currently subject to 

various challenges. 
The promotion of a new and innovative human resource management is 

the key to improve the performances of the sanitary system. 
The planning of the human resource department, especially for doctors, 

must be a priority for the strategy to improve the human resource management 
in public hospitals. 
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Abstract 

Commercial  competition  is  a  clash  in  those  areas  and  sectors  where  economic 
diversity  is allowed, but not  in those who are evading competition. It  is an economic 
confrontation with economic means. Such a confrontation involving competition, is a 
major cause of  the development of  real economic growth. Removing confrontation, 
competition  from  international  trade  through  administrative  means  or  by  other 
means leads ‐ as demonstrated by today’s experience ‐ the economic losses, reduced 
or  loss of values. Freedom of competition  regulation  should  take  into account both 
the  interests  of  traders  in  the  marketing  of  products  and  services,  but  mostly, 
ensuring  that  it  takes  place  within  a  framework  of  full  equality  with  the  other 
competitors in that market. Also must be considered direct intervention of the state in 
a  competitive market  in  terms  of  economic  support  through  state  aid  over  other 
businesses  that  operate  in  that  market,  with  the  possible  effect  of  distorting 
competition. 
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1. Introducere. Consideraţii privind concurența și conceptul de 

„liberă concurenţă” în comerţul internaţional 
Concurenţa constă, în principal, într-o competiţie pe piaţă între cei care 

exercită activităţi asemănătoare. Pentru a pătrunde - şi mai ales pentru a se 
menţine pe piaţă – ei trebuie să depună eforturi pentru a crea mereu mai bine şi 
la preţuri tot mai acceptabile. Printr-o asemenea competiţie, comerţul a adus, 
în toate timpurile, bogăţie1, o bogăţie care a determinat „perfecționarea 
meşteşugurilor”2, iar meșteşugurile au dus la progres economic3. Acest 

                                                            
 Lect. univ. dr., Universitatea Creștină “Dimitrie Cantemir”, București, av.paiusescu@gmail.com 
 Jurist, ulican.maria@yahoo.com 
1 Charles MONTESQUIEU, “Despre comeţul celor vechi”, Editura Enciclopedică, p. 33; 
2 Ibidem; 
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mecanism – „este mânat de competiţie” – a asigurat prosperitatea națiunilor4. 
Distrus de cuceritori, comerţul „cutreieră pământul, fuge de unde este asuprit, 
poposeşte acolo unde este lăsat să trăiască; astăzi el este stăpân acolo unde 
odinioară nu se vedeau decât pustiuri, mări şi stânci; iar acolo unde stăpânea 
cândva, nu există acum decât pustiuri”5. 

După cum observă profesorul Octavian Căpățână “monopolismul.... 
substituindu-se prin forţă concurenţei, dictează condiţiile economice ale 
operaţiilor comerciale, în sectorul specializat, anihilează posibilitatea 
negocierii libere, a schimbului de valori materiale, marginalizează şi elimina 
din ambianţa pieţei în glob pe agenţii economici mici şi mijlocii”6. Pentru a 
preveni structurile condamnabile, prin norme legale adecvate, este interzisă 
sau cel puţin limitată “posibilitatea de concentrare a întreprinderilor dincolo de 
un anumit prag, socotit ca intolerabil”7. Consecinţele pentru comerţul 
internaţional a unor măsuri de acest gen sunt foarte grave. 

Dacă concurenţa comercială are un rol important pe piaţa interna, acest 
rol capătă valoare şi dimensiune accentuate pe o piaţă regională sau chiar la 
nivelul pieţei mondiale. În comerțul internațional, relaţiile de competiţie dintre 
diverşi agenţi economici vizează nu numai atragerea de noi clienţi, în 
condiţiile menţinerii vechii clientele cât şi cucerirea de noi pieţe pentru 
desfacerea mărfurilor, în scopul declarat de realizarea unor profituri 
corespunzătoare. Având în vedere miza deosebită a reparaţiilor comerciale 
internaţionale, concurenţa – care ţine de esenţa acelor relaţii – îmbracă mai 
multe forme dintre care amintim: concurenţa loială, concurenţa neleală, 
convenţia anticoncurenţială8. Se înţelege că atunci când concurenţa comercială 
internaţională se exercită în conformitate cu uzanţele comerciale oneste, deci 
cu bună credinţă, în sensul respectării normelor deontologice ale profesiei de 
comerciant, suntem în prezenţa unei concurenţe loiale9. O asemenea 
confruntare – fiind în acord cu reglementărilor stipulate în legislaţiile naţionale 

                                                                                                                                                            
3 Ibidem. Meșteșugurile împinse la nivelul la care vedem că se aflau pe timpul Semiramidei 
«ne dau dovada că pe atunci exista deja un comerţ întins» (ibidem); 
4 Dumitru MAZILU, “Dreptul comertului internaţional. Partea generală”, Editura Lumina Lex, 
Bucureşti, 2006, p.91; 
5 Charles MONTESQUIEU, în D. MAZILU, Dreptul comerțului internațional, Editura Lumina 
Lex, București, 2011, p.91; 
6 Octavian CĂPĂŢÂNĂ, “Company Law. Rules on issuing securities”, EEBL, IV/1999, 
pag.20; 
7 Ibidem; 
8 D. MAZILU, op. cit, p.92; 
9 Yolanda EMINESCU, «Concurenţa neleală. Drept român şi comparat», Editura Lumina Lex, 
București, 2006, p.3 şi urm; 
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şi în convenţiile internaţionale – oferă participanţilor la schimburile 
comerciale internaționale avantajul unui profit obţinut prin mijloace cinstite, 
licite. Totalitatea normelor care reglementează concurenţa licita alcătuiește 
„Dreptul concurenţei”. 

Abolirea corporaţiilor şi consacrarea principiului libertăţii comerţului şi 
industriei prin legea din 17 martie 1791 în Franţa, ca unul din actele 
fundamentale ale Revoluţiei de la 1789, a reprezentat un moment de referinţă 
în ansamblul relaţiilor comerciale .S-a consacrat principiul liberei concurenţe 
între cei care desfășurau aceeaşi activitate. Ori de câte ori „mai multe persoane 
urmăresc, în activitatea lor economică, acelaşi scop sau un scop asemănător” 
există concurenţa10. Normele care reglementează acest domeniu au dat 
expresie, încă de la începutul secolului al XIX-lea, dreptului concurenţei11. 

În condiţiile liberalismului comercial, şi-au făcut însă loc, acte şi fapte 
contrare uzanţelor cinstite în activitatea comercială şi industrială, generate de 
tendinţa de a obţine profituri cât mai mari cu orice mijloace, acte şi fapte care 
definesc concurenţa neleală la care s-a recurs şi continuă să se recurgă destul 
de frecvent în raporturile comerciale internaţionale. În aceste condiţiuni, ca o 
reacție firească, au intervenit unele reglementari restrictive ale libertăţii 
proclamate iniţial şi, cu timpul, și necesitatea de a lupta împotriva exercitării 
abuzive a libertăţii de concurenţa12. În înțelesul restrâns întâlnit de regulă în 
manualele de învăţământ – „dreptul concurenţei se reduce la normele care 
reglementează reprimarea actelor neleale”13. Din punctul de vedere al laturii 
represive - atrage atenţie profesorul Octavian Căpăţână – „trebuie să se asigure 
sancţionarea comportamentului ilicit, manifestat pe piață de către 
întreprinderile monopoliste”14. Iată, de ce în lumina evoluţiilor înregistrate în 
relaţiile comerciale internaţionale, s-a pus problema unui Drept al protecţiei 
concurenţei loiale 

 
2. Principiul liberei concurenţe în comerţul internaţional 
Orice demers în vederea identificării unei definiţii general acceptate a 

principiului liberei concurenţe în comerţul internaţional va avea în vedere 

                                                            
10 Idem, op.cit, p. 3; 
11 Ibidem; 
12 Ibidem. Dreptul concurenţei - în sensul larg al noţiunii - cuprinde “atât dispoziţiile al căror 
scop este reprimarea concurenţei neleale, cât și pe cele alm căror obiect îl formează restricţiile 
impuse concurenţei” (D.REIMER, FK.BEIER, D. BAUMANN, „La represion de la 
concurence deloyale en Allemagne”, Ed. Economica, Paris 1978, pag. 95). 
13 Yolanda EMINESCU, op.cit, p. 2; 
14 O. CAPATANA, op.cit, p. 12; 
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împrejurarea că nici noţiunea de „concurenţă"15 nu cunoaşte o definiţie 
specifică şi se raportează, în mod necesar, la abordarea economică a 
fenomenului competitivităţii şi a egalităţii de şanse acordată operatorilor 
economici în comercializarea produselor şi serviciilor oferite pe o anumită 
piaţă la un moment dat, în cazul de faţă piaţa internaţională. În doctrină s-a 
arătat că, expresie a liberalismului economic şi principiu fundamental al 
dreptului comerţului internaţional, „concurenţa loială" (înţeleasă ca fiind 
exercitată în conformitate cu uzanţele comerciale „oneste") are următoarele 
funcţii, între care cele mai importante privesc: (i) garantarea desfăşurării 
economiei de piaţă, (ii) facilitarea liberei circulaţii a mărfurilor circulaţii a 
mărfurilor, serviciilor, capitalurilor şi persoanelor, şi (iii) funcţia de stimulare 
a iniţiativei participanţilor la schimburile comerciale internaţionale16. 

Reglementarea principiului liberei concurenţe trebuie să aibă în vedere 
atât interesele operatorilor economici în promovarea şi comercializarea 
produselor şi serviciilor oferite, cât, mai ales, asigurarea faptului că aceasta are 
loc într-un cadru de deplină egalitate cu ceilalţi competitori de pe piaţa 
respectivă. Finalmente, concurenţa „efectivă" (workable competition) nu 
echivalează nici cu metodele de identificare a practicilor pentru oferirea unui 
preţ minim al produselor sau serviciilor oferite pe piaţă, nici cu atomizarea 
ofertei acestora şi nici cu satisfacerea integrală a cererii de pe piaţă17. 

În comerţul internaţional, concurenţa şi, implicit, disponibilitatea 
operatorilor economici de a intra şi de a acţiona pe piaţa internaţională a 
bunurilor şi serviciilor, cunoaşte unele particularităţi, exprimate sintetic în 
doctrină18 prin prisma evidenţierii unor caracteristici esenţiale ale pieţei şi al 
climatului economic general, respectiv: 

a) posibilitatea operatorului economic de a intra şi a ieşi în mod liber de 
pe piaţa statului de import; 

b) libertatea operatorului economic de a încheia contracte comerciale cu 
partenerii din străinătate, determinată de absenţa sau reducerea barierelor 
tarifare şi netarifare la import/export; 

                                                            
15 Din latinescul "con currere": "a alerga împreună"; 
16 D. MAZILU, op.cit., p. 93; 
17 Prelegerea prof. C. LUCAS de Leyssac în cadrul cursului Droit du marche, D.E.A. Droit 
des affaires, susţinut în anul universitar 1999 - 2000, Universite Paris I (Pantheon - Sorbonne), 
www.tedconferrences.com; 
18 W. LACHMANN, The Development Dimension of Competition Law and Policy, în 
UNCTAD - Series on Issues on Competition Law and Policy, New York and Geneva, 1999, p. 
3-4; 
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c) eficienţa sistemului monetar, atât în statul de origine, cât şi în statul în 
care bunurile sau serviciile sale sunt importate, ce permite operatorului 
economic crearea unor planuri de afaceri, fără riscurile unor fluctuaţii de curs 
valutar; 

d) protecţia împotriva practicilor restrictive comerciale şi existenţa unor 
sancţiuni adecvate aplicabile acestor practici, precum şi gradul de respectare a 
normelor ce sancţionează aceste practici. 

După cum se poate observa, în evaluarea libertăţii de care operatorul 
economic dispune în cazul intrării pe o piaţă nouă este luat în considerare în 
special gradul de transparenţă al pieţei, determinat de comportamentul celorlalţi 
competitori, în detrimentul gradului de intervenţie a statului (cu excepţia, desigur, 
a măsurilor de sancţionare a practicilor restrictive de concurenţă şi a asigurării 
unui sistem financiar adecvat creşterii economice şi atragerii investiţiilor, inclusiv 
prin eliminarea barierelor tarifare sau cu efect echivalent). 

În ce ne priveşte, considerăm că, în ce priveşte caracterizarea unei pieţe 
concurenţiale, trebuie luată în considerare şi intervenţia directă a statului în ce 
priveşte susţinerea unor agenţi economici prin ajutoare de stat în detrimentul 
altor agenţi economici ce acţionează pe piaţa respectivă, având ca posibil efect 
denaturarea concurenţei. De fapt, această abordare este de inspiraţie 
comunitară, Tratatul de instituire a Comunităţii Economice Europene semnat 
la Roma la 25 martie 1957 şi intrat în vigoare la 1 ianuarie 1958 consacrând 
încă de la început, prin dispoziţia fostului art. 92 (actualmente art. 97 şi urm., 
în urma renumerotării conform modificărilor succesive aduse Tratatului, 
ultima dintre acestea prin Tratatul de la Lisabona) principiul incompatibilităţii 
ajutoarelor de stat cu mediul concurenţial normal şi instituind în acelaşi timp 
şi excepţiile de la acest principiu. 

Spre deosebire de dreptul comunitar (în care reglementarea practicilor 
restrictive de concurenţă şi a ajutoarelor de stat aparţin politicii în domeniul 
concurenţei), reglementarea subvenţiilor şi a măsurilor compensatorii 
(îndeosebi prin Acordul SMC), precum şi cazuistica în această materie cunosc 
unele nuanţări, permiţând mai degrabă includerea acestora în cadrul mai larg al 
măsurilor protecţioniste ale statului de origine în promovarea exporturilor. 
Într-o oarecare măsură, această împrejurare răspunde şi la chestiunea 
reglementării distincte a ajutoarelor de stat (subsidies). 

La observaţiile de mai sus vom adăuga şi constatarea că noţiunea propriu-
zisă de „concurenţă"19 nu cunoaşte o definiţie general acceptată nici pe plan 

                                                            
19 În opinia prof. O. CĂPĂŢÂNĂ, „concurenţa" reprezintă „confruntarea dintre agenţii 
economici cu activităţi similare sau asemănătoare, exercitate în domeniile deschise pieţei 
pentru câştigarea şi conservarea clientelei, în scopul rentabilizării propriei întreprinderi" 
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naţional şi nici pe plan internaţional, împrejurare ce se răsfrânge şi asupra 
dreptului concurenţei, sfera sa de reglementare nefiind abordată în mod unitar. 

În doctrina mai recentă, definirea noţiunii de „concurenţă” şi evaluarea 
obiectului „dreptului concurenţei" sunt realizate prin prisma obiectivelor 
politicii statului în domeniul concurenţei, respectiv acele instrumente care 
asigură „fundamentele pieţei şi care facilitează dezvoltarea unor firme 
eficiente şi competitive": prin urmare, dreptul concurenţei ar cuprinde „acele 
reguli care guvernează relaţiile dintre producători şi efectele acţiunii 
producătorilor asupra consumatorilor"20. 

Astfel, respectarea principiului liberei concurenţe, atât de către operatorii 
privaţi, cât şi de state/guverne, constituie elementul esenţial al exercitării 
comerţului internaţional prin faptul că asigură egalitatea de şanse tuturor 
participanţilor la schimburile comerciale internaţionale, garanţie a creşterii 
competitivităţii produselor şi serviciilor oferite pe piaţa internaţională, 
contribuind, aşadar la libertatea comerţului internaţional. 

 
3. Trăsăturile liberei concurenţe în dreptul internaţional 
Pornind de la definirea principiului liberei concurenţe în comerţul 

internaţional, vom identifica principalele sale trăsături: 
 În primul rând, în cadrul comerţului internaţional, garantarea şi 

aplicarea principiului liberei concurenţe reprezintă o obligaţie ce incumbă în 
egală măsură atât statelor, cât şi operatorilor economici. 

Pe de o parte, întrucât liberalizarea comerţului internaţional prin 
eliminarea barierelor de orice natură în calea schimburilor internaţionale 
reclamă crearea unor economii de piaţă competitive şi în lipsa unei 
reglementări cu vocaţie internaţională care să consacre acest principiu, 
revine statului obligaţia să adopte toate măsurile necesare şi să le 
implementeze în mod adecvat, în conformitate cu angajamentele internaţionale 
asumate prin acorduri internaţionale sau suprastatale sau numai a 
recomandărilor de principiu elaborate de organizaţii economice internaţionale. 

Astfel, exceptând măsurile derogatorii, statele trebuie să sancţioneze 
comportamentul anticoncurenţial ori neloial al operatorilor economici şi să se 
abţină să acorde ajutoare de stat (sub forma directă a subvenţiilor sau indirect, 
prin participare la capital ori constituirea de garanţii) în mod discriminatoriu şi 
fără o justificare economică obiectivă). Cu toate acestea, sancţiunile aplicate 

                                                                                                                                                            
(Dreptul concurenţei comerciale. Partea generală, ediţia a II-a, Editura Lumina Lex, 
Bucureşti, 1998, p. 273). 
20 D. NEGRESCU, Gh. OPRESCU, Politica de protecţie a concurenţei, în Revista Română de 
Dreptul Afacerilor, nr. 7 - 8/2004, p. 8 
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de state nu exclud însă sancţiunile aplicate la nivel suprastatal sau 
internaţional. 

Pe de altă parte, obligaţia incumbă în egală măsură şi operatorilor 
economici, care sunt datori să respecte atât regulile adoptate la nivel naţional, 
cât şi cele internaţionale ce consacră principiul liberei concurenţe. 

În al doilea rând, principiul liberei concurenţe în comerţul internaţional 
este de ordine publică, nerespectarea reglementărilor internaţionale, 
suprastatale sau naţionale ce îl consacră conducând, în toate situaţiile, la 
sancţiuni ce vizează nulitatea acordurilor restrictive de concurenţă, impunerea 
de taxe antidumping (în cazul practicilor de dumping) sau a măsurilor 
compensatorii (în cazul subvenţiilor la export) etc. 

În acest context, trebuie menţionat că excepţiile sunt de strictă interpretare 
şi aplicare şi vizează sectoare economice sensibile, cum ar fi comerţul cu 
produse agricole sau textile realizat de ţările cu economii subdezvoltate - în 
care sunt permise măsuri protecţioniste sau de subvenţionare a exporturilor 
(alături de alte măsuri tarifare sau netarifare). 

În al treilea rând şi în strânsă legătură cu cea de-a doua trăsătură 
menţionată mai sus, reglementarea principiului liberei concurenţe, cât şi 
sancţiunile aplicate în baza acestuia, vizează atât comportamente individuale 
(de exemplu, practicile restrictive de concurenţă), cât şi măsuri adoptate la 
nivel statal (de genul acordării de subvenţii, eşalonări, anulări sau scutiri de 
datorii bugetare, constituirea de garanţii de stat). În acest fel, această ultimă 
trăsătură determină conţinutul principiului liberei concurenţe în comerţul 
internaţional. 

 
4. Concluzie. Legătura indisolubilă dintre conceptul de comerț și cel 

de concurență. 
În mod similar oricărei pieţe naţionale, intrarea liberă a operatorilor 

economici pe piaţa internaţională reprezintă premisa esenţială a exercitării 
unei concurenţe reale în comerţul internaţional. Sintetic, acest principiu este 
realizat numai în măsura în care, pe de o parte, operatorii economici existenţi 
pe acea piaţă nu participă sau nu recurg la practici restrictive de concurenţă 
(înţelegeri monopoliste, abuz de poziţie dominantă) iar, pe de altă parte, nu 
beneficiază de ajutorul acordat de stat în defavoarea unor alţi operatori 
economici care acţionează în condiţii similare. Desigur, eliminarea acestor 
constrângeri se alătură altor principii aplicabile în materia comerţului 
internaţional, cum ar fi, de exemplu, acordarea tratamentului naţional sau al 
clauzei "naţiunii celei mai favorizate" şi eliminarea barierelor tarifare ori a 
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restricţiilor cantitative sau calitative în schimburile naţionale21, componente 
specifice adoptate în contextul măsurilor globale de liberalizare a comerţului 
internaţional22. 

După cum se arată în doctrină, "libertatea comerţului constituie 
fundamentul economic al exercitării concurenţei în comerţ, iar aceasta din 
urmă reprezintă, la rândul ei, o altă formă directă de manifestare a libertăţii 
comerţului"23 care, în opinia autorului citat, defineşte şi caracterizează 
principiul protecţiei concurenţei loiale pe plan internaţional. Aşadar, noţiunile 
de "comerţ" şi "concurenţă" sunt indisolubile: exercitarea comerţului prin 
prisma obiectivelor generale de creştere a nivelului de trai şi de alocare 
eficientă a resurselor nu poate exista fără o competiţie între operatorii 
economici, după cum competiţia/concurenţa nu poate fi imaginată decât pe o 
piaţă în care acţionează în mod liber mai mulţi agenţi economici. Deşi 
protecţia liberei concurenţe face încă parte din "ordinea publică internă" a 
statelor, în ultima perioadă acordurile internaţionale încheiate în cadrul OMC 
manifestă o anumită tendinţă de consacrare a unui set de reguli specifice cu 
vocaţie internaţională în reglementarea principiului liberei concurenţe24. 

Cele mai importante reglementări privind protecţia liberei concurenţe (sau 
a "concurenţei loiale"25 în comerţul internaţional sunt conţinute în Acordul 
General pentru Tarife şi Comerţ (GATT), încheiat în anul 1947 şi intrat în 
vigoare de la 1 ianuarie 1948 şi la care România a aderat în anul 1972. Astfel, 
dispoziţia art. VI al GATT referitoare la practicile de dumping şi măsurile 
compensatorii prevede ca, în evaluarea unei practici de dumping, să fie luat în 
considerare gradul de "substituibilitate" al produsului în discuţie cu un produs 
similar (produs în statul de import sau importat dintr-un stat terţ, în condiţii 
comerciale oneste). Pe cale de consecinţă, autorităţile statului de import vor 
avea în vedere, pentru aplicarea măsurilor compensatorii şi a evaluării 
daunelor suferite, costurile de producţie ale produsului similar. 

                                                            
21 A se vedea art. I, art. III, art. XI, art. XIII din GATT (versiunea actualizată) Geneva, 1986 
(disponibilă la adresa de Internet www.wto.org). 
22 Pentru caracterizarea acestor principii ce caracterizează comerţul internaţional sub auspiciile 
GATT, a se vedea O. CĂPĂŢÂNĂ, B. ŞTEFĂNESCU, Tratat de drept al comerţului 
internaţional, volumul I, Editura Academiei Republicii Socialiste România, Bucureşti, 1985, 
p. 86 şi urm. 
23 În acest sens, D.-A. SITARU, Dreptul comerţului internaţional. Tratat, volumul I, Editura 
Actami, Bucureşti, 1995, p. 16; 
24 În acest sens, D. CARREAU, P. JUILLARD, Droit international économique, 4e édition, 
LGDJ, Paris, 2002, p. 202-203; 
25A se vedea O. CĂPĂŢÂNĂ, Dreptul concurenţei comerciale. Concurenţa neloială pe piaţa 
internă şi internaţională, Editura Lumina Lex, 1996, p. 21-22 ; 
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"Substituibilitatea" produsului se determină în funcţie de piaţa relevantă a 
acelui produs, noţiune ce este caracteristică dreptului concurenţei. 

Pe de altă parte, modalităţile urmărite în realizarea acestor obiective pot fi 
diferite. Într-adevăr, în timp ce dreptul concurenţei vizează în mod exclusiv 
efectele practicilor restrictive sau ale intervenţiei statelor în favoarea 
operatorilor economici naţionali pe o piaţă "relevantă" şi, mai recent, prin 
prisma satisfacerii consumatorilor bunurilor şi serviciilor comercializate pe 
acea piaţă ("consumers’ welfare"), politica comercială nu se raportează în mod 
necesar la efectele "concurenţiale" ale emergenţei produsului sau serviciului 
oferit pe piaţă. Spre exemplu, la baza negocierilor derulate în cadrul GATT nu 
a existat o condiţie prestabilită conform căreia principiul "tratamentului 
naţional" să se aplice unei întregi categorii de produse "concurenţiale" sau 
"substituibile", conform terminologiei utilizată în dreptul concurenţei. Astfel, 
statele au avut libertatea de a negocia ca o concesiune tarifară să fie acordată 
numai unui singur produs din Nomenclatorul vamal armonizat, fără a fi 
necesar ca şi produsele concurente ("substituibile") să beneficieze de aceasta26. 

De aceea, prin prisma regulilor ce le consacră şi le reglementează, relaţia 
stabilită între libertatea comerţului internaţional şi libera concurenţă în 
comerţul internaţional cunoaşte unele nuanţări. 
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THE SALE  
AND PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
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Abstract 

The main purpose of sale and purchase in commercial activity consists in the intention 
to  resale. The  sales  agreement  keeps  its  commercial  characteristics even when  the 
goods  have  been  resold  in  their  purchased  condition,  and  also  when  they  have 
suffered  some  changes  by  the  buyer.  On  the  other  hand,  the  judicial  cycle  is 
discontinued when a non‐commercial buyer purchases goods for himself. 
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1. Definition. 
The most common contract used into trade relations is the sale and 

purchase agreement, so it occupies an important position in the civil -
commercial law and because by means or is carried out handing over and 
acquisition of ownership or other rights on goods contained in civil circuit 
(Motoiu, 2011). 

The sale and purchase agreement may be defined as an understanding 
between two or more parties on the basis of which one of the party (the seller) 
undertakes to convey the ownership of an asset, of another right, a right 
inherited, a right-claim or a litigious right who belongs to him, to the other 
part, the buyer. The buyer undertakes to pay the seller an amount of money 
called the price (Dogaru, 2004). 

According to our great specialist in commercial law Prof. dr. Stanciu 
Cărpenaru the sale and purchase agreement may be defined as the contract 
whereby, one party (the seller) transmits or undertakes to transmit to the other 
party (the buyer) the ownership of an object, or any other right, in exchange to 
a price which is obliged to pay to the seller (Stanciu, Carpenaru, 2012). 

According to article no.1650 of the Civil Code “The sale is a contract 
whereby the seller shall or, after the event, undertakes to transmit to the buyer 
the property of a good for a price on which the buyer is obliged to pay. It can 
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be also transferred through its sale, a dissolution of the property right or any 
other rights as well”. 

The sale and purchase agreement presents a legal basis, such as: 
a) It is a consensual contract, meaning that it is accepted through the 

simple agreement of will of all parties. 
b) It is a contract for good and valuable consideration, which implies that 

all parties follow their patrimonial interests; 
c) It is a deed indented contract; mutual obligations effect all parties; 
d) It is commutative; all duties of all parties are known at their full extent, 

when the contract is sealed; 
e) It is considered a deed of transfer, under the Art. 1674 Civil Code, the 

object is accepted the new owner from the moment the contract is sealed, even 
if the payment hasn’t been made. 

This last legal principle is respected only if certain conditions are met: 
 The sale and purchase agreement has to be valid; 
 The seller must be the owner of the sold object; 
 The object must be real; 
 The objects must be clear indicated, in description and number; 
 The parties must not delay the transfer due to a special clause, to a post-

sale moment. 
 
2. The purpose of commercial sale and purchase. 
The difference between commercial sale and purchase agreement and the 

civil sale and purchase agreement, is consisted of its economic function, in 
interposing the exchange of goods. 

It’s important to mention that the professional trader, an enterprise holder, 
specialized in sales, buys goods, products, merchandise, with lucrative 
purposes, meaning that it’s working towards obtaining profit. The 
nonprofessional buyer only tries to satisfy his needs or his family’s (Nemes, 
2012). 

 
3. The objective of sales and purchases in the commercial activity. 
The newly adopted Civil Code differentiates between the contract 

objective and the obligation’s objective according to art.1225 and art.1226, 
mentioning that “the contract’s objective is represented by the legal operation, 
such as sales, leases, loans and so on, in accordance to all parties, as stated in 
all contractual rights and obligations” and that “the obligation’s objective is 
the work the debtor (Motiu, 2011) performs”. 
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The sale and purchase agreement is a mutually obligating contract, in 
which both the seller and the buyer have a binding agreement to respect. A 
seller’s responsibility regarding his material objective consists in his sold 
goods, and a buyer’s material objective is represented by the price. 

 
3.1. Sold merchandise. The material goal of a seller’s obligation, the sold 

goods respectively must fulfill certain conditions: 
 It must be available to the public; 
 It must exist now or in the future; 
 It must be definite or definable; 
 It must be possible; 
 It must be legal and moral. 
According to the Civil Code art.535, the sold gods may be anything, 

material or nonmaterial, that represents an inherited right. 
Also, the Civil Code implements aspects regarding the purchase of a 

future product (art.1658 line 1 and line 5, Civil Code), selling a limited type of 
product (art.1658 line 2 and line 4, Civil Code), as well as other aspects in 
regards to the product delivery: the type of delivery; the place of delivery; the 
cost of delivery; the penalties for retention of goods; the conveyance of 
property and the product’s risk of perishing. 

 
3.2. The sale price. As mentioned before, the material objective of the 

buyer’s obligation consists in the sale price. The conditions for validating a 
sale and purchase agreement, regarding the buyer’s obligation objective are: 

 The price must be established in currency; 
 The price must be definite or definable; 
 The price must be honest; 
 The price must be earnest (Motiu, 2011). 
In regards to the buyer’s obligation to the material objective, we specify 

that the new Civil Code comprises the aspects referring to the date and place 
of purchase, as well as sanctions for lack of payment. 

 
4. Answering for defects. 
Under art.1672 of the Civil Code, the seller answers to the buyer, not only 

for the action of buying a product but also for the hidden defects of the object 
in hand. It is important to mention the rules that dictate the type of defects 
involved. The law decides which defects are visible and which are hidden 
(Boroi, Stanciulescu, 2012). 
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4.1. Taking responsibility for visible defects. The new Civil Code takes 
further the depositions of the old Civil Code from art. 1864, where the seller 
answers in front of the law only for hidden defects and not for visible defects. 
According to art. 1707 line 4 of the Civil Code, the seller is not responsible for 
the defects which the buyer knew before sealing the deal. 

The buyer may request a contract clause which through which he 
demands a period of time for him to establish and claim all the found defects, 
at the arrival of the merchandise. 

 
4.2. Taking responsibility for the hidden defects. According to art. 

1707 line 1 from the Civil Code “the seller has to guarantee the buyer that 
there are no hidden defects that can affect the usage of the object, nor the value 
of it. The existence of the defects that may be hidden could have affected the 
intention to buy the merchandise or the accepted price”. 

According to art.1707 line 2 of the Civil Code, “a defect is considered 
hidden if at the moment of delivery, he could not be discovered without the 
assistance of an expert in this matter, or by a watchful buyer”. 

The denouncing of any defects must be made according to art. 1707 line 2 
of the Civil Code, “the buyer must announce the seller in due a reasonable 
time, established previously, or he will lose the favorable circumstances of the 
action”. 

The time reserved to check for hidden defects varies in the situation that 
the buyer is a professional (Nemes, 2012). 

In consequence of denouncing the hidden defects, the buyer may claim 
and obtain, according to art. 1710 line 1 of the Civil Code, the following: 

 The repair of the merchandise on the sellers tab; 
 The replacement of the object with a better and flawless one; 
 Cutting off the price of the object; 
 The retroactive termination of the purchase. 
 
5. The obligation to offer warranty for proper functioning. 
According to article 1716 paragraph 1 Civil Code, besides the guarantee 

against hidden defects, the seller who guaranteed for a time determined the 
proper functioning of the goods sold shall be obliged to fix the “object”, in 
case of any problem caused in the guaranteed time. 

If repairment is impossible or if the deadline for this action is being 
exceeded, the seller must replace the goods. If there is no mention in the 
contract about the time needed to repair the broken object, the maximum 
deadline is of 15 days starting from the day the buyer claimed for repairing. If 
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the seller does not replace the sold object in a reasonable period of time, he is 
obligated, at the request of the buyer to reimburse the customer’s money, in 
exchange of the goods (Nemes, 2012). 

The main rules referring to the obligations of the seller regarding the 
goods that are in warranty are: The law covering the Intake Code no. 
226/20041; O.G. no. 21/1992, regarding consumer’s protection2; Law no. 
245/2004, regarding general security of products3; Law no.449/2003 regarding 
the sale of the products and their warranties4; Law no. 608/2001, regarding the 
evaluation of the products5 status and Law no. 240/2004, regarding the 
responsibility of the makers for the damage generated by the defects6. 

The most important and complete rule is O.G. no. 21/1992, regarding 
consumer’s protection. According to its depositions, the consumer is “any 
person or group of people represented by their legal rights, who take action to 
purposes outside their commercial activities, industrial or production, at small 
or larger scale”. The seller is the distributor who offers the product to the 
buyer. According to Law O.G. no. 21/1992, the responsibility of the seller is 
represented by the warranty and the recommended time of use of the product. 

 
6. The sale outside commercial areas. 
They are many scenarios when the sales are made outside the special 

arranged areas, intended for such operations. These operations are governed by 
the provisions of Ordinance of the Government No.106/1999 the purchase 
agreements concluded outside commercial premises7. 

The regulation in question takes into account the purchase agreements 
concluded outside commercial premises, between merchants and consumers in 
the following situations as follows: 

 selling during a trips organized by the merchant outside its commercial 
spaces; 

 selling during the visit made by the merchant in the home of a consumer, 
at the consumer's place of work or to the place where he is located for study or 
for treatment, except the situation when the visit was made at the express 
request of the consumer; 

                                                            
1 M. Of. nr. 224 din 24 martie 2008; 
2 M. Of. nr. 208 din 28 martie 2007; 
3 M.Of. nr. 360 din 9 mai 2008; 
4 M. Of. nr. 347 din 6 mai 2008; 
5 M. Of. nr. 419 din 4 iunie 2008; 
6 M. Of. nr. 313 din 22 aprilie 2008. 
7 M. Of. nr. 168 din 5 martie 2008 
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 the sale that ends in any other public places or places with public 
destination, in which the trader has an offer for his products or services in 
order to be accepted it by the consumer (Nemes, 2012). 

 
Conclusion 
Purchase agreements are used very commonly, from very simple 

transactions to complex business or real estate agreements. If you need 
assistance in drafting or reviewing a purchase agreement, you should speak 
with an attorney immediately. Your lawyer can help you with the various 
aspects of the purchase agreement, to ensure that your interests are being met 
fully. Also, in the event of a legal dispute, your lawyer can represent you in 
court if you need to file for a damages award. 
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Abstract 

This paper wants to propose a practical tool of working‐ as reliance for the process of 
abilities  and  entrepreneurial  skills  development‐  defined  by  flexibility,  adaptibility, 
ease of use and quick response to business requirements requested. So, the purpose 
of  this paper  is  to propose  the development of an educational  informatics platform 
which  will  be  designed  to  acquire,  develop  and  deepen  the  entrepreneurial 
knowledge,  forming  personal  skills  and  behaviors  applicable  in  all  economic  fields, 
from basic functions to the leading functions of any enterprise. 
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Entrepreneurship is the prerogative of the economic entrepreneur 

operating on the market under the market pulse, the forecasting opportunities 
of a particular market sector or the economy as a whole. Currently, the 
intensification of competition in the labor market, outsourcing production in 
economic fields that have greater comparative advantages in terms of 
production costs, increasing social costs caused by phenomena such as aging 
population, declining share of working age population in the total population, 
the increasing share of inactive persons arising from degradation of living 
standards and quality life appears – as a priority – the formation of 
entrepreneurial skills with an active role in the establishment and revenue 
assurance as a prerequisite for being. 

Innovating entrepreneurship is centered on acquiring specific innovation 
management research methods, human capital development and establishment 
of a business incubator, as support for the implementation of business ideas 
and entrepreneurial spirit. 
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The purpose of innovating entrepreneurship is to increase the 
competitiveness on the internal and external market of potential beneficiaries- 
technical- economic effects leading to increased productivity, accessibility to 
labor markets, increased interest in business and entrepreneurship idea. By 
applying the innovating entrepreneurship specific principles, it will be assured 
the evaluation and the development of the entrepreneur’s economic 
performances. 

In fact, the educational problem consists in the fact that that the 
educational market is non-functional, being in total absonant with the working 
market, which affects the quality of life and of the living standards. The 
educational system must stimulate the entrepreneurship and the innovation, 
encourage taking risks, the process of making decisions based on predictable 
or unpredictable risks, to develop incubators for the entrepreneurship 
stimulation and for the stimulation of responsiveness to agents in the socio-
economic environment. Besides, in any society is essential to develop the 
educational system on educational levels to pursue vocational, skills-based, 
interests-based on each person fields aware of its value and usefulness while 
the time investment in education. At the same time, the economic environment 
will benefit by competitive, specialized, productive, flexible, dynamic 
workforce, leading to increase economic welfare, hence the quality of life. 

 
The current knowledge stage of entrepreneurship is reflected in the 

low level of entrepreneurial development in Romania, revealed, among other 
things, by the reduced density of SMEs reported to the population, namely the 
value of 24 IMM-uri/1000 inhabitants below the average of 42 IMM-uri/1000 
inhabitants of Europe. According to the study "Promoting entrepreneurship as 
a key factor for economic development" by Post-Privatization Foundation 
(October 2012) or GEM Global Report 2012 in Romania only 4% of 
businesses are on their own (entrepreneurial), compared to 9% in U.S., 8% 
Latin America, 5% in North Africa and Middle East, 13% sub-Saharan Africa, 
10% in South Asia and Asia Pacific, European Union 7%, 6% non EU. 

Currently, the educational road has a dominant theoretical character, 
which decreases the resilience of young graduate on labor market. As such, it 
requires a greater number of hours of practical training in specialized fields, 
participation in internships, volunteer programs aiming to develop 
entrepreneurial skills and abilities. Employers feel the need of an appropriate 
labor market tendency-based and economic specialization in and with practical 
specific skills for the activity field, generally being desirable to any employer 
a train graduate, both in terms of savings due to the reduction of hours of 
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practical training during the probationary period, early-career and in terms of 
efficiency. 

Entrepreneurship development bottlenecks are caused by socio-economic 
actual conditions that require the active involvement of workforce in programs 
and and entrepreneurship activities to compete at the premises to obtain 
sufficient revenue growth to meet societal needs. Essentially, due to the 
proliferation of the current financial crisis, the employment is in a declining 
state pressure on the labor market which will be balanced by the combined 
effort of all economic actors: the state through policy measures to support 
entrepreneurship through specific levers, fiscal, monetary, population by 
realizing the necessity of entrepreneurship education, businesses, facilitating 
the access of entrepreneurs on labor markets in terms of fair, loyal 
competition. 

The innovating entrepreneurship role is to discover what does not work in 
the economy and / or to solve economic problems by: change the system, 
dissemination solution, namely the determination of the company to identify 
and pursue new avenues of action. More specifically, the innovating 
entrepreneurship education aims to educate and to support entrepreneurial 
talent management to improve the management practices that will ensure a 
competitive business environment. In these conditions, future entrepreneurs 
will acquire skills enabling them to rationally use the financial, materials, 
energy, human and informative resources in line with market requirements, by 
the principles of sustainable development. 

The innovating entrepreneur will appeal to the emotional intelligence to 
develop and to implement concepts that adapt to the individual needs, to 
improve its perception in relation to the needs of the community and the 
natural environment. 

In highly measurement the emotional intelligence is an integrated, overall 
concept subsumed to the general concept of intelligence and designates the 
individual's ability to use emotions in a constructive, both for self-knowledge 
and knowledge transmission to others or the community in which he lives, in 
pursuit of action aimed at increasing personal and social welfare. One of the 
actions that highlights the benefits of emotional intelligence is the 
entrepreneurship. So, the entrepreneur builds constructive emotions suitable 
for the act of creation for its benefit and for the community’s benefit, solving 
its problems in productive steps with economic character, attracting 
sympathizers and supporters. At the same time, the antrepreneur assumes 
leadership ambitions while his emotions regarding setting up a team, subtlely 
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imposing an entrepreneurial paths, make the general interest of the team’s and 
community’s needs. 

Entrepreneur, known in the literature as an intrepid, is considered the 
central figure of the economy. Jean Baptiste Say consider the entrepreneur as 
the principal agent of economic progress, an industrial, active, educated man, 
ingenious inventor, inventive tiller, inventive businessman, bold man who gets 
involved in all in the extent that scientific discoveries are being made and the 
outlets expand. He is the one who, more than the normal capitalist who gives 
money and collects royalties, more than a relatively passive landlord, more 
than a worker who receives orders on what he has to do, leads the production 
and distribution of wealth dominates. Thanks to the entrepreneur, shows Say, 
the value of the products is distributed among different productive services 
and various services are distributed across industries. In this way, the 
contractor transfers resources from an area with lower productivity in one with 
higher productivity and higher profit, creating therefore value. 

Emotions are the foundation of communication and social relations. 
Therefore, the leader interested in emotionally capital growth is oriented 
towards the development of partnership relations with both employees and 
customers of its organization in order to develop affinities which, together, 
increase the chances of winning the organization through increased work 
motivation, facilitating communication, interpersonal development. Within the 
organization, leader’s efficiency is the secondary result to its ability to 
generate and maintain constructive emotions such as confidence, interest, 
optimism, independence, enthusiasm that may cause effective behaviors that 
could be developed and used to solve problems, innovate products and 
services, improve service quality and customer relations, sustainable supports 
individual and organizational performances. 

Through emotional intelligence, by unleashing constructive emotions, the 
leader or the entrepreneur can approach staff / team in order to capitalize on 
available resources effectively and increase the competitive advantage of the 
organization. To the extent that empathy creates value and utility of labor, leader 
will direct its own emotional states to creative, durable and equitable actions. 

From an entrepreneur’s position it is a main condition to optimize the 
proportion costs-benefits. So, the inovative entrepreneur will develop those 
business oportunities that will increase his winning chances, without harming 
the comunity’s sustainable development interests. Business, from this point of 
view, create development oportunities for the comunity, createworkplaces. 

Any modern business, regardless of profile, size, ownership and socio-
economic space in which it operates, requires a management style based on 
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flexibility, dynamism and foresight, which is unthinkable without a complex, 
operative and quality information to underpin decision making. In order to 
increase the competitiveness of internal and external business it is necessary to 
improve information flows existing at the level of socio-economic structures and 
to provide methods to substantiate the business, and use information technology 
to innovate the field, given the strategies defined at European level. 

In this context, innovative entrepreneurship comes in support for the business 
field, in an original and easily accessible way, giving information for an effective 
management and for an efficient organization of entrepreneurial activity, as a 
support of the development of a sustainable economy that respects the 
environment and involves precise inputs application in time and space. In the 
spirit of the above, the novelty of the innovative entrepreneurship lies in: 

 creating an interface between R & D system and business environment, 
which provides tools and techniques for reliable work, easy to use and 
extremely useful for providing risk assessment, planning and managing 
control functions; 

 providing information with higher quantitative and qualitative valencies, 
in terms of accuracy, reality, timeliness, response speed, form of presentation, 
completeness and information cost; 

 "smart" decision making when wanted ("just-in-time"), which require a 
monitoring performance and a complete view of the business, in real time, 
updated and integrated information, modification and reorganization of any 
process; 

 implementation of mathematical and social-economic analysis models in 
the system, which determine the possibility of choosing the optimal variant in 
the specific branch of activity and provide a more reasonable correlation with 
resource objectives; 

 remove the anachronism of economic activity, anachronism manifested 
by the fact that most of the time is used for routine activities (such as 
accounting, data processing and reporting, etc.) and not for the work of 
specialized technical information, analysis and forecasting of economic 
phenomenons and processes that are of interest activity; 

 substantiation of applications that provide all the economic information 
needed to increase competitiveness of a business by offering concrete 
alternatives and accurate response to the problems created in this activity. 

 
Conclusions 
The necessity to stimulate entrepreneurship policy starts from the need to 

develop the business environment by promoting and supporting innovative 
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business ideas, with a favorable impact on the individual, community and 
environment. Through innovative entrepreneurship it is aimed to create a 
structure for implementing business using easy, modern, suitable tools to a 
contractor who knows the market and its development prospects. 
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Abstract 

Financial  institutions project, develop  and  apply new  competitive market  strategies 
aiming at attaining general and specific objectives such as:  increasing or maintaining 
the  market  share  or  the  intention  to  dominate  the  financial  market.  This  paper 
presents the latest competitive market strategies used by financial institutions within 
the financial sector on the rise. 
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1. Introduction 
Commercial banks in Romania activate in a complex and dynamic market 

environment. Given their medium and long term objectives, substantiated in 
relation to their own possibilities and the possible evolutions within markets, 
financial institutions can opt for one or many competitive market strategies: 
strategies of market fields, strategies of business strategic fields and loyalty 
strategies. 

 
2. New competitive market strategies applied by two financial 

institutions in Romania 
Financial institutions that activate within the financial sector develop and 

apply a variety of growth strategies such as: strategies of intensive growth, 
strategies of diversification and strategies of growth through integration. 

The strategies of intensive growth (Aaker, 2000) are used by banks in 
order to increase the volume of sales in terms of present and new financial 
products and services, attributed to existing and new markets. These strategies 
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can be: strategies to enter the market, strategies to develop the market and 
strategies to develop new products. 

The strategy to enter the market implies improving the position of existing 
financial products and increasing or maintaining the market share of financial 
institutions. The strategies to enter the market used by the banks BCR and BRD 
can be found in the unceasing commercial for their products, in the periodical 
practice of price reductions, in the organization of contests with prizes, in the use 
of new channels of distribution, etc. In order to persuade consumers to use more 
financial products, BCR launched on the market numerous TV commercials, each 
of them having specific promotional objectives. Among them we mention: the 
advertisement “Lost Time” which promoted the service “24 Banking BCR”, the 
advertisement “PowerCard” which aimed at promoting the card having the same 
name, etc. In the attempt to promote new products, the bank offered a 75% 
discount for transactions through the internet service “Click 24 Banking BCR” as 
to transactions made at the offices. To promote the Student BCR Package, the 
bank organized a contest with prizes – three city break trips, for two persons, in 
Wien, Paris and Prague. 

BRD promoted many TV commercials, and most of them focused on the 
three great figures of Romanian sports: Nadia Comăneci, Gheorghe Hagi, Ilie 
Năstase, promoting through mottos like “Great people” and “Whoever you 
might be” BRD cards and lately the “The First Home” Program. The most 
recent promotional campaign “BRD: your official sponsor at graduation” 
was made for the BRD Graduate Package, which ensured the 59 winners the 
payment for the Bachelor thesis and the graduation ceremony1. 

The strategy to develop the market requires the identification of new 
consumers for current products. BCR and BRD oriented to new segments of 
the market, for instance the market of young people. Given the market of 
young people, BCR offers products and services both to juniors – those who 
turned 14 – and to students. Minors can opt for Visa Electron Junior/Visa 
Electron Dinu Patriciu cards, Maxicont BCR savings account, Success BCR 
time deposit and the Mobile Banking BCR service. Students can benefit from 
the Campus BCR Package, Maestro/ Visa Electron/Visa Electron Dinu 
Patriciu cards, Maxicont BCR savings packages, BCR Success and BCR 
private pensions2. 

BRD offers to young people in particular many financial products and 
services. Thus, for children the bank makes available the Atucont/Atustart/ 
Atuspint savings accounts, Progresso deposits, 1000 with fixed/variable 
                                                            
1 http://www.brd.ro/&files/regulament-studenti-apr10.pdf 
2 https://www.bcr.ro/sPortal/sportal.portal 
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interest rate, and for adolescents the Atuspint savings account, the Sprint card 
and the Sprint package. Students can benefit from the Student Package, the 10 
Card and the BRD-ISIC Card, the 10 credit, StudentPlus, Work and travel, 
BRD-NET services, mobilis and vocalis. 

The strategy to develop new products and services addresses to current 
consumers to whom the bank offers new types of products or services. 

BCR developed a new service to issue cards online, aiming at satisfying 
the clients’ requirements with respect to obtaining a card in the shortest period 
possible, in a comfortable and modern manner by accessing the BCR portal 
and selecting the application Cards Online. 

The newly developed services of BRD offer customers the possibility to 
issue the PunctCard card and purchasing the First Home credit through online 
order by accessing the BRD portal. 

The strategy of diversification (Ansoff, 1995) Banks use this strategy when 
they develop new products and services that are to be sold on new markets. They 
purchase advantageous units that have nothing to do with their current activities. 
Three strategies of growth based on diversification are known: horizontal 
diversification, circular diversification and conglomerate diversification. 

The strategy of horizontal diversification manifests when the new 
financial products are not technologically connected to current products but 
they are introduced into existing markets. 

BCR provides customers from the category of authorities of local public 
administration (ALPA) investment credits and revolving lines of credit for 
income-generating investment projects that determine the reduction of 
expenses, which in turn ensure social benefits and the growth of life standards. 

BRD also makes available to authorities of local public administration 
(ALPA) financing solutions such as: credit destined for financing-co-financing 
investments, adding up to personal and/or attracted sources, including 
financing programs that comprise European funds; short term/medium term 
Support revolving credit, destined to financing payment disparity between 
eligible expenses and the collection of the European grant; medium/long term 
lines of credit for financing investment programs of local interest, etc. 

The strategy of circular diversification manifests when the bank expands its 
strategic activity scope by adding new distinct businesses but with particularities 
similar to the banking field, such as: leasing services, pensions, etc. 

BCR Leasing through BRD units offers customers a balanced financing 
portfolio for: automobiles, equipment, hardware, software licenses, completed 
real estate and buildable plots3. 

                                                            
3 https://www.bcr.ro/sPortal/sportal.portal 
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With a market share estimated at 5% in 2012, BRD Sogelease IFN S.A. is, 
with respect to the value of the financed assets, among the first three leasing 
companies in Romania. The company ensures leasing financing, by applying 
the “full-liner” principle, for a broad range of assets: construction and 
industrial equipment, light and heavy commercial automobiles, cars, real 
estate, IT&office, medical equipment4. 

It is also BRD in association with SOGECAP that created BRD Private 
Pension Funds Administration Company S.A., offering mandatory pension 
funds – BRD Privately Administered Pension Fund – and facultative pension 
funds with different risk profiles – Medio and Primo which sustain the market 
of new products such as Student Package, Sprint Package, etc. 

BCR Pensions SAFPP, after having purchased the share package from S.C. 
OMNIASIG PENSII – a company of administering a private pension fund – it 
made available for its customers the mandatory private pension - Pillar II. 

The strategy of conglomerate diversification happens when the bank 
enters business scopes completely different from the banking sector, for 
instance the field of insurance. 

In the segment of general insurance, BCR Insurances - Vienna Insurance 
Group holds one of the first positions in the top of insurance companies in 
Romania. It offers insurance for house and goods (Casa Plus), complex 
insurance for legal persons that have economic activities in Romania 
(Business Plus), insurance for accidents (Accidents Plus), life insurance and 
insurance for cars (Casco Plus). 

Through the BRD network, the company Bancassurance promotes and 
distributes products like: individual insurance (attached to financial credits and 
to BRD Finance credits), insurance for companies (BRD Group/Benefits 
insurance) and life insurance5. 

The strategy of growth through integration (Lefter, 2006) happens 
when the bank orients towards ensuring the control over some downward, 
upward or leveled activities, connected to the current ones. There are three 
variants of growth through integration: downward integration, upward 
integration and horizontal integration. 

The strategy of downward integration. Generally, financial products and 
services are offered through personal channels of distribution as follows: 
through branch offices and agencies (stationary distribution), through highly 
technical branch offices (Bankshops), through counseling centers branch 

                                                            
4 http://www.brdleasing.ro/ro/profil-sogelease/despre-companie/ 
5 http://www.brd.ro/banca/axe-de-activitate/bancassurance/ 
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offices, by telephone (Mobile Banking) and especially through internet 
(Online Banking, Internet Banking). 

BCR permanently kept on expanding its retail unit network by 
simultaneously developing alternative channels of distribution based on the 
strategy of encouragement of cash-free transactions. At the end of the year 2010, 
BCR had a network of 665 units, 2.200 de ATMs and 18.000 POS units as a 
consequence of the expansion of 24 Banking BCR services, of the activities with 
cards and the diversification of the range of services available at ATM6. 

According to quantitative research, 90% of Braşov’s respondent 
customers interacted with the bank’s personnel in the past three months, “by 
visiting branch offices/ agencies”. Consequently the banks’ strategy to expand 
their territorial network is adequate. 

The strategy of upward integration. Because it profoundly understands 
the technological requirements of banking activities, BRD created the 
Company BRD –ECS S.A. that offers both financial institutions and other 
banks access to hardware and software products, as well as other IT services. 

The strategy of horizontal integration. BCR Housing Bank offers customers 
savings and deposit products which represent a profitable and secure variant to 
save money and to benefit from a cheap credit in the housing field. 

b. With respect to tightening strategies (Lefter, 2006), three types of this 
kind of strategies are known: the strategy of tightening market participation, 
the strategy of tightening the types of products offered to the market and the 
strategy of tightening the activity. 

The strategy of tightening market participation. Both BRD and BCR are 
more interested in identifying new consumers for their current products and 
services, rather than leaving certain markets. 

The strategy of tightening the types of products offered to the market. 
BCR constantly aims at developing new products and improving existing ones. 
Thus, in 2009 the bank replaced the internet banking e-BCR solution with a 
new modern concept of service called 24 Banking BCR. 

The strategy of tightening the activity. BCR and BRD are much more 
interested in expanding their strategic activity field by adding new businesses, 
rather than leaving certain markets or market segments. 

Within strategies of strategic business fields (Porter, 1992) the 
following are included: market stimulation strategies and timing strategies. 

Market stimulation strategies (Cetină, Brandabur, Constantinescu, 
2006) lay stress on the ways banks create and defend their competitive 
advantages. Hence three strategies of market stimulation are known: 

                                                            
6 https://www.bcr.ro/sPortal/sportal.portal 
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The strategy of leading through reduced costs (Odobescu, 2007) that 
consists of the bank’s ability to compress costs with the purpose of enhancing 
competitive force through reduced prices. 

BCR applied this strategy in 2012, reducing by 50% banking 
commissions for services destined for legal persons and by nearly 1.25% 
interest rates for euro credits for natural persons. 

In 2012 BRD chose to reduce costs for Clasic, Select and Premium 
packages, offering discounts of 20% for administering commissions for the 
attached card, gratuities for operations at the ATM (cash withdrawals and sold 
interrogations) and for some banking operations at distance. 

The differentiation strategy that aims at promoting a distinct financial 
product or service, different in relation to the offer of the competitors. 

BRD offers the Premium Package, the first package dedicated to VIP 
customers on the banking market. This includes a varied range of banking and 
extra-banking services, such as the possibility to choose one of the GOLD 
cards for a 4.50% interest rate. 

BCR launched the first real estate portal in Romania, administered by a 
banking institution (www.bcrimobiliare.ro), where the offer of agencies and 
real estate developers meets the requirements of customers who wish to 
purchase a house. In collaboration with TransFonD, BCR was the first to 
launch in Romania the electronic invoice service e-Factur@, that ensures fully 
issuing, archiving and transmitting invoices into the electronic environment, 
thus replacing the similar process on paper format. 

The strategy of focusing on major points. Banks address many segments 
of customers hence this strategy is more suitable for smaller companies rather 
than financial institutions. 

Timing strategies (Lefter, 2006) consider the following major aspects: 
the management of the moment of entering the market or leaving the market, 
the right choice of the moment of performing a marketing activity and the 
establishment of the adequate speed of materializing a marketing activity. 

After having been admitted as participant in the transaction system of the 
Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE), BCR took over the operations that up to 
that point were being made through BCR Securities (until 2008) and began to 
make them through BCR – Financial Markets Division – the department 
Transactions and Financial Instruments Sales. 

Strategies of Loyalty. Through these strategies banks aim at positively 
orienting the behavioral intentions of current and future customers, as well as 
cultivating durable relations with employees, with the purpose of maintaining 
and developing their own business. 
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The strategy of loyalty implies an undertaking that includes activities like: 
establishing the reference field of loyalty which can be the bank, the 
products/services, the brand; and establishing the target groups of loyalty by 
analyzing the portfolio of customers, consisting of the classification of 
customers based on various criteria: available income, customer’s life cycle, 
the value of sales to the customer up to present time and the contouring of the 
customer’s value7. 

The BRD loyalty program offers customers (legal and natural persons) 
many promotions: free 1 year CASCO insurance for Dacia/Renault credits, 
prizes (30 daily prizes of 100 lei each and the great prize of 50.000 lei) for 
customers that shop using Visa and PunctCard cards and the BRD Absolvent 
package, discounts when transferring money through the service Western 
Union Money Transfer8. 

BCR makes available for customers through the loyalty program the 
following promotions: three “city break” trips at the purchase of the Student 
BCR package, discounts of 75% for transfers through the service 24 Banking 
BCR as to operations at offices, of 50% for those made through the service 
Alo 24 Banking, zero commissions for payments made through Easy 24 
Banking (payments through ATM, MFM and ASV), zero commissions for 
information and currency exchange operations through the service Business 24 
Banking and zero commission for administering the First Home program9. 

 
3. Conclusions 
Financial institutions apply the latest competitive market strategies 

according to their objectives in the medium and long run, substantiated in 
relation to their own possibilities bur also according to market strategies 
promoted by directly competing financial institutions. 

In modern banking marketing, competitive market strategies take various 
forms: strategies of intensive growth, strategies of diversification and 
strategies of growth by integration, etc., which together with the strategies of 
the marketing mix contributes to the maximization of the profits of financial 
institutions. 

According to legislative, economic and technological changes that appear 
on the market and the evolutions of policies, the strategies and offers of 
competitors, financial institutions must have the ability to quickly operate 

                                                            
7 Bruhn M.: Orientation to customers – the foundation of a successful business, Economic 
Publishing House, Bucharest 2001, pag. 178 
8 http://www.brd.ro/persoane-fizice/promotii/promotie-credite-de-consum/ 
9 Banca Comercială Română, BCR promotions, [Online] available at: https://www.bcr.ro/bcrro 
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changes regarding competitive market strategies, so they have to elaborate and 
use constantly improved policies and plans of conjectural reaction. 
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Abstract 

Banks are  in constant  interaction with customers. The market enthusiasm generated 
around  investment  in  customer  relationship  management  (CRM)  technology 
especially  for the banking  industry  in order to  focus on the customer needs. A bank 
has to create customer relationships that deliver value beyond that provided by the 
core  product.  This  involves  added  tangible  and  intangible  elements  to  the  core 
products, thus creating and enhancing the “product surrounding”. At the same time, 
handling  these  interactions with operational efficiency  to  control  costs and manage 
productivity is an important aspect. This paper presents Siebel financial services CRM 
for banking, an Oracle superior CRM product which has capability to deliver improved 
performance in banking sector. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, many financial services organizations are rushing to become 

more customer focused. A key component of many initiatives is the 
implementation of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software 
which can enhance a bank’s profitability. 

CRM is a business strategy to identify the bank’s most profitable 
customers and prospects, and devotes time and attention to expanding account 
relationships with those customers through individualized marketing, 
reprising, discretionary decision making and customized service-all delivered 
through the various sales channels that the bank uses. CRM enables the bank 
to increase the value of its advice and service by effectively using its customer 
information (Matamoros, 2012). 
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In the paper, our research highlights the capability of Siebel financial 
services CRM to deliver improved performance in banking sector. 

 
2. Siebel financial services customer relationship management overview 
2.1. Siebel financial services CRM objectives 
Successful community banks know their customers’ habits, the types of 

services they use, where they live and work, and can quickly identify their 
profitable customers. Mostly financial services institutions have to achieve 
specific goals such as (Kostojohn, Johnson, Paulen, 2011): 

 Provide cross channel support via phone, mobile, email, chat, online 
over the Web, and face-to-face 

 Allow customers to select their preferred method of interaction 
 Make every interaction an extension of the previous one 
 Know your customer and their history, and anticipate their next likely 

activity 
 Provide personalized, unified, and consistent service, regardless of the 

channel 
 Be responsive to strengthen customer loyalty 
CRM and profitability require bank-wide commitment and consistency of 

message to staff, customers and the broad market for your financial services. 
While CRM systems continue to evolve, integration remains the single 
greatest stumbling block. To work effectively, the bank’s core, electronic 
banking, and profitability systems must be thoroughly integrated with the 
CRM system. All these goals can be achieved by implementation of Siebel 
Financial Services CRM applications from Oracle which can help financial 
services institutions to deliver improved performance. They deliver a 
combination of transactional, analytical, and engagement features to manage 
all customer facing operations. 

 
2.2. Siebel system structure 
Siebel Systems is a leading provider of customer-facing solutions that 

deliver demonstrable business results and long-term competitive advantage. 
First of all a view words about the history: In 1993 Siebel was founded by 
Thomas Siebel, in the ninety’s Siebel grew to a dominant vendor with a 
market-share of 45% in 2002. At that time was Oracle one of the largest 
software companies in the world, but without a big market-share with CRM 
solutions. To get a market-share in the CRM branch bought Oracle the Siebel 
Company in 2005 and till today is Siebel a brand name of Oracle. Siebel CRM 
makes a company able to collect information about customers and business 
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relationships, from personal data to previous orders. So are companies able to 
offer personal services aimed at the personal requirements and whishes 
collected in the several CRM packages. Siebel has two types of CRM 
application types: An employee application type and a customers and partner 
application type. 

A CRM system is very complex with a structure that contains several 
components. Siebel CRM has the following basic elements: 

 Siebel Tools 
 Siebel Client 
 Tools Repository 
 Client Repository 
 Database application 
Siebel architecture consist of web clients that access the business data, a 

web server that handles interactions with the Web clients, servers that manage 
the business data and provide batch and interactive services for clients and a 
relational database and file system that stores business data. 

Siebel Sales and Siebel Service (Hanser, 2011) for financial services 
organizations are fully interoperable service solutions including service 
management and branch teller operations. Together, they deliver a 
comprehensive approach for front-office agents, offering capabilities to 
support sales, services, and CRM. The solutions increase sales effectiveness 
by giving agents tools to cross sell and up sell customers into products and 
services to meet their specific financial needs and objectives. Functionality 
around account origination and customer service reduce time and cost, 
increase accuracy, and improve customer satisfaction levels. 

Siebel Tools represents the interface that defines components for Siebel 
Client1, the ones which will be seen and used by the user application. Among 
the most important components can be included: Applet, Application, 
Business Component, Business Object, Business Service, Class, Object 
Integration, Link, Pick List, Project, Screen, Table, Task, View, Web Page, 
Web Templates, Workflow Policy Object, Workflow Process, List of Values, 
Symbolic String. 

Siebel Client is the most important interface and represents the 
information updating. Also this interface has an important role in business 
making decisions process. The Siebel Client can be seen in the figure 1. 

 

                                                            
1 http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E05553_01/books/PDF/UsingTools.pdf 
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Figure 1. Siebel Client interface 

Sursa: https://www.oracle.com/applications/index.html 
 
3. Conclusions 
Oracle understands the challenges that banking institutions encounter on a 

daily basis. Oracle’s integrated CRM solutions for banking provide the 
capabilities required to operate in today’s dynamic market and achieve 
customer centricity. These solutions are built on a modern, secure, open, 
scalable, and cost effective technology platform using Oracle Application 
Integration Architecture and Oracle’s core technology and tools. This service -
oriented-architecture-based approach allows banks to extend the life of 
existing systems as they evolve to modern applications over time. 

With its integrated front-to-back-office core banking solution, only Oracle 
offers complete support for banking. It makes sense, then, that all 10 of the top 
10 global banks—in fact, most of the world’s banks —use Oracle Applications 
to successfully run their businesses. 
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Abstract 

This  study  discusses  implications  of  Tanzania`s  multiple  membership  in  trade 
performance  with  its  two  major  trading  blocks  of  Southern  African  Development 
Community  (SADC)  and  East  African  Community  (EAC).  The  findings  of  both  intra‐
trade  and  RCA  shows  Tanzanian  manufactured  and  agricultural  products  to  have 
greater  market  opportunity  compared  to  the  SADC  market.  Trade  in  SADC  is 
dominated  by  agricultural  products without  value  addition  and mostly with  South 
Africa.  Trade with  the  rest  of  SADC  countries  have  higher  intra‐industry  trade  on 
agricultural stuffs such as cereals crops. This study recommends more efforts on EAC 
market by having and strengthening institutions framework as there is greater market 
opportunity  for manufactured  products.  Strengthening  special  bilateral  agreements 
with  South  Africa  to  tap  the  market  of  agricultural  products  in  SADC;  Need  for 
implementing  big  projects  on  agro‐processing  value  chains  to  be  able  to  tap  the 
existing  opportunities  in  EAC  region;  and  Strengthening  the  participation  of  the 
private sector in the integration process to tap the market opportunities. 
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1.0 Introduction 
International trade is viewed as one of the key factors underlying the 

success of the fastest growing economies. Yet many countries remain isolated 
and have failed to achieve this integration. Joining a particular Regional 
Economic Bloc is a policy choice for a country. Tanzania is party to several 
trade agreements both at the regional and multilateral levels (see Table 1.1). 
Multiplicity of membership raises the problem of coordination and 
commitment for an individual country in terms of adequacy and efficiency of 
human and financial resources. For a poor country like Tanzania with 
inadequate financial sources and human capacity, multiple memberships in 
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regional groupings is considered a daunting challenge, which limits the 
effectiveness and implementation of agreed protocols (Musonda, 2004). 

It is important for one to note that, Regional Economic Blocs are different 
in focus. Therefore reasons for a country to join multiple blocs may differ 
based on a perceived cost-benefit analysis (variable geometry argument). 
Objectives of these blocs range from purely market/economic integration to 
socio-political cooperation agreements. The market integration model is based 
on Viner’s (1950) custom union theory, which was used in increasing trade 
flows amongst member states. The theory predicts two possible outcomes of 
eliminating trade barriers in a regional context: trade creation (increased trade 
flow from efficient producers in the region) and trade diversion (increased 
trade flow from inefficient producers in the region). The development 
integration model of blocs follows a conscious intervention by member states 
to pursue certain benefits of cooperation. This is particularly relevant when 
there are barriers to realizing economic benefits to trade and investment. 

This situation raises pertinent question of analyzing the impact of 
Tanzania’s multiple memberships in Regional Economic Blocs (REC’s) and 
its implication on trade; specifically, to what extent is Tanzania performing in 
the East Africa Community (EAC) and Southern African Development Co-
operation (SADC) integrations? 

 
2.0 Methodology 
The study uses trade indices as the best way of analysing trade 

performance between Tanzania and its trading partners in the Regional 
Integration Agreements (RIA’s). This indices includes trade intensity index 
which is given as; 
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jx  are country j’s exports to partner country c; jx  are 

country j’s total exports, c
wx  are the worlds exports to partner country c and w, 

X are the total world exports, TI is the Trade Intensity. When the trade 
intensity indicator is equal to one, then there is no preferential trade and the 
Regional Trade Arrangements (RTA) does not have any trade-diverting effect. 
That is, RTA members are trading among themselves at the same intensity as 
they would with non-members. If the trade intensity index is more (less) than 
one, this indicates that the countries i and j have greater (less) bilateral trade 
than would be expected based on the partner country’s share of world trade. 

Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) index is used to assess the 
capability of country`s export to endure competitive difficulty in the 
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international market and was developed by Ballasa. The RCA is the observed 
trade pattern that helps to identify which sectors of the economy have a 
comparative advantage in comparison with other trading partners or world 
average. The RCA index is therefore expressed as a ratio of two shares. The 
RCA has been criticised due to the fact that trade barriers or other policies 
such as export subsidies can create distortion of the index. The Ballasa Index 
(BI) has been described as one-dimensional, deterministic, and positive as it 
describes the actual situation that is seen and is ex post (Siggel, 2003). In spite 
of this, RCA indices still remain a popular way to measure a sector or product 
competitiveness. The formula used is presented as follows:- 
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Where the numerator represents the percentage share of a given sector in 
country X, exports are i j which means, exports of sector i from nation j. The 
denominator represents the percentage share of a given sector. It varies from 
zero to infinity; with a value of less than unity signifying that the country has a 
revealed comparative disadvantage in the product. A value larger than one 
implies that the country has a revealed comparative advantage in the item, and 
it will be specializing in that sector and if RCA is below one then the country 
does not specialize in that sector. Data for this analysis were obtained from 
EAC and SADC websites, National Bureau of Statistics, academic papers, 
relevant publications, trade statistics of the United Nations, UNCTAD, and 
UNCOMTRADE, WITS as well as country economic surveys of 2009 and 
2010. 

The theoretical framework that guide this study considers regional 
integration as an independent variable and export performance is a dependent 
variable. In Figure 1.1, regional integration leads to reduction of trade barriers 
and so should increase export volumes, trade intensity and export market 
share. This framework build up the relationship between the framework and 
the empirical models. 
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual Frame work of the study 

 
Source, Author’s Own Construction 
 
3.0 Literature Review 
3.1 Theoretical Review 
This study define Regional integration as the cooperation between two or 

more sovereign states for the purpose of mutual advancement of trade and 
other economic and increasingly non-economic activities. According to 
AFNDD Report (2008, p.1), regional integration can be broadly understood as 
the unification of states working within a framework to promote free 
movement of goods, services and factors of production with the intention of 
improving welfare, reducing poverty and promoting economic development. 
Balassa (1961) developed a five level taxonomy of trade agreements as 
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follows: Preferential trading arrangements (PTA); Free trade area (FTA) (PTA 
with zero internal tariffs); Customs Union (CU) (free trade agreement (FTA) 
plus common external trade policy; Common market (CM) (customs union 
(CU) plus free movement of factors of production), and Economic Union (EU) 
(common market (CM) plus common economic policies). 

Herbert G, (1981) argues that, the main question of trade theorists is 
whether the trade creation outweighs the trade diversion and how to maximize 
the gains from trade creation. This question is likely to be responded by 
Heckscher–Ohlin Theorem which states that countries export those 
commodities, which require, for their production, relatively intensive use of 
those productive factors found locally in relative abundance. The twin 
concepts of relative factor intensity and relative factor abundance are most 
easily defined in the small dimensional context in which the basic theory is 
usually developed. Two countries are engaged in free trade with each 
producing the same pair of commodities in a purely competitive setting, 
supported by constant returns to scale technology that is shared by both 
countries. Each commodity is produced separately with inputs of two factors 
of production that, in each country, are supplied perfectly inelastic (Findlay, 
1995). Following the Ricardian distinction, commodities are freely traded but 
productive factors are internationally immobile. Stopler- Samuelson theorem, 
is another theory which discusses trade creation and trade diversion by 
explaining how tariffs would affect the incomes of workers and capitalist 
within a country. It argues that the “opening of trade in a labor abundant 
country will increase the relative price of (labor-intensive) export goods, 
expanding export sectors and the demand for factors used intensively in 
(labor-intensive) export production”. Suppose that there are constant returns to 
scale in both sectors and no factor intensity reversal. In this case an increase in 
relative price of good increases the real return to the factor that is used 
intensively in the production of that good and decreases the real return to the 
other factors. 

 
3.2 Empirical Review 
As much as most regional trade blocs have a wide goal of lowering 

barriers to trade between members, Mangeni (2008), proposes that, for African 
countries to benefit from RTAs they should avoid multiple membership as that 
results in partial participation in either of the blocs. This implies that 
Tanzania’s participation in two regional trade blocs cannot reap much benefit 
to the country as it is participating partial in both RECs, thus being on the 
losing side on RTA`s. On the other hand, Dollar (1992) argues that a well-
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crafted trade bloc can increase competition in domestic industries and spur 
productive efficiency gains which improve the quality and quantity of inputs 
and goods available to the economy. This implies that the greater market size 
created through the Regional Trade Agreement (RTA) expands opportunities 
for exports and employment growth. However, one should note that, RTAs 
may augment intra-bloc trade by diverting trade away from non-member 
countries. This arguments is debated by Clausing (2001), who points that trade 
liberalization under preferential trade agreements makes it very difficult to 
assess a priori whether trade effects will be positive or negative such that trade 
creation will outweigh trade diversion. 

As result of this argument, it is not clearly if Tanzania being in multiple 
membership may be of benefits in terms of trade performance or will 
undermine the performance of the country. Thus the success of Tanzania in 
these blocs will ultimately depend on its ability to participate in intra-regional 
trade. The expectation from Tanzania side in these RECs is that through the 
lowering of tariffs and removal of non-tariff barriers, trade costs will be lower 
and economic welfare in member countries will rise by facilitating consumer 
choice and increasing competition among producers. On paper, regional 
integration appears to be strong and moving towards deeper integration with 
the implementation of the EAC Customs Union in 2005, EAC common market 
2010 and political integration in 2013. Khorana, et al. (2007) clarify that 
regional trade arrangements have become a popular vehicle for the promotion 
of trade and growth. This is particularly so in Africa where a number of 
overlapping arrangements have been existing. In East Africa the previously 
outdated East Africa Community has been resurrected to improve trade 
between Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi. To facilitate the 
development of the East African Community, transitional arrangements have 
been put in place to liberalize inter and intra- regional trade. Khorana, (2007) 
uses a partial equilibrium model, and examines the implications of the 
transitional measures for products sensitive from the Ugandan perspective. 
The simulation results questioned the underlying rationale for those 
arrangements. This discusses whether they confer any real benefits on the 
stakeholders and suggests alternative approaches that may increase the 
benefits for Uganda from trade liberalization within the East African 
Community. As a result of this its clearly shows overlapping memberships of 
RTAs in Africa may undermine their effectiveness of such integrations. 

The discussion above for both empirical and theoretical reviews shows 
there is a knowledge gap that needs to be addressed by researchers. One being 
the over generalization of the multiple membership, the notion found here 
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indicates that most of the studies took the approach of outlining the challenges 
of multiple membership rather than analyzing the trade performances of a 
country in multiple blocs. Different from other studies, this study identifying 
specific products and analyze their performances n two blocs EAC and SADC. 

 
4.0 Findings and Policy Recommendations 
The findings on the intra-industry trade shows that Tanzania have a 

higher intra-trade on agricultural stuffs (tobacco, sugar, glass, fish, pepper, 
milk and coconuts) both in SADC and EAC, however much of the trade in 
SADC is with South Africa alone. This situation calls for agro-processing 
value chains projects (Table 1.2&1.3). Tanzania imports milk products 
significantly from Kenya and South Africa, but also exports much raw milk to 
Kenya. Trade with the rest of SADC countries shows higher intra-industry 
trade relative to that with South Africa on cereals products such as rice. In 
EAC most of the products with higher IIT are of manufactured goods and 
furniture. This implies that the country has opportunities for both agricultural 
and manufactured products in EAC markets compared to SADC. Furthermore, 
findings show that intra EAC trade has been on an upward swing, with Kenya 
being the dominant player with a total of US$1,544.4 million in exports and 
US$302.9 million in imports in 2011, while Uganda moved exports worth US$ 
649.7 million and US$721.5 million in imports; with imports from Kenya 
valued at US$671.6 million. Tanzania has been a conservative player in intra 
EAC trade, with exports of US$416.8 million and imports of US$378 million. 
The growth intra EAC trade to total EAC trade implies that the intensity of 
trade among Partner States is growing at a modest pace. 

Findings on RCA (Table 1.4), indicates Tanzania to have strong RCA in 
traditional cash crops (e.g. coffee, tea, cotton, sugar, etc.) and other 
agricultural products including fish, hides and skins at SADC. Conversely, 
Tanzania is confirmed to have low or no RCA in manufactured products. The 
RCA on EAC indicates Tanzanian manufactured products to have greater 
market opportunity compared to the SADC market. On the other hand the 
index of export intensity for world market is shown to be greater than one for 
beverage, cereals and sea foods products implying that Tanzania exports to the 
world market by greater proportion than the total export to the EAC and 
SADC market. As result of these findings, the study recommends; Tanzania 
needs to put more efforts on EAC market as there is greater market 
opportunity for her manufactured products. The trade in SADC is based 
mostly to South Africa only, thus in absence of the South Africa, Tanzania has 
no markets in SADC; Need for Tanzania to implement big project on agro-
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processing value chains to be able to tap the existing opportunities in EAC 
region as well as SADC; Involvement of the private sector in the integration 
process is highly required to be able to tap the market opportunities; needs of 
clear strong institution framework to drive the integration process within the 
country which will also define the potential for each market. 
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Abstract 

This paper studies the nature of the relationship between the share repurchase and 
dividend payout in the presence of asymmetric information. The study focuses on the 
French context over the period from 2003 to 2008. The results show that: when there 
is an asymmetry,  the choice of managers  is oriented  towards  stock  repurchase and 
the reduction of dividends. It appears that the share repurchasing has a strong power 
signal  compared  to  dividends.  This  explains  the  positive  relationship  between  the 
asymmetry of  information and the choice of repurchase and negative one related to 
the distribution of dividends.  In  the presence of asymmetry, both ways  seem  to be 
more complementary than substitutable hence the negative relationship. 
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Introduction 
Share repurchases may appear as substitutes for dividends. Thus, the two 

mechanisms allow funding shareholders. Nevertheless, repurchases have 
advantages compared with dividend payments, hence their high flexibility. 
However, the most frequent forms of dividends are characterized by great 
stability over time. The effect of substitution between repurchase and dividend 
is consequently relativized by several studies (Albouy and Morris, 2006; 
Dereeper and Romon, 2006). The latter show that the two distribution 
mechanisms do not replace each other and that businesses realizing their 
programs are those that pay dividends. Different hypotheses can justify the 
choice of one or another distribution means. We are interested in this paper in 
the signal theory. 
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1. The signal theory 
The signal theory implies the presence of asymmetric information 

between the various market participants. Modigliani and Miller (1961) were 
the first to put forward the idea that markets could estimate an event, not for 
itself but for the message it carries. Their intuition was formalized in the 70s 
and developed a few years later by several other authors (Ross, 1977; Miller 
and Rock, 1985; Ofer and Thakor, 1987). 

Gaining the shareholders’ loyalty lies in demonstrating an optimal 
management of the company. This demonstration just suggests that leaders 
send signals to shareholders to reassure them about the company management. 
The signal theory conceptualizes the effect of managerial decisions on the 
shareholders’ information. There are signals which enable reducing the 
asymmetric information between shareholders and managers, thus decreasing 
the problems linked to it. Indeed, observing the decisions taken by the leaders, 
the investors may interpret these signals, enabling them to better assess the 
value of the firm. 

The signal theory, originally applied to the dividend, was then extended to 
other financial decisions, such as share repurchases. Certainly, as the distribution 
of dividends is an example of a signal that encourages investors to take part in the 
company capital, share repurchases are also signals sent to the market. 

A share repurchase has a relative effect of value creation. So, such an 
operation is placed in the tradition of market requirements. Therefore, 
announcing a repurchase is, first of all, perceived by the market as evidence 
that the leaders are good from the point of view of creating a shareholding 
value. Moreover, the decision of paying the investors back rather than 
investing in an unprofitable project is another positive signal of share 
repurchasing. This signal takes the form of a premium paid by investors to 
businesses redistributing the unused capital. Finally, and frequently, a 
repurchase can be launched to indicate to the market that the company is 
undervalued by the managers. 

Depending on the management, if the company is undervalued, they 
should opt for a share repurchase. Such an announcement is consequently 
considered as sending an ample indication to a less informed market. If 
markets react efficiently, prices should adjust instantaneously. The new 
equilibrium price should reflect the “true” value of the new information. 

The company announcement of repurchasing its own shares, like the 
distribution of dividends, is often interpreted as a way for the managers to 
disseminate a piece of insider information. According to Tsetsekos et al. 
(1988), undervaluation is the primary motivation cited by the companies 
having conducted a share repurchase. 
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The signal theory is very enlightening in this point. It emphasizes the 
asymmetric information existing between the managers and investors, which 
leads these latter to an undervaluation of the strategy and the creation of the 
company value. Repurchasing shares takes then the form of a powerful tool of 
financial communication. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the signals 
are sometimes required and expected by the market. Therefore, the repurchase 
program has met the expectations of investors as an explanation for the 
business value perceived by the managers. In short, the share repurchase is a 
positive signal sent to the market by the managers as they believe that the best 
current investment is the time to repurchase their own shares. So, the 
repurchase must be analyzed as a positive indication of the confidence the 
managers have in their business. Finally, this signal will be all the more 
positive since the managing shareholders have to subscribe and the operation 
that will be carried out in a plan of redistribution to the salaried employees; 
this demonstrates that the managers and employees have confidence in the 
future of the business and that there is really an informational asymmetry with 
the market. 

The listed companies can reduce the level of information asymmetry for 
sending signal markets, for example in the form of advertisements. The 
shareholders interpret the signals sent by the firms while observing the 
decisions taken by managers, allowing them a better estimate of the value of 
the company. It is also clear that managers, by virtue of their positions, still 
hold significant private data related to the value of the company (Isagawa, 
2002). These insider information can sometimes indicate that the value of the 
company is higher than its stock market price: A manager may hold such a 
piece of information which indicates that the long-term profits will be higher 
than the market forecasts, or that the Future Cash Flows will be less volatile 
and therefore the systematic security risk will decrease (How and Jarrell, 
1991; Grullon and Michaelly, 2004; Lie, 2005). 

Taking the case of announcing a share repurchase program, this operation 
permits sending a signal to the market on the undervaluation of the company 
shares. However, the content of this signal is ambiguous. It can make the 
“outsiders” understand that the concerned firm does not have, for its internally 
generated resources, any other investment opportunity (or growth opportunity) 
that may create value for the shareholders; in this case, the sent signal will be 
perceived in a negative way. The signal will be credible only in the presence 
of asymmetric information between the managers and the market. 

Many studies have tried to compare the power of signaling repurchases 
and dividends. Thus, Brenan and Thakor (1990) show that the uninformed 
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shareholders prefer the distributions as dividends because the share 
repurchases lead to a wealth transfer to the informed shareholders. The share 
repurchase will then be chosen if the shareholding is essentially composed of 
informed shareholders. (De Jong et al., 2003) 

The signal sent by a share repurchase is clear. The leaders of the company, 
who have more information than the market about the current state and its 
prospects, conduct repurchases since they think, in light of the information that 
the market does not have, that the action is undervalued. These data are perceived 
as credible as we do not understand why the managers might conduct share 
repurchases that limit their operational margin (by reducing funds or increasing 
debts) if the company situation deteriorates in the future. Accordingly, McNally 
(1999) showed that the non-participation of the managers in the operation 
constitutes a proof for the credibility of the sent signal, and only the really 
undervalued companies will engage in such a program. 

The lack of credibility of the undervaluation signal transmitted by the 
announcement of the repurchase program is also caused by the flexibility 
offered in these operations. In fact, once the repurchase program is announced, 
the company may draw back or distribute its real repurchases over a long 
period. In addition, it can repurchase a percentage of the capital less than the 
quoted one. Also, the sanction of managers in case of non executing the 
program is almost nonexistent. In accordance with the predictions of the 
“market timing” theory, some studies (Brockman and Chung, 2001. Cook et 
al, 2004) show that the managers realize real repurchases when the company 
security is undervalued. The managers know better than anyone the future 
cash flows of the company. This informational advantage allows them to 
anticipate this undervaluation and take advantage of that to repurchase 
securities at a low price. Nevertheless, the timing of real repurchases may also 
be explained by the “price support” theory (Ginglinger and Hamon, 2007). 
According to this theory, the real repurchase is not necessarily due to the 
existence of an information asymmetry and does not necessarily occur when 
the securities are undervalued. Rather, it is intended to support the security 
price when it is falling. 

Zhang (2005), McNally, Smith and Barnes (2006), Ginglinger and 
Hamon (2007), and Keswani, Yang and Young (2007) developed the 
hypothesis of quotation support according to which the companies have a 
contrasting behavior through massive repurchases when the price trend is 
downwards. Share repurchases will then be used to support, in time, the price 
of shares in case of a negative shock. 
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Empirically, these reviews were validated by Brockman and Chung 
(2001), Cook et al. (2004), and Chung et al. (2007) who confirm the 
predictions of the of “market timing” theory which stipulates that the real 
repurchase is due to utilizing an information asymmetry between the investors 
and managers and that they carry out repurchases at a time when the firm is 
undervalued. 

Ginglinger and Hamon (2007) highlighted an unfavorable price trend 
before the real repurchase, but they did not find a significant increase in prices 
after these operations. Thus, they concluded in favor of the “price support” 
theory: The real repurchase is not necessarily due to the existence of an 
information asymmetry between the managers and investors, who do not 
necessarily intervene when the securities are undervalued. It is instead set 
aside for supporting the security price when it is falling. 

According to the signal theory, the presence of a strong information 
asymmetry between the managers and shareholders leads to a policy of 
generous distribution. In this context, the flexibility of repurchase programs is 
also highlighted on the choice between dividends and share repurchases. This 
allows us to state the following hypotheses: 

H2a: The level of information asymmetry positively influences the 
share repurchase. 

H2b: The level of information asymmetry negatively influences the 
dividend distribution. 

 
2. Study of the relationship between repurchase and dividend 
2.1 Collection and measurement of data 
The sample consists of all companies belonging to the SBF 120 index, 

with the exception of financial firms that are subject to specific rules as 
regards repurchase and those for which we have not been able to collect 
certain variables. The study period spreads out from early 2003 to late 2008. 
We have chosen this period insofar as the share repurchases are experiencing a 
rapid expansion in the French market during these years. The retained final 
sample consists of 77 companies. 

The accounting data are extracted from the financial statements (balance 
sheet and income statements) and activity reports published on the websites of 
the concerned companies. 

 
Variables Definition Mesurement 

DISTRIBUTION 
Form of profit 
distribution 

Variable equal to 1 if dividend only, 2 if 
repurchase only, 3 for both forms, and 0 
if there are no distributions. 
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ASY INF Information asymmetry 

Measured by the displayed average price 
range (which is the average of the daily 
difference between the lowest ask price 
ask and the highest bid price bid ). 

SIZE Company size The natural logarithm of total assets. 

DEBT Indebtedness 
The link between the total debts and total 
assets 

ROA Performance Net profit / total assets. 

Table 1: Definition and measurement of variables 
 
2.1.1. Distribution 
This variable describes the form of profit distribution, which may have 

four scenarios. The dependent variable DISTRIBUTION takes four values: 1 
if the company pays only dividends; 2 if it distributes solely repurchases; 3 if 
it both pays dividends and repurchases shares; and 0 in the absence of 
distributions over the period 2003-2008. 

As for independent variables, they vary according to the studied 
hypothesis. 

 
2.1.2. Information asymmetry 
Several studies have found that the real repurchase may result from operating 

an information asymmetry between managers and shareholders (Brockman and 
Chung, 2001, Cook et al, 2004). These studies show that the managers carry out 
repurchases when the value of the company is undervalued. The authors interpret 
these results by the fact that the managers are better informed about the profit 
prospect of the company. This informational advantage enables the managers to 
anticipate this undervaluation and take advantage of repurchasing shares at low 
prices. The range is used to estimate the information asymmetry. The price range 
is the difference between the best price suggested for purchase and the best price 
offered for sale. 

There are generally two types of ranges, namely the real range and the 
displayed range. The displayed range is defined as the difference between the 
lowest ask price and the highest bid price at a given time (Barraud and Gillet, 
2011). 

The frequency of our data is daily and we have for each daily quotation 
better limits of the close order book. Let Bjt and Ajt be the bid and ask prices, 
respectively, on the day t for the security i, then the relative displayed range, 
noted as S jtQ, is given by: 

2)( jtjt

jtjtQ
jt BA

BA
S




  (1) 
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It is possible, for each year of quotation, to calculate an average displayed 
range for each security by averaging the daily displayed ranges on all the 
security quotation days. We have then an average relative displayed range for 
each quotation year. 

 
2.1.3. The control variables 
Regarding the control variables: 
The performance of firms is directly related to the policy of profit 

distribution whatever its shape is. The firm performance is measured by the 
return on assets (ROA), namely the net profit / total assets. 

The size of the company: The introduction of the size will be better 
considered as a simple control variable without anticipation of a particular 
sign. The size is measured by the logarithm of total assets. 

Debt: Liang, Pukthuanthong, Thiengtham, Turtle, and Walker (2012) 
studied the relationship between repurchasing shares and capital structure on a 
sample of 1,949 American firms between 1995 and 2007. They show that the 
firms are more likely to repurchase shares when they have a financial 
flexibility like being characterized by an excessive Free Cash Flow and low 
indebtedness. Certainly, a debt is considered a control mechanism that reduces 
the manager/shareholders conflict like dividends and share repurchases. 
Indebtedness is measured by the ratio between the total debts and total assets. 

 
2.2 Methodology 
To address our hypotheses, we have used multinomial logistic 

regressions. Admittedly, the multinomial logistic model consists in 
generalizing the classical logistic model for the variables, having more than 
two terms, to account for. 

The principle of this model is as follows: We want to understand or 
predict the effect of one or more variables on a qualitative multiple-response 
variable. This variable must be a disordered categorical variable. All the 
calculations get relatively used to a reference term that the user will select. 
Thus, we can understand the impact of choosing a term according to the 
explanatory variables in relation to a fixed term. 

The model to be studied is the following: 
 
DISTRIBUTION=δ0+δ1ASYINF+δ2SIZE+δ3DEBT+δ4ROA+uit (2) 
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2.3 Analysis and discussion of results 
Table 2: Multinomial logistic regressions 

 
Dividend 

(no repurchase) 
Repurchase 

(no dividend) 
Dividend and 

repurchase 

ASY INF 
-140.0153** 

(0.041) 
136.8573* 

(0.053) 
-136.554** 

(0.025) 

SIZE 
0.2400782** 

(0.034) 
-0.2853051* 

(0.069) 
0.1262487 

(0.220) 

DEBT 
-3.66358*** 

(0.000) 
-2.652478** 

(0.026) 
-4.281755*** 

(0.000) 

ROA 
18.36711*** 

(0.000) 
-1.442982 

(0.720) 
26.36596*** 

(0.000) 
Pseudo R2 12.17% 
Wald (chi2) 136.34 (0.000) 

This table presents the results of the multinomial logistic regression 
carried out from the dependent variable. DISTRIBUTION: four terms 
representing the different sub-samples (dividend only, repurchase only, 
dividend and repurchase, and no distribution). ASY INF: Measured by the 
price range shown is the difference between the requested lowest ask price and 
the highest bid price offered at a given time. SIZE: The size is measured by 
the Log of total assets. DEBT: measured by the ratio between total debt and 
total assets. ROA: measured by net profit / total assets ratio. Each column 
gives the coefficient of the regression (probability in brackets) for each 
explanatory variable in comparison with the group indicated by the group 
companies that have not been practicing any distribution. ***, **, * indicate 
that the coefficients are statistically significant at the thresholds of 1%, 5 %, 
and 10% respectively. 

Our model shows that there exists a negative and significant relationship 
between the information asymmetry and both the exclusive dividend 
distribution and the repurchase and dividend payment at thresholds of 5%. 
However, this relationship is positive and significant with repurchasing shares. 
At this level, this result can be interpreted by the fact that the informational 
power of repurchases is greater than that of dividends. 

There is a distribution in the form of dividends when the companies show 
a low asymmetry level; therefore, the dividend is a means of signal, but not 
strong enough. In fact, thanks to dividend payments, the managers who are 
better informed than anyone else of the future prospects of their businesses can 
share their future expectations with the investors. Two converging conclusions 
emerge from this. On the one hand, the investors will correct their 
expectations and significantly revalue the securities of the companies as soon 
as they announce their dividend; on the other hand, the level of future profits is 
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a determinant of the amount of dividends. Indeed, the increase in dividends is 
a signal of a firm’s growth and good financial soundness. 

Accordingly, Albouy (2007) shows that in the long run changes in the price 
of shares are not disconnected from that of dividends; i.e., the dividend gives 
information about the future of the company and is an important variable to 
monitor for the investors concerned about the long-term valuation of their capital. 

Another explanation is associated with the negative relationship between the 
information asymmetry and dividend. The dividend is a signal sent by the 
managers about their confidence in the future and therefore the dividends report 
more stable incomes than repurchases. Thus, the managers wanting to maximize 
their own interests do not indicate that the future cash will be plentiful so they can 
take advantage of the cash available; consequently, the managers wanting to be 
established should diminish their dividend distribution. 

Dividends are one of the essential financial variables that reduce information 
asymmetry in the financial markets, especially as the signal is costly and penalties 
are imposed in case of a false signal. Yet, this signal is not strong in comparison 
with the repurchase. Actually, the companies that have a strong asymmetry rather 
resort to share repurchases. There exists a positive and significant relationship 
between the information asymmetry and the repurchase of shares. 

At this level, this result can be interpreted by the fact that the 
informational power of repurchases is greater than that of dividends. Thus, the 
managers willing to report the undervaluation of firms use the repurchase 
rather than the dividend. In fact, announcing a repurchase program conveys 
good news for the investors concerning any possible undervaluation of the 
company's shares. Moreover, since the undervaluation hypothesis assumes that 
the managers have bigger information about the real value of the firm and that 
they successfully announce repurchase plans when the firms are truly 
undervalued; we expect whether the firm insiders will have a higher 
shareholding proportion if they are able to negotiate the company shares 
(Skjeltorp and Overgaard, 2004). 

Several studies have noted that the real repurchase may result from 
operating an information asymmetry between the managers and shareholders 
(Brockman and Chung, 2001, Cook et al, 2004). So, the managers realize 
repurchases when the company value is undervalued. The authors interpret 
these results by the fact that the managers are better informed about the profit 
prospects of the company. 

The positive and significant relationship between the information 
asymmetry and the policy of share repurchasing can also be explained by the 
“price support” theory; i.e., the repurchase is carried out to support the security 
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price once it is down. Of course, when the price is considered too low or 
suffers a negative shock, the company may conduct share repurchases to 
redirect the price at a level that the company believes closer to its intrinsic 
value. In the context of price support, share repurchases can be perceived by 
the shareholders as a mechanism to cover their capital. (Brunel, 2011) 

Thus, the reasons for which the company managers conduct share 
repurchases encounter opposing two theories mainly. According to the 
“market timing” theory, the managers will conduct repurchasing shares when 
the company security is undervalued. They benefit from an informational 
advantage allowing them to detect this undervaluation and grasp the 
opportunity of repurchasing shares at low prices. Alternatively, the “price 
support” theory states that the share repurchase is intended to support the 
security value when it is falling. Basicall, it is about another theory: the 
security is not necessarily undervalued and the share repurchase is not due to 
the operation of an information asymmetry (Vernimmen, 2008). 

Another conclusion can arise from what precedes: it is the effects of share 
repurchases on the liquidity of the concerned securities. Two contradictory 
effects are generally expected. On the one hand, the effect of even 
repurchasing shares results in adding orders to the book, hence decreasing the 
bid- ask spread (difference between the best bid and best ask). On the other 
hand, the information asymmetry (in case of market timing), like the 
heterogeneous behavior (in case of support price), is a classic factor in 
increasing spread and reducing liquidity. In the French case, it is a reduction in 
liquidity that runs share repurchases. 

Our results confirm those of Dereeper and Romon (2006) and Mellouli 
(2009) which show that the French market of share regulation is the most 
frequently stated reason to justify the resort to share repurchases. 

The existence of a negative relationship between the information 
asymmetry and dividend distribution and a positive relationship with the share 
repurchase may be explained by the fact that the informational power of the 
dividend distribution is lower than that of repurchases. This confirms the 
results of descriptive statistics in which we have found that: 1) the companies 
with a high information asymmetry resort to repurchases, and 2) those with a 
low asymmetry use dividends. 

Another observation is remarkable: it is the significant relationship 
between information asymmetry and simultaneous distribution as share and 
dividend. This result shows that the firms using repurchases will not stop their 
profit distribution and that the companies conducting repurchases and 
distributing dividends are similar to those that pay only dividends. This result 
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further confirms the complementary rather than substitutable nature of 
repurchases and dividends. 

Accordingly, we can assert that the level of information asymmetry 
guides the choice of the appropriate distribution form. In fact, for a high 
asymmetry, the French firms use repurchases with a great informational 
power. However, when the company has a low level of asymmetry, it will 
have the choice between the exclusive dividend distribution or the 
simultaneous repurchase and dividend payment. So our hypothesis is validated 
in these two sections. 

Finally, our model includes the company characteristics as control 
variables. The results show that for the payment in the form of dividends only, 
we notice a positive and significant relationship at a minimum threshold of 5 
% with the size of the company; therefore, the larger companies are those that 
pay dividends. Indeed, as for Roseff (1982), these firms are generally mature 
and consequently have an easier access to the financial market, which reduces 
the degree of their dependencies to their internal funds. 

On the other hand, we have observed the negative and positive relationships 
at the threshold of 1 % respectively with debt and performance. Indebtedness is a 
control mechanism substitutable for dividend policy (Jensen, 1986; Collins et al, 
2003). Agrawal and Jayaraman (1994) explained the negative relationship 
between debt and distribution of dividends. They tested the existence of a 
substitution between dividends and debt. As these two variables are mechanisms 
of controlling the agency costs related to the Free Cash Flow, companies using 
less indebtedness should, all things being equal, pay more dividends. 

The debt can also have an impact on the dividends through restrictive 
clauses as for the distribution imposed in the loan contracts. It happens 
sometimes that the company management looks forward to a restrictive clause 
on the distribution of dividends imposed by the lenders, because it does not 
have to justify to shareholders setting profit reserves. It should simply recall 
the contract clause. 

Furthermore, in terms of firms repurchasing their own shares, a negative 
and significant relationship has been detected for both the company size and 
the indebtedness level. Finally, the company performance measurement is not 
statistically linked to the decision to repurchase shares. 

So it appears that the small firms are those that repurchase shares. In fact, 
the repurchase is a flexible way that does not represent a permanent 
commitment of the company. Nevertheless, the debt is also a means 
substitutable for repurchasing as it allows decreasing the agency conflicts 
between managers and shareholders. 
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Finally, the companies, carrying two distribution methods, are large, 
powerful and the least indebted. 

 
Conclusion 
In the presence of a high information asymmetry, there is a resort to 

repurchasing at a high signal power compared to dividends. While the 
repurchase indicates available but non-recurring Cash, the dividends signal the 
permanent character of the Free Cash Flow, hence the management choice of 
the repurchases that do not represent a commitment from their part. The 
relationship between information asymmetry and distribution of repurchases 
and dividends is still significant at the threshold of 5%, which is a further 
evidence of the complementary nature of these two payment modes. 
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OF TUNISIA 
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Abstract 

This  paper  aims  as  an  objective  to  analyze  the  performance  of  refunding  of  Enda‐
Inter‐Arab established  in Tunisia as a model of microfinance,  its specificities  in terms 
of  the  refunding  of microcredit  and  also  its  key  factors  of  success  and  its  critical 
factors  of  failure.  With  this  intention,  we  will  focus  ourselves  mainly  on  three 
subjacent factors of the performances of refunding of this association of microcredit 
that are in particular: determinants related to its characteristics, those related to the 
specific  characteristics  of  its  environment  and  finally  those  related  to  the 
characteristics of its customers. 
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1. Introduction 
The emergence of the microfinance as a new fashion of financing in the 

developing countries is the result of the exclusion of the vulnerable social 
categories by the formal financial system (Agier, I., and Szafarz, A., 2012; 
Agier, I and Assunção, J., 2011).Therefore, the microfinance is comparable 
with an instrument which makes it possible to finance the precarious agents 
and the micro-projects through microcredit (Servet., 2004-2006), which being 
able to play a crucial role in the economy since they make it possible to 
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achieve the goals as regards the regional development1, the creation of jobs, 
the generation of income and the reduction of poverty. These considerations 
seem to be present in the policies adopted in Tunisia2. 

Which is with lucrative goal or not, any institution of microfinance (IMF) 
seeks to carry out highest possible rates of refunding3, and therefore, benefit rose 
for it, as for its micro-borrowers (Abdou, H., Pointon, J., and El Masry, A. 
2008).These raised rates of refunding, make it possible the IMF to lower the 
interest rates which it practices on its loans and thus, to reduce the financial cost 
of the credit and to make the credit accessible to a higher mass of micro-
borrowers, while limiting the subsidies. Indeed, the improvement of the rates of 
refunding can also make it possible to reduce the dependence to the subsidies of 
the IMF (I. Kim, 2010 and Andre Güttler., 2011). It is then, necessary even 
impossible to stop on this problem: the performance of refunding of the 
microcredit and to examine the variables related on the characteristics of the 
IMF4, the environmental and the personal characteristics specific to the micro-
borrowers, which can be the possible sources of the performance of refunding 
(M., Charreaux, G., 2005). For that, our central question, which we will approach 
in this research, is: Which are the principal explanatory factors of the performance 
of refunding related to the various characteristics which make it possible to 
distinguish the solvent micro-borrowers from those insolvent? 

This research, falls under this objective to explore the context of the 
microfinance as regards the performance of refunding and to find solutions to 
minimize this risk of insolvency (N. Rosenbusch., 2011). In other words, it is a 
question here of identifying the influence of these characteristics on the rate of 
refunding. 

To study the determinant variables of the rate of refunding of the micro-
borrowers5, this paper is divided into four principal paragraphs: First of all, on the 
basis of the theoretical framework, we will focus ourselves particularly on the 
explanatory factors of the rate of refunding in microfinance and we will try to 
formulate the fundamental assumptions of our research and this, while basing 

                                                            
1 See Morduch., 2000, p.619-620 and Acclasato and Denis., 2006 
2 See Benarous, M, 2004 and N. Ben Nasr., 2005 
3 For example see B. Aghion and Morduch, J, 2000; Zeller and al., 1998 and Simbaqueba, L., 
Salamanca, G. & Bumacov, V., 2011; Alonso, P., Palenzuela, V., A and Merino, E., 2009 
4 See Olszyna-Marzys, R., 2006; Ouedraogo, A., 2004; Lanha., 2001a and Reille, X and 
Timothy, R. Lyman., 2005 
5 Mighri, Z., and Jarboui, A., 2013. Entrepreneurial culture, profile of the leader and 
entrepreneurial orientation: Empirical application in the case of the Tunisian companies, 
International Journal of Managing Value and Supply Chains (IJMVSC) Vol.4, No. 3, 
September 2013, pp. 45-54 
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ourselves on a review of the literature and the conceptual framework which will 
be useful to us in the empirical part (Richards, J., Lee, F., Kim, I., 2010). Then, in 
a second paragraph, we will discuss our sample and our methodology adopted to 
treat our question of research. After that, we will try to empirically analyze the 
validity of the assumptions pre-discussed by the presentation and the analysis the 
principal results, in order to identify the explanatory factors of the rate of 
refunding of the microcredit. Lastly, we will be devoted to the conclusions and the 
implications of the study (Riopel, M., 2008). 

 
2. A summary of theoretical literature 
We focus ourselves in what follows on three principal determinants of 

refunding in the specific cases of an institution of microfinance (IMF) (Rhee, 
S, G., 2008; Roy, D., 2006 and Redis., 2005): factors related to its 
characteristics, those related to its environment, and finally those related to the 
characteristics of its micro-borrowers. 

 
2.1. Determinants of refunding in microfinance related to the 

characteristics of the IMF 
The analysis of the literature having for objective to identify the causes of 

unpaid (Anderson, R., 2007; Honlonkou and al., 2006) shows that the 
insufficiency of the amounts of credit to finance the projects is a decisive 
cause of a bad performance of refunding. In the same way, found that the 
coefficient of the amount of the loans is significant and negative. This result 
was also confirmed by M. Labie, and M. Mees., (2005). Indeed, the negative 
sign is theoretically explained by the fact that the amount of the loans 
increases the profit associated with the moral risk. However, V. Hartarska, and 
D. Nasdolnyak., (2007) showed that the majority of the not refunded loans at 
the maturity were completely refunded a year later. In this context, the moral 
risk is interpreted as the choice of a project with a longer maturity than that of 
the loan rather than the choice of a riskier project (Bellucci, A., Borisov, A., 
Zazzaro, A., 2010). The negative sign relating to the amount of the loan can 
also be associated with the obstacles which the micro-borrower can face to 
refund a higher amount over a given period (usually a year). It may be that for 
a given maturity, the loans of significant size do not go in par with the 
requirements of the borrowers and are not appropriate to the local economy 
(Basel Committee on Banking Supervision., 2010). 

For a particular borrower and a given duration of loan, it is shown 
(Bhagavatula., and alii., 2010; Bedecarrats, F., Angora, R.W., 2009; Lhériau., 
2005, p.23; 24) that, the probability of refunding decrease with the size of the 
loan. The speed of the evolution of the probability of no refunding with the 
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size of the loan changes according to the initial equipments of the micro-
borrowers6 and the costs which they associate with the strategies of the moral 
risk and the strategic defect. Thus, the IMF cannot reach a rate of perfect 
refunding on the basis of the several inciting mechanism of its methodology of 
loan7. The IMF will have to lay down a new objective as regards the 
performance of refunding. With an aim of not exceeding the new target 
threshold of defect, the IMF will grant higher loans to the slightly risky 
borrowers (Brennan, J. M, and W. N. Torous., 2009). 

According to the bank must offer contracts which are below the threshold 
(Biais, B. and Weber, M., 2009; Brigitte Helms., 2007; Berguiga, J., 2007). 
The micro-borrower could borrow more with the interest rate of the market if 
he could in a credible way be committed to not undertake the risky project. In 
this case, the IMF has two manners of managing the risk of the loan of group 
in microfinance: The group and the size of the credit which must be small in 
microfinance (Charness, G., and Gneezy, U., 2010). This rationing by the size 
implies that the poor secure loans of size limited to decrease the risk for the 
IMF (Caudill, S., Gropper, D., Hartarska, V., 2009). 

It is a form of rationing of the credit which concern identical groups of 
micro-borrowers (Croson R., and U. Gneezy., 2009). Those who do not obtain 
the credit cannot be financed at higher interest rate because the lenders will not 
take this risk owing to the fact that the micro-borrowers will make the risky 
project. It is starting from this result that the model introduces the peer 
monitoring. 

In this case, the lender wants to create an environment in which, it is in 
the interest of each micro-borrower to supervise the other and to announce to 
the bank any fraud (Sievers, M. and Vandenberg P., 2007). 

Thus, the IMF will offer loans to micro-borrowers only if one person 
agrees to co-sign8. The type of contract of debt offered in microfinance will 
thus include a system of guarantee which will be represented by the co-
signature (Cornée, S., 2007). This phenomenon can exist only by the presence 
of the reputation of the agents between them Cull, R. Demirguc-kunt, A. and 
Morduch, J., 2006). Indeed, an agent will not want to stand as co-signatory for 
somebody who does not have a good reputation (Vincent, G., 2005). 
Consequently the IMF carries out an intermediation by the group to incite the 
                                                            
6 See V. Bumacov and A. Ashta., 2011 and Albert N. Honlonkou, Denis H. Acclassato and 
Célestin Venant C.Quenum., 2006; Armendáriz d’Aghion, B., and Morduch, J., 2005 and M. 
Labie, and J. Sota (2004, p.19) 
7 See Navajas, S and al., 2000 and Bedecarrats, F. and Marconi R., 2009 and Adair, P and 
Hamed, Y., 2004; Andersson, P., 2004; Littlefield and al., 2003; Morduch and al., 2002 and 
Cassar, G; Craig, J.B. Moores, K., 2006 
8 See Servet, J.-M., 2009; Shimon. K., 2009; Servin, R., Lensink, R., Van den Berg, M., 2011 
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members of the group to be supervised between them. It is the common 
responsibility which creates this incentive (N. Rosenbusch., 2011). 

Moreover, by applying the game theory, Besley and Coate (2008) establish a 
model of refunding which represents the incentive to refund (De Andres, P. and 
Valledo E., 2008). This model is characterized by the introduction of a social 
sanction made by the group (Dinh THT., Kleimeier S., 2007). The study 
concentrates on the informational advantage of the loan of group9; i.e. best 
information available to the members of the group on the effort and/or the 
capacities of the individuals compared to the bank (De Briey. V., 2007). This 
model shows that the common responsibility affects the will of the agents to 
refund. 

In the light of what was advanced, we formulate our following central 
hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: There is a positive and significant relation between the 
characteristics of the IMF and its performance of refunding 

Moreover, we will try in this research to validate the following axial 
assumptions which are derived from our central hypothesis H.1: 

H.1.1: There is a positive relation between the interest rate and the rate 
of refunding; 

H.1.2: There is a positive relation between the amount to be refunded and 
the rate of refunding; 

H.1.3: There is a positive relation between the duration of the loan and 
the rate of refunding; 

H.1.4: There is a positive relation between the credit of group and the 
rate of refunding; 

H.1.5: There is a positive relation between the individual credit and the 
rate of refunding. 

 
2.2. Determinants of refunding in microfinance related to the 

characteristics of the environment 
The problems associated with the socio-economic characteristics of the 

micro-borrowers can be concretized by a whole of factors which can assign the 
delay of refunding10. Among these factors we can quote the branch of industry 

                                                            
9 Such as Vliamos S.J. and Tzeremes N., 2011; Daniel Kahneman., 2011 and Mersland; R. 
Strøm.,(2008 and 2009) Chuang, C. L., and Lin, R. H., 2009 and Daniel Pierre, Dangoumau 
Nathalie, Bigand Michel., 2007 and CulI, R. Demirguc-kunt, A. et Morduch, J., 2006; Council 
Of Microfinance Equity Funds., 2006 and Dugas-Irequi, S., 2007 
10 Feroze, S.M., Chauhan, A.K., Malhotra, R., Kadian, K.S., 2011; Van Gool, J., Verbeke, W., 
Sercu, P., Baesens, B. (2011); Van Bastelaer, T., Zeller M., (2006) 
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represented by the agriculture, the service, the small the trades (the artisanal 
one), the breeding11. 

De Briey V., (2005) and Denis, H. Acclassato., 2006 identify other factors 
affecting refunding in microfinance and they are focused on the bond between 
the financed branch of industry, the nature of the project of the micro-
borrowers and the delay of refunding. We note that according to their studies, 
the institutions of microfinance finance frequently the activities belonging to 
the innovating sectors in the service, the small trades, the artisanal industry 
and the agriculture. Indeed, Khawari (2004) and Ndimanya (2002, p.14), 
found that, the percentage of credit allocated to the agriculture influences 
negatively the performance of refunding12. This result can be explained by the 
threats attached to the rain agriculture and justifies the little of passion of the 
IMF to finance the agriculture (Lecoeuvre Laurence., 2005). Moreover, the 
branch of industry represents for the Tunisian bank of solidarity a criterion of 
its strategy of granting the microcredit. 

Honlonkou and al. (2006) led a study on the performances of refunding of 
the credits of group for Bengladesh and showed that the rate of refunding is 
high when the borrower does not practice the agriculture as a principal 
activity, its nonagricultural incomes being riskier13. Moreover, Vincent, G., 
(2005) analyzed the rationing of credit by proving that it is dependent on a 
whole of determinants such as the branch of industry to be financed. These 
authors also recommend that the needs and the risks of financing differ 
according to the branch of industry of the borrower (production, services or 
trade). At this level, Dittrich, D., W; Yunus., (2003); Field, E. and Pande, R., 
(2008); Erica, F and Rohini, P., (2008) stipulate that the agricultural loans are 
risky, expensive and are particularly difficult to set up. 

Güth and B. Maciejovsky., (2005); D. Pierret, F. Doligez, Gouvernail., 
(2005) think that the practice of the breeding combined with the agriculture 
increases the risks and makes dubious the probability of refunding. The results 
of their studies confirm that these two activities which belong to the exposure 
to the risks affect negatively the rates of refunding. In the same way, 
discovered that the number of years of experiment of the borrower in the 
agriculture had a negative impact on the capacity of refunding. Lastly, more 
the borrower is old, less it is innovating and this impact is close with that to 
                                                            
11 Such as Farsi J.Y., Imanipour, N., Mahlouji, S., 2012; B. Patrick , E. Annekathrin, G. 
Andre, 2011 and Cefis, E., Marsili O., 2005; Chao-Beroff and al. (2000); Hartarska, V., 
Nadolnyak, D., 2008. 
12 For example see K. Marius-Gnanou, and J. M. Servet, 2005; I. Guerin I, J. Palier., 2006 and 
Boye, S., Hajdenberg, J., Poursat C., 2006; Guerin Isabelle, Palier Jane and Prevost Benoit., 2009 
13 Such as Giné, X., Jakiela, P., Karlan, D., Morduch, J., 2010; Foliard, S., 2012; Galema, R., 
Plantinga, A and Scholtens, B., 2008; G.Gloukoviezoff, J. Palier, J. Lazarus., 2008 
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the age of the owner; the age and the number of years of experiment being 
strongly correlated, because in the rural mediums, the agriculture is the 
principal activity. Moreover, Honlonkou and al. (2006); Guérin, I., Palier J., 
(2006) and Gaillard., (2005) have leads at the end of a study on the rural 
applications of credit in Asia, showed that the more the producers had liquid 
assets being able to generate provisions, the more it preferred to pay rather 
than to support the costs of a failure. 

The preceding discussion materialized by the branch of industry 
represented by the agriculture, the service, the small trades, the Breeding, 
suggest that, these factors influence significantly and positively the rate of 
refunding of the micro-borrowers. Our objective is to check this influence 
(Hudon, M. & A. Périlleux., 2008). Consequently, in the light of what was 
advanced, hypothesis 2 which we will try to validate is as follows: 

Hypothesis 2: There is a positive relation between the branch of industry 
represented by the agriculture, the service, the small trades, the breeding and 
the rate of refunding. 

 
2.3. Determinants of refunding in microfinance related to the 

characteristics of the micro-borrowers 
The problems associated with the demographic characteristics of the 

micro-borrowers can be concretized by a whole of factors which can assign the 
delay of refunding which are: the gender, the age, the marital status, the 
number of dependent children, the level of study, the former experiment with 
the IMF and the type of the financed activity (Hertzberg, A., J. M. Liberti and 
D. Paravisini., 2010). With regard to the relation between the gender of micro-
borrower and the delay of refunding, Katsushis. I., Thankom. A and Samuel. 
K.A., (2010); Kono, H and Takahashi, K., (2010) showed that the borrowers 
of female gender do not present significantly a higher performance of 
refunding. Even if the coefficient is positive, it is not significant (Khawari, A., 
(2004). The fact that on average, the women present a probability of defect 
weaker can be partially justified by the fact that they receive on average 
smaller loans (Koloma, Y., 2005). Moreover, Honlonkou and al. (2006) and 
Vincent (2005) note that the cases which have a strong young male 
composition have likely to record good performances of refunding (Koskinen, 
K. U and Vanharanta, H., 2002). Therefore, the gender influences refunding 
and the men have tendency to better refunding than the women (Dokou., 2004 
and Adair., 2005) noted that, the gender is not a significant factor of the rate of 
refunding in Malawi (Lasch and al., 2004). Moreover, B. Granger (2006); 
Yunus (2006) and Lelart, M., (2007) stipulate that, Grameen Bank is had by 
the poor (particularly and primarily women) whereas, the other banks are had 
by the rich person (primarily men). 
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Concerning the relation between the age of the borrower and the delay of 
refunding, Valerie de Briey (2005) and S. Brana (2008) find in several 
investigations that, the young people are compared to very risky micro-
borrowers (Ledgerwood, J and White., 2006). 

Therefore, the risk of delay decreases with the marriage of the borrower 
and thus, a married customer is less risky than a single person (Lapenu, C and 
Reboul, C., 2006). In fact, it is the family stability of married which pushes the 
latter to be powerful in its refunding (Lelart, J.M., 2006). It is logical to think 
that the experiment also plays in favor of the borrower and thus, to envisage a 
weaker rate of refunding for the youngest borrowers (Louizi, G., 2006; S. 
Brana., 2008; Campion, A. and Linder, C., avec K. Knotts., 2008). 

With regard to the relation between the marital status and the number of 
dependent children of the borrower and the delay of refunding14, we note that, 
the women, more often unmarried, will have a priori less guarantees (only one 
source of income, less inheritance) to offer to obtain external financings (Cull, 
R., Demirgüç-Kunt, A., Morduch, J., 2007; Servet., 2006; Bujeje, M. and 
Rusimbi, M.G., 2005). In other words, the marital status of the borrowers can 
condition the capacities of the latter to refund their loans. Moreover, F. 
Doligez (2004) identified that the proportion of dependent children and the 
percentage of women in the group affect negatively the rate of delinquency. 
More there are children in a household, more this one is insolvent. 

The preceding discussion challenging the gender, the age, the marital 
status and the number of dependent children suggests that, these factors 
significantly influence the delay of refunding of the micro-borrowers (Lapenu, 
C., 2002). 

The relation between the level of study and the number of experiment of 
the borrower in an institution of microfinance and the delay of refunding, we 
note according to Zeller (2006), that the rate of refunding was influenced by 
the human capital: more the borrowers can read, more the rate of refunding is 
high (Mersland, R. and Strøm R., 2008). Indeed, formal education makes it 
possible to structure the ways of thinking and to reinforce the cognitive capacities 
of the active and the future micro-borrowers (Y. Hardy, 2007), and it can be 
comparable with a significant source of competences, capacity to solve problems, 
motivation, knowledge, and self-confidence, etc (Morduch, J. and Al., 2005). In 
the same way, according to Servet (2006), the majority of the studies on the 
determinants of the rates of refunding integrate variables related to the level of 

                                                            
14 For example see Krieger, E., 2001R. CulI, A. Demirguc-kunt and J. Morduch., 2006 and 
Loup., 2004; Labie, M., 2005; Berger, A.N., Frame, W. Scott., Miller, Nathan H., 2005; 
Lheriau, L., 2005; Lelart, M., 2002 
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study and the number of former experiment of the borrower with his bank 
(Morduch, J. and Al., 2005). Moreover, Fuentes and al (2010) showed on the 
basis of sample of 2793 contractors, that the experiments passed in the branch of 
industry do not have an influence on the number of identified and developed 
opportunities (Manaï, S. & Manaï, A., 2005). 

In addition to the experiences gained in the branch of industry, See Krieger 
(2001) note that the managerial experiments of the contractors are positively 
related to the use of the personal networks to obtain information necessary in 
order to launch a new company (Nawai, N., and Shariff, M.N.M., 2010). The 
preceding discussion materialized by the gender, the age, the number of 
dependent children, the level of study and the former experiment with the IMF 
suggest that, these factors influence significantly and positively the rate of 
refunding of the micro-borrowers (Nimal A. Fernando (2008). This is why, we 
will try in what follows to validate the series of the subjacent hypothesis: 

H.3.1: There is a positive relation between the female gender and the rate 
of refunding; 

H.3.2: There is a positive relation between the age represented by the old 
ones and the rate of refunding; 

H.3.3: There is a positive relation between the number of dependent 
children of the micro-borrower and the rate of refunding; 

H.3.4: There is a positive relation between the level of education 
represented by the illiterate ones, the higher level, the secondary level, the 
primary education level and the rate of refunding; 

H.3.5: There is a positive relation between the number of former 
experiment of the customer with his IMF and the rate of refunding. 

 
3. Methodology of research 
Two methodological approaches were used: A descriptive approach and 

an econometric approach. These two approaches made it possible to initially 
appreciate the importance of the microcredit in the financing of the micro-
projects and a second to raise the determinants of the performance of 
refunding of the microcredit of Enda-IA. 

To examine the determinants of the performance of refunding of the 
microcredit in Tunisia, we were interested in a sample made up of 1000 loans 
granted by Enda-IA in Tunisia between 02 May 2009 and 17 November 2013. 

The descriptive approach primarily rested on the construction of the 
simple and Crossed tables of frequency to appreciate not only the importance 
of the recourse to the institutions of microcredit by the micro-projects 
according to the characteristics of the micro-borrowers, the characteristics 
related to the IMF and the characteristics related to the environment, but also 
the impact of the microcredit on the rate of refunding. 
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The econometric approach primarily seeks to raise the explanatory factors of 
the performance of refunding of the microcredit in an institution of microfinance 
which is Enda-IA. In other words, it is a question of identifying the relevant 
factors of the refunding of the microcredit of the customers of Enda-IA. 

The study also seeks to emphasize the factors which encourage or block 
the refunding of the microcredit by the micro-borrowers of Enda-IA. With this 
intention, we postulate that there is a certain number of characteristics related 
to the IMF (The interest rate, the type of financed activity, the amount to be 
refunded and duration of the loan), characteristics specific to the micro-
borrowers (the gender, the age, the number of children, the educational level, 
the number of its former experiments with the IMF) and the characteristics 
related to the environment (the branch of industry) which are relevant in the 
refunding of the microcredit. The definition, the measurement and the awaited 
impact of the explanatory variables are consigned in the following table: 

 
Table 1 Explanatory variables of the model 

Variables Measure
RR The rate of refunding of microcredit I It is calculated by dividing 

the difference between the amount to be refunded and the late 
amount by the amount to be refunded. 

Gender of the 
micro-borrower 

Dummy variable which takes value 1 when credit is contracted by 
a man and 0 if not.

Age of the  
micro-borrower 

Age of micro-borrower (expressed in a number of years) 

Dl_INSTRUCTION Dummy variable which takes value 1 if the educational level of the 
borrower is primary and 0 if not. 

D2_INSTRUCTION Dummy variable which takes value 1 if the educational level of the 
borrower is secondary and 0 if not. 

D3_INSTRUCTION Dummy variable which takes value 1 if the educational level of the 
borrower is higher and 0 if not.

TYPRET Dummy variable which takes value 1 if the loan is granted to a 
group of borrowers and 0 if not. 

EXPANT The number of former experiments of the borrower with the IMF. 
TINTERET The interest rate. 
MREMB The amount to be refunded (equal to the amount of the loan + 

interests).
ACHARGE The number of dependent children. 
Dl_SECTEURi Dummy variable which takes value 1 if the activity of the borrower 

is of commercial type and 0 if not.
D2_SECTEURi Dummy variable which takes value 1 if the loan will be invests in 

the sector of services and 0 if not. 
D3_SECTEURi Dummy variable which takes value 1 if the borrower operates in 

the sector of breeding and 0 if not. 
DUREMB Duration of the loan expressed in a number of months 
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After the elimination of the aberrations (the observations which take 
values very high or very low compared to the total of the sample) because they 
can skewed the estimate, we estimate the sample with 956 observations. 

Moreover, to see the variables influencing the rate of refunding in each 
sector, we made estimates by subdividing the sample according to branches of 
industry. 

In addition, with an aim of seeing which are the variables which have a 
significant impact on the rate of refunding, while taking account of the 
educational level of the borrowers (illiterate, primary, secondary), we carried 
out estimates for each educational level. 

Considering the credit of group is among the innovations of the 
microfinance which is used to improve the rate of refunding, we subdivided 
our sample according to the type of loan (group or individual) to make an 
estimate separated for each type of loan. 

Lastly, to identify the variables to which must be interested the IMF to 
improve its performance of refunding when the borrowers are women and the 
variables which have a significant impact on the rate of refunding if the 
borrowers are men, we carried out estimates according to the gender. 

 
4. Empirical results and discussion 
This part of research has as objectives the presentation as well as the 

interpretation of the results of the various stages of our empirical study. The 
estimate of the model makes it possible to note the following results of the 
estimate: 

Table 2 Results of the estimate of the stage 1 
Variable Std Coefficient. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C -0.071667 0.193165 -0.371015 0.7107 
GENDER -0.055773 * 0.021589 -2.583357 0.0099 
AGE 0.002204 * 0.000689 3.200607 0.0014 
EXPANT -0.008379 * 0.003914 -2.140615 0.0326 
LTINTERET -0.101583 * 0.050429 -2.014365 0.0443 
LDUREM 0.277824 * 0.037078 7.492893 0.0000 
Probability (LR stat) 0.212482    
R-squared 0.151465 
Adjusted R-squared 0.138814 
S.E. of regression 0.201923 
Sum squared resid 38.28568 
Log likelihood 180.1679 
Durbin-Watson stat 0,720801 

Mean dependent VAr 0.712138 
S.D. dependent VAr 0,217589 
Akaike information criterion -0.346264 
Schwarz criterion -0.269838 
F-statistic 11.97235 
Prob (F-statistic) 0,000000 

* Statistically Significant. 
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The table above shows that the variables relating to the level of education, 
the type of loan, the amount to be refunded, the number of dependent children 
and the variables relating to the branch of industry are not statistically 
significant. Moreover, the variables relating to the GENDER, AGE, EXPANT, 
LTINTERET and the variables relating to the LDUREM are statistically 
significant. 

The result obtained by the application of the method of logistic binary 
regression estimated by the maximum of probability on this equation is 
summarized in table 2. Indeed, according to these results, we notice that the 
specification of the model does not make it possible to give better results in 
the field of the statistical significativity. 

According to the results of the estimate, we notice that the variable 
GENDER has a negative influence on the rate of refunding of microcredit of the 
micro-borrowers (Nawai, N., and Shariff, M.N.M., 2010). This result indicates 
that the probability that the credit is refunded is weaker for the men compared to 
the women. What translates the preference to answer favorably at the request of 
credit addressed by the women who in addition are strongly representative in the 
generating activities of income. This result confirms our assumption. 

In addition, we notice that the variable age has a positive and no 
significant influence on the rate of refunding of microcredit of the micro-
borrowers. In other words, more the age of the applicant of credit increases 
more the probability than the credit is granted improves what rather explains 
the preference for the granting of credits to the old micro-borrowers than the 
young people. What confirms our hypothesis. In addition, the criterion of age 
is significant in the strategy of Enda because the young people have a 
significant role in the development of the companies of which they are not 
only the recipients but also, the potential actors. 

Moreover, our empirical results show that more the number of former 
experiments of the customer increase more his performances as regards 
refunding (Patrick Behr, Annekathrin Entzian b, Andre Güttler., 2011). This 
result is unexpected but can be justified by the fact that in the first loans with 
the IMF, the micro-borrower seeks to show himself to the institution as a 
faithful customer who refunds his loans at the limit to be able to reach higher 
amounts. As for the variable LTINTERET, the coefficient acts negatively on 
the probability of the RR (Richards, J., Lee, F., Kim, I., 2010). This result can 
be related to the fact that a high interest rate generates an increase in the loads 
to be supported by the customers of the IMF and consequently a deterioration 
of its capacity to be refunded. This result cancels our assumption. 

Concerning the variable related to the duration of the loan, more it is high 
more the performance of refunding improves. Thus, in the case of our sample, 
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Enda-IA would gain as regards refunding, if it is interested in the GENDER of 
the micro-borrower, his AGE, his experiments with it, the interest rate used on 
the loans and in the duration of the credit (Simbaqueba, L., Salamanca, G. & 
Bumacov, V., 2011). But, for the other variables such as those which relate to 
the branch of industry, the IMF can be based on certain criteria before granting 
the credit with an aim of increasing the probability of refunding. For that, in 
our second stage, we subdivided our sample in three samples where each one 
of it corresponds to a given sector. 

Moreover, for the variables of the educational level, the IMF cannot 
neglect the illiterate customers or with a low educational level considering 
main goal of the microfinance is the fight against poverty and several poor are 
illiterate. 

The third stage of the estimate consists of the division of the sample in 
three samples: illiterate, primary and secondary education. Another stage 
(stage 4), which consists of the estimate according to the type of credit (credit 
of group and individual credit) is necessary since the credit of group is among 
the innovations of the microfinance. Lastly, considering that the most of the 
customers of Enda-IA are women, we wonder whether there is a difference 
between the determinants of refunding according to the gender, which will be 
the subject of our fifth stage. 

 
4.1. Estimate by branch of industry 
The estimates are carried out here separately for the sectors of trade, 

services and production/artisanal. 
Table 3 Results of the estimate of the stage 2:  

Sector of the production /artisanal 
Variable Std Coefficient. 

Error 
t-Statistic Prob. 

C 0.477544 * 0.105479 4.527395 0.0000 
D3_INSTRUCTION 0.121661 * 0.040910 2.973893 0.0034 
EXPANT -0.021513 * 0.008596 -2.502686 0.0133 
Probability (LR stat) 0.212482    

R-squared 0.159136 
Adjusted R-squared 0.104405 
S.E. of regression 0.169726 
Sum squared resid 4.868340 
Log likelihood 70.39695 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.267446 

Mean dependent VAr 0.728443 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.179346 
Akaike information criterion -0.645270 
Schwarz criterion -0.433215 
F-statistic 2.907606 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.001553 

* Statistically Significant. 
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To this end, table 3 shows that except for the variable 
D3_INSTRUCTION and variable EXPANT, all the other variables do not 
influence significantly the rate of refunding. Indeed, for variable 
D3_INSTRUCTION, it is statistically significant and carries a positive sign 
what shows that the micro-borrowers having a higher level refund better than 
the others in the sector of production/artisanal (Servin, R., Lensink, R., Van 
den Berg, M., 2011). Moreover, the micro-borrowers who have broader 
experience with Enda-IA refund less. Thus, it is possible to advance in the 
light of these results, that Enda-IA may find it beneficial to reinforce the share 
of the credit granted to the graduates of the superior and to reduce the credits 
granted to the former micro-borrowers in the sector of production/artisanal. 

Table 4 Results of the estimate of the stage (2): 
Sector of the trade 

Variable Std Coefficient.Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 0.396622 

* 
0.065393 6.065181 0.0000 

GENDER -0.047745 
* 

0.028078 -1.700433 0.0895 

AGE 0.002369 
* 

0.000880 2.693029 0.0073 

EXPANT -0.012751 
* 

0.004560 -2.796091 0.0053 

TINTERET -0.654365 
* 

0.386616 -1.692544 0.0910 

DUREM 0.043911 
* 

0.009545 4.600402 0.0000 

Probability (LR stat) 0.212482    
R-squared 0.135020 
Adjusted R-squared 0.120083 
S.E. of regression 0.212675 
Sum squared resid 28.81185 
Log likelihood 89.81146 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.097745 

Mean dependent VAr 0.706646 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.226723 
Akaike information criterion -0.239789 
Schwarz criterion -0.157038 
F-statistic 9.039365 
Prob(F-statistic) 0,000000 

* Statistically Significant. 
 
In addition, it is advisable to deduce starting from the estimates exposed by 

the table 4 that except for the variable D3_INSTRUCTION and variable 
EXPANT, all the other variables are not statistically significant (Servet, J.-M., 
2009). 

For the variables GENDER, AGE, EXPANT, TINTERET and DUREM, 
we found the same results of the first stage. Consequently, by granting loans to 
individuals who have as an activity the trade and to reach a rate of raised 
refunding, Enda-IA must be interested in the gender of the micro-borrower by 
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reinforcing the share of the women, by increasing the share of the loans to the 
oldest, with her former EXPERIMENTS and by decreasing the share of the 
loans to those whom had already profited. Moreover, it must lower the interest 
rate and lengthen the duration of refunding. 

Table 5 Results of the estimate of the stage (2):  
Sector of services 

Variable Std Coefficient. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 0.694701 * 0.176828 3.928674 0.0002 
D1_INSTRUCTION -0.147234 * 0.083483 -1.763635 0.0811 
ACHARGE -0.009163 * 0.004280 -2.141099 0.0349 
Probability (LR 
stat) 

0.212482    

R-squared 0.138480 
Adjusted R-squared 0.036580 
S.E. of regression 0.216496 
Sum squared resid 4.358955 
Log likelihood 18.05217 
Durbin-Watson stat 2.041692 

Mean dependent VAr 0.719131 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.220568 
Akaike information criterion -0.115280 
Schwarz criterion 0.188030 
F-statistic 1.358980 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.205678 

* Statistically Significant. 
 
Moreover, according to table 4 it arises that except for the variable 

D1_INSTRUCTION and variable ACHARGE, all the other variables are not 
statistically significant. 

On the basis of estimate relating to the sector of the services, we notice 
the significativity of only two variables: Dl_INSTRUCTION and ACHARGE. 
For Dl_INSTRUCTION, it carries the negative sign what means that primary 
education individual of level has a weak probability to ensure a high level of 
refunding (Shimon. K., 2009). The rate of refunding is indeed weaker 14.7% 
for this category of individual. Variable ACHARGE is significantly negative 
and means that more the number of children is high more the rate of refunding 
is weak. 

Therefore, for the sector of services, one cannot identify several criteria, 
except the variables ACHARGE and Dl_INSTRUCTION, on which the IMF 
must rest to improve its performance of refunding. Thus, it may find it 
beneficial to limit in this sector, the share of the loans granted to the customers 
having a primary education level and much of dependent children. 

 
4.2. Estimate for each educational level 
In this paragraph, separate estimates are carried out according to whether 

it acts illiterate borrowers, borrowers a primary education level and borrowers 
having a secondary level. 
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Table 6 Results of the estimate of the stage (3):  
Illiterate borrowers 

Variable Std Coefficient.Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 0.671681 * 0.1l5775 5.801624 0.0000 
EXPANT -0.011003 * 0.005718 -1.924250 0.0558 
D2_SECTEUR 0.078345 * 0.042875 1.827299 0.0692 
Probability (LR stat) 0.212482    
R-squared 0.080607 
Adjusted R-squared 0.028744 
S.E. of regression 0.191117 
Sum squared resid 7.122527 
Log likelihood 55.01844 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.300844 

Mean dependent VAr 0.736716 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.193925 
Akaike information criterion -0.415637 
Schwarz criterion -0.222436 
F-statistic 1.554228 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.115126 

* Statistically Significant. 
 
The result obtained following the application of the method of logistic binary 

regression estimated by the maximum of is summarized in table 6.To this end, it 
is advisable to deduce starting from the estimates that except for the variable 
EXPANT and variable D2_SECTEUR, all the other variables are not statistically 
significant (S. Brana., 2008). The estimate of a sample which contains only 
illiterate borrowers makes it possible to show the existence of two significant 
variables: EXPANT and D2_SECTEUR. The variable EXPANT carries the 
negative sign already found and variable D2_SECTEUR is significantly positive 
(Sievers, M and Vandenberg P., 2007). This last result can be explained by the 
fact that, in the sector of services and for activities related for example to the 
services of hairstyle or restoration, one does not need a very high level of 
education. On the basis of this result, one can advance that by comparing the rate 
of refunding of the illiterates in the various sectors, one finds that they have the 
rate of the most significant refunding in the sector of services. These results also 
imply that Enda-IA, by granting loans to the illiterates, it may find it beneficial to 
privilege those exerting in the sector of the services and to penalize those with 
whom it had already engaged in activities of loans. 

Table 7 Results of the estimate of the stage (3):  
Primary level of education 

Variable Std Coefficient.Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 0.371544 * 0.076593 4.850912 0.0000 
AGE 0.002465 * 0.001148 2.148067 0.0323 
EXPANT -0.022103 * 0.006781 -3.259548 0.0012 
DUREM 0.048307 * 0.014845 3.253959 0.0012 
Probability (LR stat) 0.212482    
R-squared 0.175771 
Adjusted R-squared 0.153105 

Mean dependent VAr 0.704663 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.228012 
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S.E. of regression 0.209833 
Sum squared resid 17.61189 
Log likelihood 64.80182 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.293546 

Akaike information criterion -0.256320 
Schwarz criterion -0.139202 
F-statistic 7.754720 
Prob(F-statistic) 0,000000 

* Statistically Significant. 
 
We can deduce starting from the estimates according to table 7 that 

except for the variable AGE, variable EXPANT and variable DUREM, all the 
other variables are not statistically significant. From the table hereafter, we 
note that variables GENDER, TYPRET, TINTERET, MREMB, ACHARGE, 
Dl_SECTEUR, D2_SECTEUR and D3_SECTEUR are not statistically 
significant. Therefore, for the borrowers who have a primary level of 
education, Enda-IA must be interested in these three variables. Thus, it would 
support the oldest borrowers and would lengthen the duration of these loans 
and would avoid the borrowers having already been given several loans with 
an aim of increasing the rate of refunding. 

Table 8 Results of the estimate of the stage (3):  
Secondary educational level 

Variable Std Coefficient. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 0.381116 * 0.067235 5.668448 0.0000 
AGE 0.002978 * 0.001130 2.635925 0.0088 
EXPANT -0.011192 * 0.006104 -1.833527 0.0677 
TINTERET -1.102615 * 0.531255 -2.075490 0.0388 
ACHARGE 0.010227 * 0.005941 1.721486 0.0862 
DUREM 0.046329 * 0.013277 3.489560 0.0006 
Probability (LR 
stat) 

0.212482    

R-squared 0.163071 
Adjusted R-squared 0.132787 
S.E. of regression 0.199220 
Sum squared resid 12.06537 
Log likelihood 67.54911 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.328865 

Mean dependent VAr 0.709886 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.213929 
Akaike information criterion -0.351577 
Schwarz criterion -0.208954 
F-statistic 5.384788 
Prob(F-statistic) 0,000000 

* Statistically Significant. 
 
It arises starting from table 8 that except for the variables AGE, EXPANT, 

TINTERET, ACHARGE and DUREM, all the other variables are not 
statistically significant. 

With regard to variable ACHARGE, it is significantly positive, i.e. more 
the number of dependent children increases more the rate of refunding rises. 
This result can be related to the fact that the borrower feels more the need to 
make a success of his project since he is responsible for a family of big size 
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and consequently his capacity to be refunded will improve. However, it is 
contradictory with the result found in the estimate of the sample of the 
borrowers who have as a branch of industry the services. 

Therefore, while being addressed to the borrowers who have a secondary 
educational level, Enda-IA must take account of their age, their number of 
former experiments with it by reinforcing the share of the most recent 
borrowers and the number of dependent children while granting more of the 
loans to the fathers and to many mothers. 

Moreover, it must adopt a lower interest rate and a longer duration of the 
loan to improve its rates of refunding. 

 
4.3. Estimate by type of loan 
In this paragraph we break up our sample into two groups according to 

the type of the loan. This manner enables us to estimate an equation for the 
individual loans and another for the loans of the group. 

Table 9 Results of the estimate:  
Credits of group 

Variable Std Coefficient. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 0.587638 * 0.079488 7.392752 0.0000 
AGE 0.002546 * 0.000845 3.014755 0.0027 
D3_INSTRUCTION 0.005754 * 0.001519 3.787560 0.0002 
EXPANT -0.024893 * 0.011686 -2.130078 0.0336 
TINTERET 2.936042 * 0.953869 3.078034 0.0022 
MREMB 0.000212 * 8.00E-05 2.649815 0.0083 
DUREM -0.064396 * 0.020333 -3.167058 0.0016 
Probability (LR stat) 0.212482    
R-squared 0.070889 
Adjusted R-squared 0.048228 
S.E. of regression 0.196179 
Sum squared resid 20.51308 
Log likelihood 121.8466 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.525557 

Mean dependent VAr 0.723015 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.201088 
Akaike information criterion -0.394320 
Schwarz criterion -0.284152 
F-statistic 3.128199 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000161 

* Statistically Significant. 
 
The result of the estimates exposed in table 9 shows that except for the 

variables AGE, D3_INSTRUCTION, EXPANT, TINTERET, ACHARGE, 
MREMB and DUREM, all the other variables are not statistically significant. 

Therefore, the performance of refunding of the loans of the group varies 
positively with the age and a higher level of education and negatively with the 
existence of last loans. 

Variable TINTERET is significant and carries an unexpected and even a 
contradictory positive sign to the results found previously. However, this 
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result can be justified by the fact that the more the interest rate increases, the 
more the social pressure and the mutual monitoring between the members of 
the group will be strong, which will generate a rise of the rate of refunding. 
This explanation can also justify the positive and unexpected sign variable 
MREMB which is significant. Thus, more the loads of the micro-borrower are 
high more the effectiveness of credit of group as a guaranteed refunding will 
be significant. 

Variable DUREM is significantly negative what is different from what it 
found in the other estimates, but it confirms the result related on the interest 
rate and the amount of the credit. A long maturity of the loan can indeed 
weaken solidarity between the members of the group and also it can cause 
much problems and thereafter a fall of the rate of refunding. 

Therefore, the rates of refunding of the credit of group granted by Enda-
IA are an increasing function of the age, higher instruction, interest rate and 
amount of the credit. They are a decreasing function of the existence of an old 
relationship to the group contracting the credit and a long duration of the loan. 

The estimate of the model makes it possible to note the results of the 
estimate of the stage (4) in the following table: 

Table 10 Results of the estimate of the stage (4):  
Individual credits 

Variable Std Coefficient. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 0.444790 * 0.077663 5.727145 0.0000 
GENDER -0.064580 * 0.029115 -2.218086 0.0271 
EXPANT -0.010826 * 0.004346 -2.490869 0.0132 
TINTERET -1.037548 * 0.388269 -2.672238 0.0078 
DUREM 0.057174 * 0.009003 6.350211 0.0000 
Probability (LR stat) 0.212482    
R-squared 0.251811 
Adjusted R-squared 0.227062 
S.E. of regression 0.208752 
Sum squared resid 17.12594 
Log likelihood 67.22453 
Durbin-Watson stat 0.518169 

Mean dependent VAr 0.697520 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.237443 
Akaike information criterion -0.261546 
Schwarz criterion -0.123650 
F-statistic 10.17451 
Prob(F-statistic) 0,000000 

* Statistically Significant. 
 
It is advisable to deduce starting from the estimates appearing in the table 

10 that except for the variables GENDER, EXPANT and TINTERET all the 
other variables are not statistically significant. 

In other words, by granting individual credits and with an aim of 
increasing the rate of refunding, Enda-IA must target the women more than the 
men, to increase its pressure on the micro-borrowers who have several cycles 
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of credit with it, to adopt an interest rate which is not exaggerated too much 
i.e. which takes account of the conditions of the micro-borrowers, and also a 
longer duration of loan. 

 
4.4. Estimate by gender 
The women are the principal component of the wallet customer of Enda-

IA. Thus, it would be interesting to see whether their performance of refunding 
does not vary in the same way in comparison with the men according to the 
variables of the model. 

Table 11 Results of the estimate of the stage (5):  
Gender of borrowers 

Variable Std Coefficient.Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 0.444079 * 0.056651 7.838919 0.0000 
AGE 0.001689 * 0.000747 2.261948 0.0240 
EXPANT -0.014327 * 0.004433 -3.231853 0.0013 
DUREM 0.043011 * 0.009474 4.540060 0.0000 
Probability (LR stat) 0.212482    
R-squared 0.137732 
Adjusted R-squared 0.123561 
S.E. of regression 0.197485 
Sum squared resid 30.84930 
Log likelihood 170.6001 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.129167 

Mean dependent VAr 0.721296 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.210947 
Akaike information criterion - 0.389069 
Schwarz criterion -0.307489 
F-statistic 9.719113 
Prob(F-statistic) 0,000000 

* Statistically Significant. 
 
To this end, it arises from the estimates exposed in table 11 that except for 

the variable GENDER, EXPANT and DUREM, all the other variables are not 
statistically significant. 

It is advisable to deduce starting from this estimate that by targeting the 
women, the IMF cannot refer on a given educational level in its search for a 
rate of higher refunding, since the three variables relating to the level of 
education are not significant. Thus, they are the oldest women, having the 
shortest experience with Enda-IA, and whose loans are associated with the 
longest times of refunding whose have the best performances as regards 
refunding. 

Table 12 Results of the estimate of the stage (5):  
Amount of credits 

Variable Std Coefficient. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 0.337640 * 0.171261 1.971492 0.0507 
AGE 0.004337 * 0.001890 2.294378 0.0233 
EXPANT -0.016449 * 0.007414 -2.218706 0.0282 
MREMB 0.000126 * 5.97E-05 2.101657 0.0374 
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Probability (LR 
stat) 

0.212482    

R-squared 0.101843 
Adjusted R-squared 0.015354 
S.E. of regression 0.243479 
Sum squared resid 8.003058 
Log likelihood 6.425290 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.661699 

Mean dependent VAr 0.662661 
S.D. dependent VAr 0.245370 
Akaike information criterion 0.101674 
Schwarz criterion 0.383924 
F-statistic 1.177521 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.302349 

* Statistically Significant. 
 
Result of the estimates of table 12 show that except for the variable AGE, 

EXPANT and MREMB all the other variables are not statistically significant. 
For variable MREMB, it is significantly positive i.e. more the amount to 

be refunded increases more the rate of refunding rises. This result can be 
justified by the fact that the more the amount to be refunded increases, the 
more the effect provided by the borrower to make a success of his project is 
significant, which would reinforce his refunding. 

The results of these five stages are summarized in the following table: 
Table 13 Summary of the results  
(Validation of the assumptions) 

 Variables of which the 
effect is significantly 

positive 

Variables of which the 
effect is significantly 

negative 
Stage 1 AGE and LDUREM GENDER, EXPANT and 

LTINTERET 
Stage 2 Production/artisanat D3 INSTRUCTION EXPANT 
 Trade AGE and DUREM GENDER, EXPANT and 

TINTERET 
 Services  D L INSTRUCTION and 

ACHARGE 
Stage 3 illiterate D2 SECTOR EXPANT 
 primary education AGE and DUREM EXPANT 
 secondary AGE, DUREM and 

ACHARGE 
EXPANT and TINTERET 

Stage 4 Credit of group AGE, D3 
INSTRUCTION, 
TINTERET and MREMB 

EXPANT and DUREM 

 Individual credit DUREM GENDER, EXPANT and 
TINTERET 

Stage 5 Women AGE and DUREM EXPANT 
 Men AGE and MREMB EXPANT 
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5. Conclusions and implications 
In the light of our empirical analysis a whole of results were worked out 

and which are synthesized as follows: with an aim of improving its rate of 
refunding, Enda-IA must be interested in the gender of the micro-borrower by 
targeting more women, their age, their former experiments with it, the interest 
rate used on the loans and in the duration of the loan (Vliamos S.J. and 
Tzeremes N; Unger, J.M., A. Rauch, M. Frese et N. Rosenbusch; Van Gool, J., 
Verbeke, W., Sercu, P., Baesens, B., 2011). 

Moreover, while being based on the branch of industry, Enda-IA can 
improve its performance of refunding while being interested in certain specific 
criteria for each sector. For the sector of production/artisanal, it must take 
account of the level of education and the number of former experiments of the 
borrower with it (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision., 2010). With 
regard to the sector of trade, Enda-IA must be interested in the gender of the 
micro-borrower and his former experiments with it (Bellucci, A., Borisov, A., 
Zazzaro, A., 2010). Also, it must adopt a lower interest rate and a longer 
duration of loan. Lastly, for the sector of services, it must attach more 
importance to the level of education and number of dependent children of the 
borrower. However, for each sector, the IMF can be based on certain criteria 
before the granting of the credit with an aim of increasing the probability of 
refunding (Van Bastelaer, T., Zeller M., 2006; Bhagavatula, and alii., 2010). 
While basing itself on the second stage of the estimate, we divided the sample 
according to the branch of industry and it led us to note that: for the sector of 
production/artisanal, Enda-IA may find it beneficial to reinforce the share of 
the loans granted to the graduates of the superior and to reduce the loans 
granted to former borrowers (Bedecarrats, F., Angora, R.W., 2009; 
Bedecarrats, F. et Marconi R., 2009; Brennan, J. M, and W. N. Torous., 2009). 
With regard to the sector of trade, it must be interested in the gender of the 
micro-borrower by reinforcing the share of the women, by increasing the share 
of the credits of oldest and having former experiments with it by decreasing 
the share of the loans of those whom had already profited. It must also lower 
the interest rates and lengthen the duration of refunding. Lastly, for the sector 
of services Enda-IA must limit the share of the credits granted to the 
customers having a primary education level and much of dependent children 
(Biais, B. and Weber, M., 2009). 

The variables which have a significant impact on the rate of refunding 
differ from an educational level with another. Indeed, for the illiterates, this 
association must be interested in the number of former experiments of the 
micro-borrower with it and in the branch of industry chosen by the customer 
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(Charness, G., and Gneezy, U., 2010). For the primary education level, one 
finds that the variables age, a number of former experiments with it and the 
duration of the loan have a remarkable influence on the rate of refunding. 
Lastly, to be sure of a high capacity of refunding of the micro-borrowers who 
have a secondary level of education, Enda-IA must take account of their age, 
their number of former experiments with it, the number of children t, the 
interest rate and the duration of the loan. Thus, by offering credits to all the 
categories of the customers, the IMF can identify certain variables for each 
level of education to improve the rate of refunding (Daniel Kahneman., 2011); 
Daniel Kahneman et Amos Tversky., 2012). This made the objective of the 
third stage which enabled us to conclude that while being addressed to the 
illiterates, Enda-IA must be interested in the numbers of former experiments 
of the borrower with it and in the branch of industry chosen by the customer. 

Considering the importance of the type of loan that it is individual or of 
group, the IMF can improve its rate of refunding by granting more interest to 
certain specific criteria for each type. For the credit of group, the criteria are 
the age, the level of education, the amount to be refunded, the number of 
former experiments with it and the interest rate. Whereas, for the individual 
credit, Enda-IA must be interested in the gender, the number of former 
experiments with it, the interest rate and the duration of the loan. Moreover, in 
the fourth stage, we subdivided our sample according to the type of loan. This 
distinction is necessary because the agreement of a loan to a group of 
borrowers differs enormously with the agreement with only one borrower. 
Lastly, while being based on the results of the first stage where we have 
concludes that the women refund better than the men, we showed in the fifth 
stage of the estimate which the criteria which influence the rate of refunding 
for the women. Which are the age, the number of former experiments and the 
duration of the loan and the age, the number of former experiments and the 
amount to be refunded, for the men. 
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PLACING OF DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES  
AND PREPARATIONS ON THE MARKET.  

LOGISTICS AND CONTROL 
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Abstract 

European regulations provide for the placing on the market of dangerous substances 
and preparations specific goals to protect the population and, in particular, employees 
who use  them. At  the  time Romania has  joined  the European Union, as a Member 
State,  it  had  to  ratify  the  predictions  in  this  field  at  European  level.  Some 
discrepancies between  the national  legislation of  the member  states  relating  to  the 
classification,  packaging  and  labeling  of  dangerous  substances  and  preparations 
hindered the trades of these substances and preparations within the Community and 
thus directly affect the establishment and functioning of the common market. 
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Handling dangerous substances and preparations 
Dangerous substances and preparations represent any liquid, gaseous, 

solid substance that presents a threat for workers’ health and security, 
respectively these can be identified in almost all workplaces. In Europe, 
millions of workers come into contact with biological and chemical agents that 
can harm them. According to recent research, 19% of EU workers are exposed 
to toxic vapors about a quarter or more of their working time, while 15% of 
workers have to handle dangerous substances or preparations within their 
professional activity daily, while if the risks of using dangerous substances or 
preparations are not properly managed, workers’ health may be affected in a 
variety of ways. 

Employers in the EU Member States are obliged to protect their workers 
from dangerous substances or preparations from workplace. They must carry 
out risk assessments and act upon them. The legislation also provides the 
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identification and labeling of thousands of different substances which are 
registered in the EU market. 

Reducing the risks of working with hazardous substances is not only a 
moral duty but also a legal imperative for which there is a strong economic 
argument. Organizations, as workers, may be affected from the loss of 
productivity and increased accountability to the indictment and claims for 
compensation. 

By taking appropriate measures regarding handling, workers can be 
protected when using hazardous substances. 

The obligation to provide workers with information on the risks posed by 
hazardous substances and training on how to use them safely comes back 
equally to employers. 

Regulation on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction 
of Chemicals (REACH) is a unique system of registration, evaluation and 
authorization of chemicals. Information about the risks posed by these 
substances and how to handle them should be disseminated throughout the 
whole production chain for all marketed products and also waste and by-
products resulting from these production processes. 

 
Classification, packaging and labeling 
Setting phrases and icons of danger and caution represents an important 

source of information in order to protect work environments. These 
regulations are found in the Regulation on classification, labeling and 
packaging of substances and mixtures. 

Regulation (EC) nr.1272/2008 on classification, labeling and packaging 
(CLP) aligns previous EU legislation with GHS (Globally Harmonized System 
of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals), a United Nations system 
organized to identify hazardous chemicals and to inform users about these 
hazards. The GHS has been adopted in many countries around the world, and 
now is used as a basis for national and international regulations on the 
transport of dangerous goods. 

The communication of hazards of chemicals is achieved by displaying 
icons (Figure no. 1) and standard phrases on labels and safety data sheets. 

Some old terms have been replaced: 
 mixtures instead of preparations 
 hazardous instead of dangerous 
 icons instead of signs 
 hazard phrases rather than risk phrases 
 precautionary phrases instead of safety phrases 
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 indications of danger are replaced by words of warning (eg, "Danger", 
"Warning") 

 
Figure 1 - icons for hazardous substances 

Familiar orange hazard symbols are gradually replaced with new icons 
with red borders. 

I. Classification 
Suppliers are those who have to decide on the classification of a 

substance or a mixture, so this process is called self-classification, but in cases 
of the most dangerous substances, a chemical classification decision is taken at 
Community level in order to ensure an appropriate risk. In Romania, all 
classifications of substances that have been harmonized under previous 
legislation (Dangerous Substances Directive) became harmonized 
classification under CLP. 

II. Labeling 
Suppliers should label the substance or mixture inside the package 

according to CLP before placing on the market when: 
 substance is classified as dangerous; or when 
 a mixture contains one or more substances classified as hazardous 

above a certain level. 
 
Application of Regulation in Romania 
CLP Regulation entered into force in Romania on January 20, 2009 and 

will gradually replace the way of classification and labeling provided by 
Directive 67/548/EEC and Directive 1999/45/EC on dangerous substances and 
mixtures . Both directives will be repealed on 1 June 2015. 

 
Important data: 
 December 1, 2010, the date on which substances began to be 

reclassified 
 December 1, 2012, the date on which substances already on the market 

have to be labeled in accordance with the CLP Regulation 
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 Since 1 June 2015, mixtures (previously called preparations) should be 
classified according to CLP 

 Since June 1, 2017, the date on which the products already on the 
market must be relabelled and repackaged 

 
The control 
REACH requires companies or individuals using chemicals or mixtures in 

their industrial or professional activities to inform manufacturers of chemicals 
or the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA). These companies are called 
downstream users. Downstream users play a crucial role in promoting the safe 
use of chemicals by applying safety measures to their own workstations and 
transmit relevant information for both service providers and customers. 

Control follows the placing on the market of substances or mixtures 
unless they are not packaged and labeled in accordance with the legal 
provisions and criteria for identification of substances listed as hazardous and 
in addition if there weren’t provided information showing application of art. 
12 and 13 of Regulation (EC) no. 1.907/2006, except where preparations are 
provisions exist in other Community legislation. 

The measures set out above are applied in Romania by the National 
Environmental Protection Agency until the substance is included in the 
substances hazardous to health or the environment annex, or until it is decided 
that it can’t be included, in accordance with the procedure relating to the 
adaptation technical progress and regulated by art. 29 of Directive 
67/548/EEC, as amended and supplemented. 

 
Freedom of movement 
No EU member state, which complies with legislation on dangerous 

substances or preparations may not prohibit, restrict the placing or impede the 
movement on the EU market. 

 
The safeguard clause 
National Environmental Protection Agency may temporarily reclassify or, 

if necessary, to prohibit the placing on the market of a substance that meets 
legislative requirements or subject it to special conditions in Romania, where, 
based on new scientific information and data there are reasonable grounds to 
believe that this is still a danger to humans and the environment as a result of 
the inadequate classification, packaging and labeling. National Environmental 
Protection Agency is obliged to inform the European Commission and the 
other Member States thereof and respectively motivates its decision. 
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Conclusion 
To remove the obstacles and to achieve the objective in evicted the 

dangerous substances and preparations on the market, it is necessary to 
approximate the laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating to the 
classification, packaging and labeling at European level. In the current context, 
control and logistics play an important role in handling dangerous substances 
and preparations, so we'll share some of these issues that can’t be neglected. 
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MECHANISMS OF ACCOUNTING 
 

Elena	Ilie		
 

Abstract 

Preoccupied  with  standards,  with  convergence,  with  the  accounting  reflexion  of 
reality, proffesional accountants are preoccupied  in  fact by economy, by  institutions 
and by people. This is the first reason why The European Union took into account the 
oportunity of recognizing the accounting profession at european level. 

 
Keywords 
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The harmonization process of the romanian accountancy in 

accordance with the International Accountancy Standards(IAS/IFRS) 
requirements and with the european accounting Directives, that jarmonize the 
refference rules and principles regarding the elaboration of the annual financial 
situations of annual financial statements of public institutions, represents a 
bold challenge to the administrative environment. Terminology that has 
enveloped the world develops all major European economic powers, for which 
we also ache, like: Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in the United 
States– US GAAP, International Financial Reporting Standards - IFRS and 
Public Sector Accounting Standards - IPSAS. 

The International Accounting Standards are underlained by the 
professional reasoning and achieved by appealing to principles that lead to 
solutions to a certain problem at a time, away from absolute rigor. The 
romanian economic mechanisms from this point of view still present a big 
stiffness in the implementation of accounting concepts and principles, 
however specialists develop research work on the theoretical part and applied 
so that the efforts to be able to define a common denominator for the 
accounting mysteries. 

The functioning mechanisms for an organized economic environment 
The functioning accountancy mechanisms are based on the accounting 

functions represented by the way of registering accounts with growth and 
decrease determined by the economic and financial operations with 
patrimonial elements covered in relation to the economic content of the 
respective accounts. 
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Under various aspects, accountancy has 5 functions defined by purposes 
and areas of interest, such as: integration, information, managing control, legal 
and forecasting. 

So the accounting function is determined by the economic content of the 
accounts and under it, it’s insured its exertion of all the other functions listed 
below1. 

 The registering function and the data processing consist in the 
consignment, according to its own rules and principles, processes and 
economic phenomenon that occur in the patrimonial units and that can be 
expressed in value. 

 The informing function consists in providing information on the 
structure and dynamics of assets, liabilities, financial position and results 
obtained in order to substantiate decisions. Accounting has a function of 
internal information (for management of the unit) and a function of external 
information (a third part). 

• The control managing function consists in checking with accounting 
information of the storage and use of material and money, resource 
management, monitoring compliance with financial discipline etc. 

 The legal function– the data provided by the accounting and the statistic 
documents serve as evidence in court to prove the reality of some economic 
operations and to establish the financial liability for damages. 

 The provisional function- accounting information relating to a period 
already completed can be used to determine the evolution tendency of future 
economic phenomenons and processes 

The financial-accounting function regroups all activities2 related to 
financial flows and their management. The two components of the financial-
accounting function are: 

 componenta activă (subfuncţia financiară) şi 
 the active component (the financial subfunction) and 
 the passive component (the accounting subfunction). 
These two components give to the financial-accounting function both 

strategical value, materialized in designing the financial flows, and strategy, 
by monitoring the way in which the management carries out costs. 

The financial side includes the necessary activities for: 
 providing financial resources needed for the activity of an entity; 
 distribution of funds; 

                                                            
1 http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contabilitate 
2 Economia întreprinderii, prof. Dr. I. Kerbalek, http://www.economiaintreprinderii.ro/ 
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 financial planning and execution; 
 forecasting the financial indicators; 
 substantiation of the pricing calculations for the services rendered; 
 conducting studies and economic analysis on attracting and allocating 

financial resources; 
 exertion of the internal financial control (the organization and execution 

of preventive financial control and background). 
The accounting side includes the necessary activities for: 
 synthetic and analytical records of the material and financial resources of 

an entity; 
 preparation of balance sheets; 
 developing situations on the main economic and financial indicators; 
 organizing and conducting inventory processes; 
 preparation of accounting archives. 
The financial- accounting function clearly reflects the accountig 

information of an entity, that’s why it can be classified into: 
 financial- accounting information; 
 the accounting management information. 
The financial- accounting information is designed for the external 

users, like the investors, the employees, the creditors, the government or the 
public, and is designated through financial reports. Annual, businesses 
managers should prepare a set of financial reports in a standardized form, 
consisting of balance sheet, income statement, statement of movements in 
equity, cash flow report, accounting policy and explanatory notes of these. 

The the accounting management information is designed for internal 
users, respectively for the company management. This information is non-
standardized, often non-monetary and includes information about the unitary 
cost of products, the costs relative behaviour to the volume of business or 
product profitability. The reports are submitted to management at short 
intervals - monthly, weekly or daily - and circumscribed to entity subdivisions 
called responsibility or profit centers. 

As in the private sector, the public sector generates methodologies for 
performance, which in the opinion of his own represent the expected profit of 
a healthy economic environment. We're talking about profit vs performance 
ratio because the state tends to offer only in exchange for efficient recovery of 
resources. 

Corresponding to the users’ requirements and market information, 
generally, accountancy is subdivided into: 

 financial accountancy 
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 managerial accountancy 
The financial accounting field of action covers the heritage knowledge 

and presentation and the results obtained from the use of its elements. So, the 
financial accounting activity purposes are economic valuation of governments’ 
elements, recording all changes (increase or decrease) of assets, determining 
the final results in the form of profit or loss, the works of prior preparation of 
financial statements, the inventory, preparing trial balances, etc.., preparation 
and presentation of financial reports provided by law, like balance sheet, 
income statement, cash flow report and the report on capital flow. 

The manangerial accounting records necessary information assessing 
internal work, rigorous and systematic review of the use of the budgetary 
resources and their own income from internal activity. Usually it deals with 
calculating the costs of products, services, works or activities offered by 
performance and efficiency programs established in the public institutions, the 
determination of certain analytical results in the subdivisions of achieving 
indicators of products / services, providing information for budgeting and for 
determining the performance (profitability, efficiency, etc.)of various 
subdivisions of achievement of performance indicators at credit masters’ level: 
primary, secondary and tertiary, performance management control and 
managerial decision making of public funds. 

 
Conclusion 
In front of the european challenges, the romanian accountancy didn’t 

remain passive and without reflexes, adapting to the normalization, 
harmonization and convergence processes, both through national institutions 
and by the action of international organizations representing the accounting 
profession. 
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CONTROLUL INTERN AL FUNCȚIILOR/ 
ACTIVITĂȚILOR UNEI COMPANII 

 
Nicoleta	Moise	

 
Abstract 

Management  entity  establishes  its  goals  and  objectives  that  can  be  achieved  by 
carrying  out  functions  /  activities,  and  each  of  them  being  assigned  to  a  form  of 
internal  control.  The  activities  are  varied,  complex  and  consist  of  examination, 
recalculations,  agreeing,  verification,  analysis,  comparisons,  approvals,  physical 
observation, responsible for recording, transmission and archiving. 

 
Keywords 
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Implementarea ansamblului controalelor interne în componența fiecărei 

funcții/activități și formalizarea prin proceduri presupune parcurgerea 
următoarelor etape: 

a) Stabilirea activităților de control. 
Fiecărei funcții/activități îi este asociată o formă de control 

corespunzătoare care trebuie să aibă la bază o analiză a riscurilor la care este 
supusă aceasta. Este responsabilitatea managerilor de a cunoaște și inventaria 
activitățile/funcțiile pe care le coordonează pentru a putea stabili activitățile de 
control în vederea asigurării unei funcționări eficiente. 

b) Ierarhizarea activităților de control. 
Cunoașterea activităților care se desfășoară într-o entitate permite 

analizarea riscurilor la care sunt supuse acestea și ierarhizarea lor în funcție de 
expunere. Astfel, activitățile de control se vor efectua cu precădere acolo unde 
expunerea la risc și probabilitatea de atingere a acestora este mai mare. 

Activitățile de control intern dau coerență întregul instrumentar de control 
intern care poate fi repartizat în următoarele șase grupe omogene prezentate în 
figura nr. 2.1. 

Denumirile grupelor arată că, în esența, instrumentele de control intern nu 
reprezintă idei, mijloace, procedee sau practici noi, pentru că multe dintre ele 
sunt, deja, cunoscute și aplicate, într-o anumită măsură, în cadrul entităților. 
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Figura nr. 2.1. Instrumentarul de control 

 
Cele șase grupe de instrumente de control intern sunt complementare și 

coerente. 
Prezentăm succint comentarii explicative privind fiecare dintre ele: 
a) Obiectivele 
Obiectivele sunt efectele pozitive pe care managementul încearcă să le 

realizeze sau efectele negative pe care acesta încearcă să le evite. 
Având în vedere aceste obiective generale ale controlului intern, 

managerul entității le va particulariza, în concordanță cu obiectul de activitate 
și atribuțiile specifice acestuia, în obiective globale, precise și clar formulate, 
cuprinse într-un document de politică și strategie, ce va fi aprobat și adus la 
cunoștința întregului personal. Este important ca personalul să le cunoască și 
să înțeleagă rolul pe care trebuie să îl îndeplinească în realizarea acestor 
obiective globale. 

Pornind de la aceste obiective globale și urmărind riguros deplina 
conformitate cu acestea, fiecare persoană cu funcție de conducere își stabilește 
obiective derivate, specifice activităților din compartimentul pe care îl 
conduce, asigurându-se că obiectivele stabilite sunt: 

• realiste și în deplină concordanță cu misiunea și atribuțiile 
compartimentului; 

• repartizate în interiorul compartimentului pe sub-obiective individuale, 
încredințate personalului de execuție; 

• repartizate corespunzător adică să: 
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 existe o construcție piramidală a sub-obiectivelor care concură la 
realizarea obiectivului general al compartimentului; 

 atingă performanță în funcție de sub-obiective, pentru ca acestea să fie 
transpuse în realitatea operațională; 

 să fie măsurabile, adică exprimate în indicatori cantitativi sau, după 
caz, calitativi; 

 să poată fi monitorizate prin sistemul de informare existent și dispoziția 
managementului și care trebuie să fie construit în funcție de natura 
indicatorilor proprii obiectivelor/sub-obiectivelor încredințate fiecărui salariat; 

 să aibă prevăzut un termen calendaristic de realizare realist. 
Într-adevăr, nu s-ar putea trece la construirea unui sistem de control intern 

adecvat, dacă obiectivele nu sunt stabilite și cunoscute în prealabil. 
b) Mijloacele 
Prin mijloace se înțelege ansamblul resurselor umane, financiare și 

materiale, privite în corelație cu realizarea obiectivelor propuse. În consecință, 
managerii de la toate nivelurile trebuie să își pună următoarea întrebare: 
mijloacele efectiv disponibile permit realizarea obiectivelor fixate? 
Formularea răspunsului la aceasta întrebare scoate adesea în evidență grave 
distorsiuni, surse de eșecuri și de ineficacitate. 

În scopul evitării unor astfel de situații, trebuie să fie cunoscute cele trei 
cauze care le generează: 

 nu sunt identificate precis toate mijloacele efectiv disponibile; 
 conducătorul de compartiment nu utilizează toate mijloacele efectiv 

disponibile necesare realizării obiectivelor fixate; 
 obiectivele fixate nu sunt modificate corespunzător mijloacelor necesare 

efectiv disponibile. 
Mijloacele umane 
Problema prioritară este cea a calități și, abia în secundar, cea a cantității. 

Este evident că, în absența unui personal competent, orice sistem de control 
intern este condamnat, și sunt numeroase situațiile în care anomaliile 
constatate au drept cauza o pregătire insuficientă sau o implicare superficială. 
Din aceasta perspectivă, instrumentele de control intern vizează atât recrutarea 
și selecția, cât și perfecționarea pregătirii profesionale a personalului. 

Recrutarea și selecția pot avea ca finalitate angajarea persoanelor care 
dispun de competențele profesionale cerute sau, cel puțin, de capacitățile 
necesare pentru a le dobândi, dacă, în cadrul acestui proces, sunt înfăptuite: 

 identificarea necesităților de recrutare pentru o perioadă determinată de 
timp, la nivelul entității, respectiv la nivelul fiecărui compartiment al acesteia; 

 introducerea unor criterii specifice nediscriminatorii în recrutare și 
selecție; 
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 elaborarea unui plan anual de realizare; 
 realizarea și utilizarea unui ghid pentru interviuri; 
 stabilirea unei liste de verificare pentru controlul respectării procedurilor 

legale de recrutare și selecție, aplicabile în entitate; 
 comunicarea, în deplina transparență, a politicii și procedurilor de 

recrutare și selecție. 
Perfecționarea pregătirii profesionale poate conduce la compensarea 

eventualelor deficiențe ale recrutării, dar, mai ales, la dezvoltarea cunoștințelor 
personalului, potrivit cerințelor specifice ale posturilor și promovării interne, 
dacă acest proces este precedat sau, după caz, urmat de: 

 realizarea unui chestionar pentru identificarea nevoilor de instruire a 
personalului; 

 analiza nevoilor de instruire, din perspectiva entității la nivelul 
compartimentelor și la nivelul angajaților; 

 prioritizarea nevoilor de instruire identificate; 
 elaborarea politicii de instruire și comunicarea acesteia într-o declarație 

clară, care să definească ce intenționează conducerea entității în domeniul 
perfecționării pregătirii profesionale a personalului propriu; 

 stabilirea listei de verificare pentru controlul planificării și desfășurării 
etapelor de instruire a personalului; 

 stabilirea procedurii de inițiere profesională a noilor angajați; 
 instituirea practicii “conducător la nevoie”, ca o condiție de bază pentru 

dezvoltarea abilităților manageriale, la toate nivelele de conducere; 
 elaborarea chestionarelor pentru evaluarea anuală a dezvoltării 

cunoștințelor profesionale. 
Cunoașterea și asumarea normelor de conduită cuprinse în codul etic al 

entității și, după caz, în codurile etice aplicabile anumitor categorii 
profesionale, reprezintă condiții fundamentale pentru supraviețuirea 
controlului intern, în oricare entitate. 

Atingerea acestui deziderat presupune, cel puțin, următoarele: 
 comportamentul angajaților este influențat de ideea pe care aceștia și-au 

format-o cu privire la conduita și valorile morale promovate de conducători; 
 așteptările în materie de comportament trebuie să fie comunicate clar și 

înțelese în întreaga entitate și să fie sprijinite prin acțiuni ale conducerii; 
 conducerea să supravegheze comportamentul efectiv al persoanelor cu 

privire la aceste așteptări și să trateze, în mod adecvat, orice neconformism. 
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Mijloacele financiare 
Realizarea permanentei adecvări între obiectivele entității și mijloacele 

sale financiare reclamă recurgerea la o multitudine de instrumente de control 
intern specifice etapelor de elaborare, aprobare și execuție a bugetului. 

Mijloacele materiale 
În mod tradițional, prin mijloace materiale înțelegem întreaga diversitate 

de produse, servicii și lucrări necesare funcționării entității și realizării 
obiectivelor sale. Această categorie de mijloace fiind bine cunoscută, vom 
sublinia că, întrucât între mijloacele materiale și mijloacele financiare există o 
strânsă corelație, în sensul că, pentru cele dintâi, trebuie să fie prevăzute în 
buget sursele de finanțare corespunzătoare, gradul necesar de adecvare a 
mijloacelor materiale poate fi atins utilizând, ca principale instrumente de 
control intern: 

 analiza riguroasă a gradului de acoperire a nevoilor reale, la nivelul 
entității și la nivelul fiecărui compartiment, cu mijloacele materiale existente; 

 identificarea și stabilirea naturii, volumului, structurii și caracteristicilor 
mijloacelor materiale, necesar a fi procurate în limita fondurilor disponibile; 

 elaborarea și aprobarea unui program anual detaliat al achizițiilor 
publice; 

 aplicarea riguroasa a listei de verificare, pentru controlul respectării 
procedurilor de atribuire a contractelor de achiziție publică. 

c) Sistemul informațional constituie cea de-a treia grupa de instrumente 
de control intern. Acestea se regăsesc la nivelul fiecărei activități din cadrul 
entității, ansamblul lor reprezentând un subsistem fundamental al sistemului 
de management intern. 

Prin sistem informațional înțelegem totalitatea procedeelor, metodelor și 
mijloacelor utilizabile la nivelul entității, în cadrul procesului informațional 
considerat ca un tot organic al operațiilor de culegere, prelucrare, 
sistematizare, transmitere, valorificare și stocare a datelor și informațiilor. 
Desigur, prin sistem informațional nu se subînțelege neapărat “sistemul de 
informare informatic” (adică ansamblul de persoane, tehnici și echipamente 
utilizate pentru colectarea, înregistrarea, prelucrarea și transmiterea automata a 
datelor), întrucât există numeroase alte sisteme de informare care trebuie luate 
în considerare și care nu țin de tehnologia informatică. Acestea pot fi: 
procesele de comunicare pentru transmiterea urgentă a unor noi sarcini, 
ședințele obișnuite de informare și raportare sau modalitățile stabilite pentru 
semnalarea neregularităților. 

Vizând toate activitățile din entitate sistemul informațional și, în 
particular, sistemul informatic pentru management, trebuie să fie astfel 
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construit încât să permită un bun control asupra acestora, în vederea atingerii 
obiectivelor prestabilite. 

În mod logic, sistemul informațional ar trebui să constituie un sistem 
integrat în entitate, sub forma unei succesiuni de tabele de bord, a căror 
construcție piramidală are la baza ordonarea, corelarea și centralizarea 
succesivă a informațiilor și indicatorilor folosiți la nivelul managementului de 
linie, în scopul gestionarii activităților proprii, iar, la vârf, prezentarea 
indicatorilor sintetici, globali, necesari managerului general. 

Nu se întâmplă întotdeauna așa, iar elaborarea și funcționarea sistemelor 
de informare, proprii fiecărui nivel de conducere, constituie, adesea, un 
ansamblu eterogen cu redundante, contradicții, omisiuni, distorsiuni, filtrări 
sau supraîncărcări ale canalelor de informații și în cadrul căruia managerul 
general găsește cu greu sau nu găsește informația de care are nevoie. 

Deoarece proiectarea și implementarea sistemului informațional constituie un 
proces tehnic de durată și care implică un important efort colectiv, conducătorului 
compartimentului de informatică îi revine un rol însemnat. 

Pentru realizarea acestuia în primul rând se recomandă utilizarea unei 
terminologii unitare, pentru caracterizarea componentelor proprii ale oricărui 
sistem informațional, în al doilea rând, nu se poate aborda de la început 
întregul acestuia, ci trebuie efectuată întâi în domenii restrânse, pe subsisteme, 
între care se vor stabili ulterior legăturile de interdependență. În al treilea rând, 
trebuie subliniat că orice acțiune de proiectare, perfecționare sau modificare a 
sistemului informațional determină o serie de modificări în lanț, care afectează 
subsistemele decizional, organizatoric și operațional, până la realizarea unui 
nou echilibru între acestea. 

d) Organizarea este apanajul managementului și trebuie să prevadă 
respectarea următoarelor principii: adaptarea, obiectivitatea, separarea/segregarea 
funcțiilor. Pentru realizarea unei organizări eficiente se impune existența 
următoarelor instrumente: organigrama, fișa postului și cadrul material. 

e) Procedurile de lucru trebuie să fie definite, formalizate, cunoscute, 
respectate și actualizate când este cazul pentru toate activitățile care se 
desfășoară într-o entitate. Ele oferă cadrul de referință în evaluarea fiecărei 
activități și contribuie la eficientizarea acestora. 

f) Controlul este feedback-ul procesului managerial și, prin aceasta, 
impulsul acțiunii manageriale continue. Controlul constă în compararea 
rezultatelor cu obiectivele, depistarea cauzelor care determina abaterile 
(pozitive sau negative) constatate și luarea măsurilor cu caracter corectiv sau 
preventiv necesare. În funcție de cauzele abaterilor, măsurile corective sau 
preventive pot fi de natură previzională, organizatorică, de coordonare sau 
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chiar de evaluare-control. Aceasta înseamnă că procesul managerial, 
concretizat în funcțiile manageriale menționate, are ca suport exercitarea 
continuă a funcției de evaluare-control. 

Exercitarea acestei funcții presupune ca entitatea să își elaboreze propria 
strategie de control, în vederea evitării riscurilor ce pot determina abateri 
nedorite de la politicile și obiectivele stabilite. Strategia vizează: integrarea 
controlului în componentele procesuale și structurale ale organizării entității; 
definirea obiectivelor controlului; stabilirea tipurilor de control ce vor fi 
aplicate, a metodelor și procedurilor ce trebuie utilizate în cadrul acestora; 
elaborarea programelor de control; pregătirea personalului cu atribuții de 
control; modalitățile de evaluare și valorificare a rezultatelor controalelor; 
eficacitatea controlului, prin prisma criteriului costuri/beneficii. 

Coerența și interdependenta acestor elemente sunt foarte puternice. Din 
această cauză, pentru implementarea unui sistem de control intern eficient la 
nivelul fiecărei activități, dar și global, acestea trebuie să fie cerințele 
managerului general. 

O strategie, oricât de bine pusă la punct, va rămâne un simplu deziderat, 
dacă, în vederea exercitării controlului, nu sunt asigurate următoarele premise, 
absolut necesare: 

 stabilirea precisă a activităților, atribuțiilor, sarcinilor și obiectivelor 
acestora (exprimate prin indicatori cantitativi sau calitativi), pe compartimente 
și posturi de execuție și de conducere; 

 atribuirea de competente adecvate, exact delimitate, pentru îndeplinirea 
sarcinii atribuite prin fișa de post; 

 stabilirea în mod corect a responsabilităților individuale, pentru 
îndeplinirea sarcinilor atribuite prin fișa de post; 

 existența procedurilor formalizate pentru fiecare activitate care se 
desfășoară în cadrul entității. 

Pentru a putea evalua activitate unei entități este necesară crearea unui 
sistem metodologic de control cu ajutorul căruia să se oglindească realitatea, 
legalitatea și eficiența. 

 
Concluzii 
Urmare a expansiunilor domeniilor de activitate și a creșterii nivelurilor 

ierarhice, precum și a descentralizării activităților, managementul s-a 
îndepărtat de execuție, acționarii fiind în fața pericolului de a nu mai stăpâni 
propria afacere. De aceea, managerii s-au implicat tot mai mult în detectarea 
slăbiciunilor controlului intern care are menirea identificării-evaluării riscului 
și asigurării rezonabile pe care acesta trebuie să o ofere managementului. 
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Toate acestea au condus la creșterea importanței controlului intern și la 
elaborarea mai multor modele de control intern pe plan internațional, studiate 
și aplicate și în România. 
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ASPECTS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTING  
AND PUBLIC INTERNAL CONTROL IN CINEMA 

 
Nicoleta	Moise	

 
Abstract 

The current stage of development of the Romanian legislation does not provide a view 
on  the  unit  issue  of  chosen  theme,  imposing  certain  changes  necessarily  correlate 
different  types  of  law’s  provisions  and  placing  them  at  the  bottom  of  viable  legal 
relations.  There  is  necessary  to  be  a  fundamental  change  of  orientation  in  public 
institutions in Romania, transition from strictly legal dimension of public institution to 
management approach determined by  the values of  the new public management  in 
the field of cinema. 
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Cu o economie globală încă în derivă, finanțarea producțiilor 

cinematografice și a programelor TV, o situație deja complexă, a devenit 
pentru directorii executivi din industria de divertisment mai dificil decât 
oricând de gestionat. Guvernele statale și naționale, dintre care multe încă 
încearcă să iasă din criza financiară globală, își reduc facilitățile fiscale și 
programele de creditare, care deseori au fost folosite pentru a atrage producția 
de divertisment într-o anumită zonă. 

În urma recentelor modificări aduse legislației fiscale și schimbărilor 
semnificative în programele de finanțare și creditare – elemente critice pentru 
succesul unui film sau program TV – factorii de decizie din domeniu, care se 
confruntă cu un mediu mult mai provocator, caută acum cele mai viabile 
formule de continuare și relansare a cinematografiei românești. Tocmai, din 
acest punct de vedere, se impune realizarea unui studiu aplicativ prin prisma 
capacității financiare a celui mai important factor în creditarea și finanțarea 
producțiilor cinematografice și a proiectelor conexe, respectiv statul prin 
instituțiile sale de specialitate. Cinematografia s-a alimentat pana în anii 1990 
din fondurile statului, însă după acestă perioadă interesul pentru actul de 
creație s-a direcționat spre mai multe forme de susținere financiară din 
domeniul privat. 

                                                            
 Doctoral Student, Valahia University, Târgovişte. 
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Contabilitatea publică din domeniu cinematografiei a trecut prin mai 
multe etape, modificări și controverse. Dacă inițial era un singur finanțator 
(statul) și producția cinematografică intra în proprietatea acestuia, în timp a 
intervenit și mediul privat, astfel încât s-au evidențiat multiple întrebări ca de 
exemplu: cum se fac înregistrările contabile?, cine este titularul drepturilor? 
sau produsul este sau nu imobilizare/se amortizează sau nu?. Date fiind aceste 
controverse, amplificate și de teoriile mediului privat, se impune ca în partea 
de cercetare a lucrării să se identifice toate aspectele finaciar contabile în 
domeniu și ca finalitate a acesteia să se lanseze ipoteze de perfecționare pentru 
un cadru unitar de metodologie și aplicare. 

Cercetarea contabilă privind metodele și procedurile financiar – 
contabile și de control intern la instituţiile publice din România „începe” cu 
primele reglementări apărute în Statele Unite ale Americii în perioada de criză 
economică a anilor 1929 – 1933. Criza economică din această ţară a evidenţiat 
în acea vreme necesitatea elaborării unor proceduri mai formalizate de 
normalizare contabilă. 

Referitor la metodele și procedurile financiar – contabile și de control 
intern la instituţiile publice, în literatura de specialitate din România nu am 
identificat nici o carte elaborată pe acest subiect, excepţie făcând câteva 
articole publicate în străinătate de câţiva autori din Australia, Italia, Marea 
Britanie, Noua Zeelandă, Statele Unite ale Americii şi Franţa. 

Nu s-a vorbit despre acest subiect până acum şi datorită faptului că în 
prezent, pe plan internaţional foarte puţine state aplică în totalitate bazele 
contabilităţii de angajamente: Australia, Canada, Columbia, Franţa, Noua 
Zeelandă, Marea Britanie şi Statele Unite ale Americii1. Mai mult de atât, 
contabilitatea de angajamente a devenit un standard în majoritatea administraţiilor 
publice din Europa, promotoarea acestei metode fiind Comisia Europeană alături 
de Federaţia Internaţională a Contabililor (IFAC), iar pe viitor, tendinţa Comisiei 
este de a obliga statele membre Uniunii Europene să aplice în totalitate 
Standardele Internaţionale de Contabilitate pentru SectorulPublic2. 

O documentare asupra bazelor de date internaţionale de prestigiu precum: 
Emerald, IDEAS RePEc, Science Direct, ne arată că în ultimii ani avem o 
creştere semnificativă a interesului de cercetare privind aplicarea Standardelor 
Internaţionale de Contabilitate pentru Sectorul Public (tabelul de mai jos). 

                                                            
1 www.imf.org, Abdul Khan and Stephen Mayes, Transition to Accrual Accounting, 
september 2009, date selectate din OECD / World Bank Buget, Practicile şi procedurile de 
date, actualizate cu informaţii disponibile 
2 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Public_Sector_Accounting_Standards, actualizat în Mai 
2012 
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Tabelul nr. 1. Articole şi lucrări publicate cu privire la IPSAS  
pe problematica situaţiilor financiare și a controlului financiar 

Anul Articole / lucrari (nr.) 
Emerald IDEAS RePEc Science Direct 

2004 0 2 1 
2005 2 5 4 
2006 1 3 0 
2007 1 3 2 
2008 2 4 4 
2009 4 7 5 
2010 3 10 4 
2011 6 14 7 

(Sursa: Emerald – este o bază de date a renumitei edituri Emerald 
Publishing House, care acoperă toate subdomeniile managementului şi se 
adresează mediului academic; IDEAS RePEc – este o bază de date 
bibliografică dedicată lucrărilor de cercetare în domeniul economic; Science 
Direct – este una dintre cele mai mari baze de date internaţionale, în toate 
domeniile, care oferă acces la textul integral al revistelor stiinţifice Elsevier) 

 
Pe baza datelor prezentate în tabel am întocmit un grafic în care se 

observă un volum mai mare de articole şi lucrări publicate în anul 2005, an în 
care Standardele Internaţionale de Contabilitate pentru Sectorul Public au 
intrat în vigoare, după care observăm o creştere începând cu anul 2009 urmare 
a revizuirii conţinutului acestor standarde. 

 
Graficul nr. 1. Articole şi lucrări publicate 
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Referitor la instituţiile publice din România există un număr restrâns 
de reglementări privind anumite metode și proceduri financiar – contabile și 
de control financiar. 

Controlul intern - structură, caracteristici și rol 
În România, structura sistemului de control intern al unei entități publice 

cuprinde: 
 Controlul financiar preventiv care este stabilit prin lege și se efectuează 

asupra operațiilor patrimoniale ale entității publice; 
 Controlul mutual, realizat între fazele unui lanț procedural, exercitat de 

fiecare post de lucru asupra modului de efectuare a prelucrărilor în cadrul 
postului de lucru anterior, pentru a putea adăuga propriile prelucrări și a 
pregătii controlul pe care îl va efectua postul de lucru următor; 

 Controlul legislativ de conformitate cu reglementările legale, de bază și 
specifice, 

 Controlul ierarhic, exercitat pe fiecare nivel de responsabilitate; 
 Controlul contabil constând în verificările efectuate de către managerul 

contabil de linie asupra tuturor înregistrărilor; 
 Controlul de gestiune este obligatoriu și se execută cel puțin odată pe an 

asupra tuturor bunurilor și valorilor entității; 
 Controlul administrativ care este efectuat prin organe specializate de 

control, 
 Controlul managerial care este executat de către toți managerii de linie și 

care are ca obiectiv modul de organizare și funcționare a entității, 
 Autocontrolul executat de fiecare angajat în parte prin autoverificarea 

activității depuse. 
Controlul este constituit din elementele unei entități (inclusiv resursele, 

sistemele, procesele, cultura, structura și sarcinile) care, în mod colectiv, ajută 
persoanele să realizeze obiectivele stabilite de către acestea. 

Obiectivele controlului intern pot face parte din următoarele mari 
categorii: 

 Eficacitatea și eficiența funcționării. Această categorie include 
obiectivele legate de scopurile stabilite, cum ar fi serviciile oferite clientelei, 
păstrarea și utilizarea eficientă a resurselor, rentabilitatea și respectarea 
obligațiilor sociale. Aceasta include protejarea resurselor față de utilizarea 
inadecvată sau de pierdere, ca și identificarea și gestionarea pasivelor. 

 Fiabilitatea informațiilor interne și externe. Această categorie include 
obiectivele legate de probleme precum ținerea unei contabilități adecvate, ca și 
fiabilitatea informațiilor utilizate în entitate și a informațiilor difuzate terților. 
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Aceasta include protejarea documentelor împotriva a două categorii principale 
de fraude: disimularea furtului și distorsionarea rezultatelor. 

 Conformitatea cu legile, regulamentele și politicile interne. Această 
categorie include obiectivele legate de responsabilitatea de a se asigura că 
activitățile sunt desfășurate în conformitate cu obligațiile impuse de lege și de 
regulamente și cu respectarea politicilor intern. 

Controlul intern este eficace atunci când oferă o asigurare rezonabilă că 
entitatea economică își va realiza obiectivele în mod fiabil. Altfel spus, 
controlul este eficace atunci când riscurile reziduale (necontrolate) de 
nerealizare a obiectivelor entității sunt considerate ca fiind acceptabile. Prin 
urmare, controlul cuprinde identificarea și reducerea riscurilor. Acesta nu se 
limitează la riscurile cunoscute, legate de realizarea unui obiectiv precis, ele 
cuprind două riscuri fundamentale și anume: 

 Riscul ca entitatea economică să nu își păstreze capacitatea de a 
identifica și de a exploata oportunitățile, 

 Riscul ca entitatea economică să nu își păstreze capacitatea de a 
reacționa și de a se adapta atunci când apar riscuri și oportunități neprevăzute 
și de a lua decizii pe baza informațiilor semnificative în lipsa informațiilor 
ferme. 

Controlul intern cuprinde componente strâns legate, respectiv: 
 definire clară a responsabilităţilor, resurse şi proceduri adecvate, 

modalităţi şi sisteme de informare, instrumente şi practici corespunzătoare; 
 difuzarea internă de informaţii pertinente, fiabile, a căror cunoaştere 

permite fiecăruia să-şi exercite responsabilităţile; 
 un sistem care urmăreşte, pe de o parte, analizarea principalelor riscuri 

identificabile în ceea ce priveşte obiectivele entităţii şi, pe de altă parte, 
asigurarea existenţei de proceduri de gestionare a acestor riscuri; 

 activităţi corespunzătoare de control, pentru fiecare proces, concepute 
pentru a reduce riscurile susceptibile să afecteze realizarea obiectivelor 
entităţii; 

 supraveghere permanentă a dispozitivului de control intern, precum şi o 
examinare a funcţionării sale. 

Aceste componente asigură baza de comparare a controlului intern. 
Pentru implementarea lor conducerea răspunde de conceperea politicilor, 
procedurilor și practicilor detaliate care să se potrivească activităților entității 
și să asigure că ele sunt încorporate și constituie parte integrantă a 
respectivelor activități. 

Scopul controlului intern este să asigure coerenţa obiectivelor, să 
identifice factorii-cheie de reuşită şi să comunice managerilor entităţii, în timp 
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real, informaţiile referitoare la performanţe şi perspective. Indiferent de natura 
sau mărimea entităţii, eforturile depuse pentru aplicarea unui control intern 
satisfăcător sunt legate de aplicarea unor bune practici. 

Caracteristicile controlului intern sunt: procesualitatea, relativitatea, și 
universalitatea. 

Controlul intern este un proces dinamic care își adaptează tehnicile și 
instrumentele în funcție de realitatea economică a entității. 

Obiectivul controlului intern este relativ el nu este conceput pentru a oferi 
o asigurare totală. 

Controlul intern este universal deoarece el este un proces realizat de către 
personalul de la toate nivelele, nu reprezintă numai formulare, proceduri, 
instrucțiuni, manuale de politici, dispoziții, ci și oameni la fiecare nivel de 
activitate al entității. 

De asemenea, caracteristicile controlului intern sunt: 
 caracter preventiv, adică acesta stabilește măsurile care trebuie luate 

pentru prevenirea pe viitor a producerii fenomenelor negative, 
 caracter constructiv, adică acesta contribuie la îndreptarea activității pe 

făgașul dorit, 
 caracterul educativ, adică acesta îndeamnă personalul angajat să 

mediteze asupra modului în care își îndeplinește obligațiile, 
 caracterul analitic, adică acesta analizează cauzele, influențele factorilor 

interni și externi asupra activității entității, 
 caracter previzional, adică acesta descifrează tendințele permițând să se 

facă față unor situații neprevăzute. 
Activităţile de control fac parte integrantă din procesul de gestiune prin 

care se urmăreşte atingerea obiectivelor propuse. Controlul vizează aplicarea 
normelor, politicilor, dispozițiilor şi procedurilor de control intern, la toate 
nivelele ierarhice şi funcţionale: aprobare, autorizare, verificare, evaluarea 
performanţelor operaţionale, securizarea activelor, separarea funcţiilor. 

Din punct de vedere al exercitării acestuia avem două forme de control și 
anume: 

 Controlul intern, care cuprinde ansamblul controalelor din interiorul 
entității, 

 Controlul extern, care cuprinde totalitatea controalelor care se adresează 
entităților din afara acesteia. 

La fel ca și controlul intern, controlul extern a evoluat și s-a restructurat 
având în prezent mai multe structuri: 

 Controlul financiar exercitat de Curtea de Conturi a României, pentru 
urmărirea modului de formare, administrare, a fondurilor publice, 
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 Controlul financiar preventiv delegat, exercitat de Ministerul Finanțelor 
Publice, 

 Controlul fiscal, exercitat de Ministerul Finanțelor Publice, prin 
inspectorii fiscali din cadrul Agenției Naționale de Administrație Fiscală, 

 Expertize contabile realizate de experți membrii ai Corpului Experților 
Contabili și Contabililor Autorizați (CECCAR) din România prin lucrările de 
strictă specialitate. 

Mediul de control constituie cadrul necesar și structura necesară 
îndeplinirii obiectivelor primordiale ale sistemului de control. 

Mediul de control conține următoarele elemente interdependente: 
 Integritate și valori etice, 
 Filozofie și stil de conducere, 
 Structura organizatorică, 
 Atribuirea competențelor și a responsabilităților, 
 Politici și practici referitoare la resursele umane, 
 Competența personalului. 
 
Concluzii 
Controlul nu se realizează întâmplător, ci conform unor criterii de 

conformitate bine definite și de performanță dezirabilă. 
Rolul controlului intern rezidă din capacitatea de a canaliza eforul întregii 

entități către realizarea scopurilor și obiectivelor propuse, semnalând 
permanent disfuncționalitățile, abaterile și operând măsurile corective 
necesare. 
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